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A PREFATORY NOTE 

For purposes of simplification in this thesis the 

following practices have been adopted! 

1. Page numbers in parentheses after quotations 

from the primary sources refer to the volume 

of stories which contains the tale in question 

(the three books and the stories in each are 

listed in the Bibliography). 

32. After the first chapter, titles of stories dis¬ 

cussed will often be followed by asterisks. 

These indicate that the story has been summa¬ 

rized in a preceding chapter. The number of 

asterisks denotes the number of the chapter. 

Having disposed of mechanics, I should like to ex¬ 

press my thanks to Professors J. D. Thomas and R. L. Myers 

for their thorough and constructive reading of this thesis. 

Particularly am I grateful to Professor George Yfilllams 

for being an approachable person and a capable and enthu¬ 

siastic director. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Thomas Hardy wished to he remembered as a poet, is 

known as a novelist, and is virtually neglected as a short 

story writer. Of all the critical works devoted to him 

there is none which concentrates on his short stories. 

Of generalizing there is an abundance, and there are refer¬ 

ences to individual stories, but a thorough examination of 

the tales is missing. 

It is Important that such a study be undertaken for 

two reasons; first, there are a number of the stories which 

have literary merit, but have not received proper attention 

because they rest in the shadows of the more monumental 

novels? second, in the short story form, material is neces¬ 

sarily handled more concisely than in the novel and more 

explicitly than in poetry. To examine the themes of the 

short stories is to emphasize and better understand their 

appearances in the novels and poetry, and thus to give the 

critic a perspective on the whole body of Hardy*s works. 

The particular themes under consideration in this 

study have been selected as the most prevalent and inclu¬ 

sive. Almost any— perhapB all*- other themes which might 

come to mind could be classified under one of these, and 

understood with reference to Hardy's approach as reflected 

in them. 
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The controversy over what Hardy should be called 

(optimist, pessimist, realist, materialist, skeptic, 

mechanist, cynic, etc.) takes up too much of the criticism. 

Labeling is tiresome and always over-simplified. There 

are two attitudes which any perceptive reader of Hardy 

will recognizes first, that the universe is not, as is 

often believed, benevolent, but is probably unconscious 

or indifferent (though to its victim it may appear malig¬ 

nant); second, that human beings are individually sensitive 

creatures1 who suffer in life, and who, thus, should try 

to be kind and compassionate to one another, in order to 

minimize the general pain. 

Hardy, by his own admission, had an inclination to 

write of the tragic side of life. From his background, 

his observation of life, and his reading of such men as 

Schopenhauer, Von Hartmann, Darwin, and Mill, Hardy con¬ 

ceived his idea of the Immanent Will. This Will may be 

vaguely described as an urge in the universe which moves 

things on. It is unconscious and is, thus, neither good 

nor bad. 

Like a knitter drowsed, 
Whose fingers play in skilled unmindfulness, 
The Will has woven with an absent heed 
Since life first was; and ever will so weave.2 

The Will is dramatized in The Dynasts. Hardy*s nineteen- 

act epic-drama, as a gigantic brain, the components of 

which are everything on the earth. Each part thus plays 

a minute role in the movement of the Will, and, at the 

same time, is determined by the Will. It must be empha- 
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sized that the Will is not described as an objective thing} 

it is-always presented metaphorically, because it is an 

Imaginative representation of an idea which an artist con¬ 

ceives. 

Hardy never maintains that his conception of the Will 

forms a consistent, systematic philosophy; and it should 

not be regarded as such.^ Nor is it more sensible to 

assume that his conception of the Will is an artificial 

4 
frame of reference for his writing. Rather, it should 

be taken as Hardy’s general impression of the nature of 

things, which is, of course, reflected in his writings. 

It is from this point of view that the Will is to be 

regarded in the following chapters. 

The themes of the stories reflect Hardy’s broad con¬ 

cept of the Will. Nevertheless, a study of these themes 

(as undertaken here) shows many other aspects of Hardy’s 

thought, and of his attitudes toward man and toward 

society, besides the much-talked-of conception of the 

Immanent Will. This study may elucidate some elements 

of Hardy’s thought not previously considered} it will cer¬ 

tainly throw a little light on the all but utterly neglected 

stories; and it should contribute to the reader's fuller 

understanding of the world as Hardy sees it, not only in 

his stories, but also In his novels and in his poetry. 
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I. THE RETURN THEME 

Definition 

It often happens that two lives cross, part, and then 

cross again. This second crossing, when it appears in 

Hardy’s work, may be called a ‘'return.” Sometimes a return 

is successful, or completed, and sometimes it fails. It 

may be desired or undesired (and sometimes accomplished 

or prevented) by one or both of the people Immediately 

Involved, or by others vrith an interest in the union. The 

return effort may be motivated by the same impulses that 

motivate people in every aspect of life. One of the most 

prominent of these impulses is the simple desire for happi¬ 

ness on the part of the persons involved. 

In this chapter I shall examine fourteen of Hardy’s 

short stories that illustrate the return theme. At the 

same time, I shall take occasion to summarize the plots 

of the stories, so that I shall not have to summarize them 

repeatedly in succeeding chapters* 

1. "Fellow-Townsmen” 

“Fellow-Townsmen” is entirely based on the return 

theme. Lucy, whom Barnet loved, was lost to him because 

of her Inferior social status. That is, her own awareness 
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of her position caused her to assume that Barnet's interest 

was transitory. On the basis of this misconception, she 

did not right a misunderstanding between them. Having 

lost Lucy# Barnet eventually married a woman older than 

himself, and his social superior. 

Hardy often portrays marriage as a "dramatic illus¬ 

tration of the human impulse to work at cross-purposes."* 

When the marriage is between people of different classes, 

the likelihood of success is even slighter. Mrs. Barnet, 

obsessed with the building of a new house named for an 

old lover, ignores her husband; she desires to return to 

the past. Barnet likewise wants to go back to Lucy. He 

tells her, "Anyhow you were the woman I ought to have made 

my wife — and I let you slip." (119). Lucy's answer 

exposes the motivation behind the return impulse: "It is 

a very common folly of human nature, you knox*, to think 

the course you did not adopt must have been the best" (119). 

Only when an individual is dissatisfied does he look back 

to blame the fates; seldom will he credit them with his 

success.c 

The first opportunity for return arises when Barnet's 

wife Is boating with the wife of his friend Downe. They 

capsize; Mrs. Downe is drowned, and Mrs. Barnet, brought 

home near-drowned, is pronounced dead by the dootor. 

Barnet, however, sees life in her, and saves her, thus 

ruining his first chance for happiness. 

Barnet's second opportunity for return is also defeated. 
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Lucy must earn a living, and Barnet, In order to Keep her 

in town* gets her a position as nurse to Downe’s children. 

Eventually, Mrs. Barnet (who has been living in London) 

dies, but the news gets to her husband moments too late 

to prevent the wedding of Lucy and Downe. 

The third opportunity for return comes twenty-one 

years later. Barnet, who has left the area after Lucy’s 

marriage, returns and hears that Downe is dead. He seeks 

out Lucy, now a middle-aged and lonely widow, and asks her 

to marry Mm. She tells him she Is not prepared to marry, 

and he returnsj disappointed, to his inn. The next day, 

when Lucy overcomes her coyness and tries to contact him, 

it is only to learn that he has gone without leaving a 

forwarding address. 

■ While the original separation of Barnet and Lucy was 

a result of a misunderstanding, the attempts to return 

are frustrated by, first, a conscious decision by the 

protagonist, Barnet; second, a bare coincidence of timing; 

and third, the indecision, or, perhaps, the over-modest 

whim of a courted woman. 

From these methods of preventing the return may be 

drawn two conclusions* The first is that man shapes his 

own destiny through his character. Given the near-death 

of Mrs. Barnet, everything depends upon Barnet’s decision. 

His failure to accomplish the return in this case comes, 

not from the “fortuitous combination of external events, 

but from the Inherent qualities of the protagonist.11 
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Through his friendship with the lower-class Down©, his 

efforts to make good his failing marriage, and his honor¬ 

able relationship vrith Lucy, we have come to see Barnet 

as a man of good and strong character — one who would 

not willingly allow a person to die, even for his own 

happiness. 

When Barnet returns at the end of the story, he 

encounters the doctor who had pronounced Mrs. Barnet dead. 

His suspicion that the mistake was intentional is confirmed 

when the old man reminds him,“I gave you a chance, Mr# 

George Barnet, which many men would have thought full value 

received* — the chance to marry your Lucy*' (164). It is 

not chance that determines man*s destiny, but the charac¬ 

ter of man acting upon it. 

The third return witnesses, once again, that character 

is dbstiny. Lucy*s hesitation is not only consistent with, 

but parallel to, the reluctance to act which had brought 

about the original estrangement. She has been character¬ 

ized by a “mild rectitude“ (166), a realization of her 

dependence upon others, and at the same time, a personal 

dignity and self-sufficiency. Lucy had also revealed a 

lack of confidence and an almost stubborn naivete in the 

definition of her earlier relationship with Barnet. Again 

she exhibits her naivete when she claims not to have 

guessed why Barnet had left town after her marriage to 

* For a small debt he owed Barnet, who had made no gesture 
to exact the payment. 
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Downe. ”*I never thought of it,1 she sald9 *1 knew, of 

course, that you had once implied some warmth of feeling 

towards me, but I concluded that it passed off1” (168). 

The similarity of this situation to the one which origi¬ 

nally separated them gives the unsuccessful return an 

added dimension of irony. 

There is, however, another conclusion which may be 

drawn from "Fellow-Townsmen”: man's fate is determined 

by a force over which he has no control. In Hardy, the 

sense of a moving Will is often conveyed through coinci¬ 

dence, as, for instance, at the second defeated return, 

when Barnet does not hear of his wife's death until it 

is too late to stop Lucy's marriage. Hardy comments on 

the coincidence: 

The events that had, as it were, dashed them¬ 
selves together into one half-hour of the day 
showed that curious refinement of cruelty in 
their arrangement which often proceeds from 
the bosom of the whimsical god at other times 
known as blind Circumstance# (155) 

As we have seen, however, the events which led to the 

marriage itself were natural and unstrained. A coinci¬ 

dence is merely an Intersecting of two often highly prob¬ 

able paths of action. A million coincidences occur each 

day, and it is in the nature of things that occasionally 

one will have far-reaching and adverse effects. 

Lucy's missing Barnet at the inn may be considered 

another coincidence in "Fellow-Townsmen.” It has already 

been established, however, that her belated response is 
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a function of her character. Similarly, It is neither 

improbable, nor inconsistent, that Barnet should decide 

not to return to the inn. He had been refused without 

reservation. Three is the magic number, and Barnet is 

a tired and depressed man. Better that he remove from 

the scene of his frustration. 

The use of both character and coincidence to prevent 

the returns implies an even stronger use of fate than would 

coincidence alone, for one reinforces the other, creating 

the impression that "if the Incident Hardy describes had 

not occurred, some other detail could soon enough have 

4 
brought about the same result" — that, indeed, character 

itself Is but part of a greater Will. 

2. "The Son’s Ve(fco" 

Besides the action of a character directly Involved 

In the return effort, or an Impersonal coincidence, a 

desired return is often frustrated by the deliberate 

Intervention of an outsider. In "The Son’s Veto," Sophy, 

a maid In the vicar Twlcott’s household, had been courted 

by Sam, the gardener. When the vicar’s wife died and 

Sophy became lame from tripping as she came to serve him, 

the rector married her and took her to London where they 

had a son. Soon Twlcott died, placing his fortune in the 

hands of trustees, providing his son with funds for a 

proper education, and leaving his wife with a comfortable 
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home and not an Interest in. the world. She was taken from 

her Wessex life of activity and moved to idleness In the 

city* The braiding of her chestnut hair was all that was 

left for her. 

After her husband's death, Sophy has nothing but lone¬ 

liness. Her son sees only her deficient grammar and her 

country ways. 

As yet he was far from being man enough— if 
he ever would be —to rate these sins of hers 
at their true infinitesimal value beside the 
yearning fondness that welled up and remained 
penned in her heart till it should be more fully 
accepted by him, or by some other person or 
thing. . (13) 

At tills point Sam reappears .on the scene. “The pathos 

of her deracination is underlined by,the pleasure she takes 

in a clandestine wagon ride to the Govent Garden market, 

perched on a mass of cabbages*“ Her ride with Sam reflects 

the Joy with which she embraces all the things symbolized 

in the return — the man, the class, and the country with 

which the market and its products are a link. 

When Sophy requests her son's permission to marry 

Sam and return to Wessex, he cries, “It will degrade me 

in the eyes of all the gentlemen of Engiandl" (21) and 

bursts into childish tears. The young snob makes his 

mother swear before the cross that she will never marry 

the man she loves without her son's consent. She refuses 

Sam and spends the remainder of her days alone. The story 

ends with the description of Sopny's funeral procession 

returning her body to Aldbricltham. The return, which might 
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have been a happy renewal of life, is .futile, for it is 

accomplished in death. 

"The Son’s Veto," unlike "Fellow-Townsmen," Is never 

dependent upon a single stroke of chance. There is no 

one incident which brings about tragedy, and there is no 

illusion on the part of the characters as to the state 

of affairs at any time. Once again, character determines 

destiny. Sophy is one of Hardy's most passive women. 

She is one of a class of creatures who are always controlled 

by others. Sophy is described as "kitten-like" and "flex- 

uous" (3). Her marriage is essentially passive# "Even 

if she had wished to get away from the rector, she hardly 

dared refuse a personage so reverend and august in her 

eyes" (9)# 

Even her attachment to Sam is without passion: he 

answers a basic need in her. She is, indeed, like a kitten 

who needs stroking. When she is desperately lonely, her 

mind returns to the past and the happier life it promised 

(in retrospect). Sam, whom she did not even love as a 

girl, is romantically invoked by her imagination, and appears 

in the flesh at the opportune moment. He, knowing her 

nature, reminds her that she need not obey her son: "It is 

not you who are the child, but he" (19). let she is a 

child in one respect. It is not so much maternal love as 

childlike obedience which causes her to submit, to the sacri¬ 

fice of her own happiness. 
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Only because Sophy has been characterized as completely 

helpless is the denial of the single thing she has asked 

of life so poignant., Refused, she is more a child than 

ever as she murmurs to herself,."Why mayn’t I say to Sam 

that I’ll marry him? Why mayn’t I?” (23). 

The irony of “The Son’s Veto,” like the other of Life’s 

Little Ironies, says Chew, 

shows the perversion of men’s purposes and the 
destruction of their happiness by' circumstance 
working through some innate weakness In the 
character of the Individual upon whom the inter¬ 
est is centered or through the prejudices and 
timidity of someone else which block his plans 
and hinder him from setting to right the little 
world in which he moves.® 

The extreme docility of Sophy is acted upon by the forceful 

snobbishness of her son, and the result is one of the bit¬ 

terest of Hardy's “little ironies.” 

3. “Interlopers at the Knap” 

In “interlopers at the Knap” Darton, the protagonist, 

attempts two returns. The tale begins with the projected 

marriage of Darton and Sally, one of convenience to both 

of them: to her because he, as a successful farmer, Is 

financially secure; and to him because she is a “comely, 

Independent, simple character, with no make-up about her” 

(173), who is sure to make a good wife. 

The one coincidence In the story — not Itself the 

complication, but merely the opening for one — is the 

■unexpected arrival and death of Sally's long-absent and 
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poverty-stricken brother,*^ leaving a widow who, it turns 

out, had been Darton's last, and only true, love. Her 

husband dead, she, who was once rich and beyond Darton’s 

reach (her marriage to the lower-class Hall is not explained), 

is now available. Sally, learning of the former relation¬ 

ship, steps out of the way to allow the return of the two 

lovers to each other. 

Helena, relieved from dependence upon her in-laws, 

and returned (along with her children) to a higher status, 

is not satisfied with Darton. She does not live long, 

however, and when she dies, Darton plans a return to Sally, 

having realized that she would have been the preferable 

bride in the first place. Darton is abruptly reminded, 

however, that stitches dropped In the past cannot be picked 

up at wills Sally refuses him, for she has been successful 

in her dairy business and has no need of Darton. 

While the attempts at return in " Fellow-Townsmen" 

and "The Son’s Veto” were desired by both people involved, 

but checked by forces whloh were, at least to some extent, 

out of their control, here is a simple case of one person's 

choosing to prevent the return. Sally represents the oppo¬ 

site extreme from Sophy: she is a "shrewd, strong-minded, 

robust"® woman who is not without passion, even when it is 

applied to the act of renunciation. She is an exception 

to the generalization that Hardy "endows his women richly 

on the passionate side, but he rarely gives them credit 

for good Judgment. 
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4, “The Lady Icenway" 

Sally is not unlike Marla Heymore, the Lady Icenway, 

another relatively strong woman who prevents a return. 

Her motives are different from Sally*s, however, and they 

do not bring such satisfactory results. Therefore, she 

is moved to the second —a partial, or psychological — 

return. 

• Marla, living in the remote woodlands of Wessex, is 

loved by a visitor?/to the area, a young man of Dutch origin 

who owns plantations in Guiana. Though she is not so 

enthusiastic as he, she enjoys the power she has over him, 

and she marries him, En, route to South America, however, 

Anderling, her husband, tells her that he is already 

married, though he has long been separated from his dis¬ 

reputable wife. The young man, in his passion, had been 

unable to resist marrying Maria. Having confessed, he 

promises to let her return home, and report his illness 

and death at sea. 

Back In Wessex, Maria realizes that she is pregnant, 

and in order to secure her position and to assure herself 

that the humiliating truth will not be revealed, she 

marries Lord Icenway. Soon afterward, Anderling reappears 

with word of his first wife*s death, Marla tells him of 

her marriage, and, at his Insistence, lets him have a 

glimpse of their son, making him promise to leave immedi¬ 

ately afterward. He does so, but gambles in order to 
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forget his unhappiness and finally returns penniless* 

His love for Maria and the hoy being all he has, he 

obtains a position as gardener for the Icenway estate. 

The first return, then, is complete insofar as Anderling 

is concerned, but it is entirely rejected by Maria. 

Just as Anderling's ardor had got the better of Ills 

judgment when he committed bigamy by marrying Maria, it 

moves him to accept the humiliation of his job as gardener 

in order to be near those he loves* His blind devotion 

to Maria is illustrated twice when he makes promises to 

her before he knows what they will be: the first time 

when she determines to return as a widow, and the second, 

when she asks Anderling to go away and not return. His 

breaking of the promises is as consistent with his char¬ 

acter as is the making of them, for in each instance he 

is compelled by an impetuous nature which cannot resist 

the immediate appeal of his love. 

Maria is characterised primarily by pride. Her orig¬ 

inal love for Anderling is in large part an appreciation 

for one who loves herself. Similarly, the first promise 

she exacts from him, as well as her marriage to Icenway, 

is motivated by a pride “of the grain which could not 

brook the least appearance of having been fooled, or deluded, 

or nonplussed in her worldly aims" (159)- Anderling's 

devotion is frustrated by the barrier (the second marriage) 

erected by Maria's pride, so that the first return cannot 

be completed. 
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There Is, however, a second return: of Maria to 

Anderling. It begins when Lady Icenway one day goes to 

the gardener's cottage and finds him dying; she whispers 

a promise into his ear, but it is too late. After his 

death a monument is erected to him by a wife whom, Icenway 

observes, he has never seen. Still later, he remarks that 

it was odd that Lady Icenway could oblige her first husband 

with a son, but couldn't do the same for him. 

*Ah! If I had only thought of It soonerI* she 
murmured. 
'What?* said he. 
'Nothing, dearest,* replied Lady Icenway* (109) 

Marla's return is perhaps a resurgence of the love she 

had felt for Anderling, together with the compassion she 

had for him because of his devotion and his death. More¬ 

over, she Is married to "a plain man, older than herself" 

for whom she has no love and from whom she Is becoming 

rapidly estranged, since she bears him no heir. In her 

greater maturity and security she could appreciate a gen¬ 

uine devotion such as Anderling's, particularly on the 

verge of its loss. Whether the return Marla had in mind 

was only temporary —long enough, perhaps, to provide a 

child for Icenway — is conjuctural. In any case, the 

Impulse comes to her too late. 

5. "For Conscience* Sake" 

Return is again mistimed in "For Conscience* Sake." 

The outcome of the story is foretold at the beginning, 
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when Millborne, a middle-aged bachelor, asks advice of a 

friend at his club. This friend warns that it is too late 

for Millborne to sooth his conscience by finding and marry¬ 

ing the woman whom, by,promise of marriage, he had seduced 

and got with child some twenty years before. Millborne 

becomes a classic case, as he ignores the.counsel and pur¬ 

sues his course toward a return motivated by conscience 

alone. 

When he sets out to right his wrong, he finds that 

the objeot of his conscientiousness has established herself 

as Leonora Frankland, a respeotable dancing teacher, and 

has succeeded in supporting herself and their now grown 

daughter, Frances. Millborne*s presence is neither needed 

nor desired,^0 So obsessed is he with the idea that he 

must marry this woman, that even when his proposal has 

been refused, he persists in his tardy suit. For the ease 

of his own conscience, he even invokes the conventional 

morality which he had previously Ignored, and under which 

she had had to suffer. 

Finally, Mrs. Frankland weakens, and marries Millborne. 

The return is accomplished with ironic results, for “the 

action which is Intended to produce one effect ... produces 

its contrary.” The first disappointment comes when the 

family moves to London. The city does not fulfill its 

promise, and the women long for their town. “We had society 

there,” complains the hew Mrs. Millborne, 
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“people in our own position* who did not expect 
more of us than we expected of them. Here, 

i where there is so much, there is nothing! He 
said London society was so bright and brilliant 
that it would be like a new world. It may be 
to those who are in it; but.what.is that to us 
two lonely women; we only see it flashing pastIH 

(46) 

As though it were not enough for the women to be dis¬ 

illusioned about London, the marriage produces disaster 

in the relationship between Prances and her beloved Mr. 

Cope, who, discovering the true history of Mr. and Mrs. 

Millborne, puts off his engagement to Frances, since a 

respectable clergyman could hardly marry an illegitimate 

child. 

The return of Frances to Cope is finally accomplished 

by backward repetition of the magic formula: first, 

Millborne moves his family out of London and back to a 

country home (near Copls); and, second, Millborne disappears 

from the women's lives, having finally realized that 

our evil actions do not remain Isolated in the 
past, waiting only to be reversed: like loco¬ 
motive plants they spread and re-root, till to 
destroy the original step has no material 
effect in killing them. (49) 

Millborne's return falls because it should not have 

been undertaken in the first place. The selfishness which 

had caused him to desert Leonora years before survives in 

his attempt to appease his conscience at the expense of 

others. He tells his friend that his unkept promise to 

marry “destroys my sense of self-respect still" (30), and 

he sets about, not to do Mrs. Frankland reparation accord- 
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ing to her present need, but to fulfill to the letter his 

word, and restore his self-respect. The Ironic results 

say unequivocally that “no mechanical act of reparation 

can atone for or bribe the past.“ Millbome cannot 

escape his own fastidiousness, however; alone again, doubts 

stirs 

.As he formerly had been weighted with a bad 
conscience, so now was he burdened with the 
heavy thought which oppressed Antigone, that 
by honourable observance of a rite he had 
obtained for himself the reward of his dis¬ 
honourable laxity. (49) 

6. “The Honourable Laura“ 

While in “For Conscience' Sake,“ the return was some¬ 

thing of a self-punishment, in “The Honourable Laura" it 

marks the end of a punitive period. There are actually 

two returns in the story. The situation is that Laura, 

immature and young, runs away with an opera singer. When 

her father and her cousin James come to fetch her, it is 

revealed that she has for some time been secretly married 

to James. The father, disgusted, leaves, and the two young 

men, without Laura's knowledge, plan a duel to the death. 

On their way to the appointed site, however, the singer 

pushes his opponent down a steep cliff, and returns to 

claim Laura. She, suspecting the truth, runs away from 

him and back to nurse her husband, who has been found alive. 

Up to this first return, her actions have been imma¬ 

ture. Her secret marriage to her cousin, followed by 
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cool boredom, her encouragement of the opera singer (^ 

thought I saw a way out of It all, then I agreed to come 

with you-oo-oot0 (251)), and her constant concern that 

she be loved, indicate that she is still but a child. 

It is not until she feels the responsibility for her 

husband’s injury and is turned from self-interest to 

tending him that she begins to be mature. Her return is 

a result of maturation, precipitated by a single incident. 

Laura’s return is not altogether completed, however, 

for her penitent devotion Is rejected by her husband. 

He has been portrayed as a firm, decisive, somewhat ironic 

person. He is more rigorous than Laura's father in com¬ 

manding her to return with them, and It is he who suggests 

that the two men duel for Laura. James applies his strength 

to the rejection of his wife, going so far as to say that 

he does not like her (though he was willing to gamble his 

life to win her). His refusal to forgive her is extremely 

severe, but It is consistent with the extremes toward 

which he is Inclined. Hardy characteristically does not 

give the reader James’s point of view? once again, though 

we cannot fully understand the man’s motivations, we can 

see that his action Is in accord with his past behavior. 

Laura, when she has been 
11

 converted,” more than com¬ 

pensates for her misconduct by living a monastic life for 

eleven years while her husband travels throughout the world. 

The second return is that of James to her. When he 

comes back to Wessex he, with his usual thoroughness, poses 
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as a weary traveler in order to gather from the servants 

a report of his wife*s behavior ip his absence. Satisfied 

of her maturity and loyalty, he presents himself to her, 

and they are reunited in joy. The second return Is then 

complete. 

7. “The Duchess of Hamptonshire“ 

In the history of Emmeline, the Duchess of Hamptonshlre, 

there is also an eleven-year wait until a final union is 

attempted, Emmeline*s end, however, differs from Laura*s. 

Introduced as the daughter of a rector, Emmeline is an 

utterly Innocent young lady 

of so sweet and simple a nature that her beauty 
was discovered, measured, and inventoried by 
almost everybody in that part of the country 
before it was suspected ,by herself to exist. 

(219) 

When she is seventeen, she falls in love with Alwyn Hill, 

a young curate. At the same time, however, the Duke of 

Hamptonshlre, an older man, is enamored of her. Social 

ambition claims its prize, as her father has her young 

lover transferred away, and Emmeline is married to the 

Quke. 

The village gossip concerning her unhappiness is 

confirmed by her maids and men, who say 

that she was in the habit of turning to the 
wainscot and shedding stupid scalding tears 
at the time when a right-minded lady would 
have been overhauling"her wardrobe. She 
prayed earnestly in the great church-pew, 
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where she sat lonely and insignificantly as 
a mouse in a cell, instead of counting her 
rings, falling asleep, or amusing herself in 
silent laughter at the queer old people in 
the congregation, as previous beauties of the 
family had done in their time. (221) 

Emmeline is finally driven to summon Hill, “as I had no 

other friend*.' (223). Begging to go away with him, “or 

under your direction, or by your help in some way I “ (223), 

she reveals that her husband, Insanely jealous of the 

younger man, has accused her of infidelity, and “in trying 

to make me confess to what I have never done, ... adopts 

plans I dare not describe for terrifying me into a weak 

state, so that X may own to anythingI“ (223). The handsome 

young prude is shocked more by her desperate plea to return 

to him than by the plight which provoked it, and he refuses 

her. 

Hill departs for America, leaving Emmeline behind. 

His trip is uneventful, except for such incidents as a 

storm, a birth, and a funeral over which he, as the only 

clergyman aboard, officiates. When he has been in America 

for nine years, he reads of the death of the Duke of 

Hamptonshlre, and, still loving Emmeline, he eagerly plans 

a return. Back in the Wessex village, he is shocked to 

find that the widowed Duchess of Hamptonshlre is not 

Emmeline at all. Discovering the truth through Oedipus- 

like investigation and recognition, he realizes that it 

was she in whose funeral he had participated on the way 

to America. “She must have followed at his heels silently 
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through the darkness, like a poor pet animal that would 

not be driven back” (234). 

The first return, attempted by Emmeline and rejected 

by Hill, is urged because the girl has been pushed to the 

farthest extreme of her emotional endurance. She is an 

essentially weak woman who has allowed her life to be 

directed for her; finally she, like a mistreated animal, 

takes the only course open and pursues her one source of 

hope. Her following Hill and booking passage on the boat 

are, then, consistent with her state of panic. And while 

her death en route is in part a matter of chance, it is 

not without some probability: a weak and hitherto pro¬ 

tected young lady would be particularly susceptible to 

the hazards of crowded, low-class travel. 

Hill, contrasting with Emmeline, is cool and rational. 

His responses are not so immediate as Emmeline’s, but are 

conditioned by his clerical background. He has the possi¬ 

ble return before him, but he pushes it aside self-right- 

eously. The love he feels for Emmeline, while genuine, is 

always completely controlled — not only when he refuses 

her pleas, but on idle boat when he thinks of her only at 

carefully rationed moments, and in America, when he keeps 

his feelings locked within himself. Even when he hears 

of the duke’s death, it is characteristic of Hill’s control 

and precision that he waits almost an entire year, putting 

his affairs in order before he returns. 

The failure of the second return is, of course, due 
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to Emmeline’s earlier death. If that were all there was 

to the matter, however, "The Duchess of Hamptonshlre" 

would be nothing more than a pitiful story. The failure 

of the second retarn Is significant because it Implies a 

judgment of destiny upon Hill: he lost his chance when 

he did not respond to Emmeline’s desperation and accept 

her return. Hill’s case is different from James’s in 

"The Honourable Laura,11 because, while James was severe, 

Laura was not in a state of emotional extremity. Like 

Mlllbome in "For Conscience* Sake," Hill learns that 

life cannot always be picked up where it was dropped. 

8. "Barbara of the House of Grebe" 

Another "noble dame" who Is moved by fear to animal- 

like responses is Barbara, of the House of Grebe. Her 

story opens with a situation similar to that of Emmeline. 

Barbara is desired by the aristocratic Lord Uplandtowers 

just as Emmeline was by the Duke of Hamptonshire. Like 

Emmeline, she is In love with a handsome young man of lower 

social status. Barbara, while hardly a woman of the world, 

is not such an epitome of innocence as was Emmeline. She 

is described as "a good and pretty girl, who never spoke 

ill of any one, and hated other pretty women the very 

least possible" (66)• She, being of a less submissive 

nature than Emmeline, avoids a match with Uplandtowers by 

eloping with her lover, Edmund Wlllowes. Once the truth 
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Is revealed, her parents have no choice but to accept things 

as they are; Sir John Grebe does insist, however, that his 

newly-acquired son-in-law make a grand tour of Europe 

with a tutor who will raise him to the level of his wife. 

The return theme in this story appears several differ¬ 

ent times. The first return is of Willowes to Barbara. 

While in Italy, he was trapped in a burning theatre, and 

his wife is now warned that he has suffered severe mutila¬ 

tion. She dreads and fears their meeting, particularly 

since his main attraction for her had been his good looks. 

When he reveals himself, she Is overcome by horror, and 

no matter how she invokes her former love and her conjugal 

duty, her emotional response Is so violent that she cannot 

control it. Like Emmeline, whose desperate state brought 

out the most basic animal impulse to follow her one source 

of hope, Barbara is reduced to a frightened creature who 

“crept to the door and out of the room,1' and is scarcely 

“aware what she had done till she found herself in the 

greenhouse, orouchlng on a flower-stand“ (86). When she 

recovers, she finds a note from her departed husband, say¬ 

ing that he will return in a year to see If she still feels 

the same way, and that if she does he will leave her for¬ 

ever. He does not return, however, and is considered dead. 

The second return is that of Barbara to Uplandtowers, 

who had not at any point lost confidence that he would 

finally marry her. He, like the Reverend Twicott and the 

Duke of Hamptonshire, is Interested In possessing a pretty 
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object. To win Barbara is a challenge. He insists on 

wedding her, though she warns him she bears him no love. 

Once married, however, he resents her coldness, blames 

her for not giving him a lineal successor, and asks her 

what she is good for* 

This situation provokes the third return in the story 

—- the second return of Willowes. With it is introduced 

the bizarre quality most often connected with the tale 

of Barbara: the Willowes who appears is not the man him¬ 

self, but a full statue of him, sculptured as a gift for 

Barbara before her husband's accident. 

At almost the same time that the statue arrives, she 

receives the official notice of Willowes's death, and is 

again thrown into guilty grief. The statue answers her 

longing to meet him again as he first was. The conscience 

motive behind this return is not unrelated to that of 

Mlllborne. While he returned physically, but not emotion¬ 

ally, her return is largely emotional; it alleviates her 

feelings of guilt, and it provides a refuge from the per¬ 

secutions of Uplandtowers. This return is revealed to 

her husband, who follows her in the night to the statue: 

Arrived at the door of the boudoir, he beheld 
.•• Barbara .•. standing with her arms clasped 
tightly round the neck of her Edmund, and her 
mouth on his. The shawl she had thrown round 
her nightclothes had slipped from her shoulders, 
and her long white robe and pale face lent her 
the blanched appearance of a second statue 
embracing the first. (96) 
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The lord’s reaction to what he sees is fiendish — 

something like that of the Duke of Hamptonshire in his 

abuse of Emmeline. Uplandtowers conceives a subtle plan 

to move his wife to the fourth return in the story — the 

second return to him. He has the statue mutilated as 

Willowes was when he returned from Europe. Barbara, dis¬ 

covering it in the night, is petrified, and, panicked, 

assures her husband that she does not love Willowes. 

Over a period of time Uplandtowers forces her to cling 

to him as the only one who can remove the monstrosity from 

her sight. Through this conditioning, the helpless crea¬ 

ture loses all feeling for Willowes's memory and develops 

a perverse devotion to her husband, whom she will not 

leave for a moment. 

Barbara, like Laura and Emmeline, is essentially 

childlike and easily influenced. Uplandtowers, by con¬ 

trast, is strong and is motivated by a power-drive; he 

is a diabolic character. It is Uplandtowers's strength 

bearing down on Barbara's weakness which causes her to 

marry him in the first place, and to remain with him 

even while she is being persecuted. Barbara's weak per¬ 

sonality, coupled x*lth her strong sensitivity, renders 

her susceptible to the breakdowns which she experiences, 

both in returning to Willowes through hie statue, and in 

finally returning to Uplandtowers. 

Willowes himself shares not only in preventing the 

first return (thereby allowing the second — the marriage 
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to Uplandtowers) but also In accomplishing the third. He 

could force his return as Uplandtowers does, but his own 

sympathetic nature prevents him from doing so. His very 

goodness and generosity are in part responsible for 

Barbara*s feelings of guilt, which cause her return to 

the statue. 

Circumstance — the mutilating fire and the arrival, 

coincidentally, of the statue with notice of Willowes's 

death, for instance — added to character does not, how¬ 

ever produce the effect of the returns in “Barbara of the 

House of Grebe." There is a special ingredient which 

spices the story: plain old scary ghost-story material. 

9. “The Fiddler of the Reels" 

“The Fiddler of the Reels" contains another of Hardy*s 

preternatural returns. Car'line Aspent 1B seized by a 

hypnotic ecstasy whenever she hears the fiddling of Mop 

Ollamoor. So enraptured is she that she refuses to marry 

Ned Hipcroft, who leaves Wessex for London.1-* A few years 

later, he receives a letter from Car'line begging him to 

take her back. Ned agreed. Her arrival in London is the 

first return. 

With Car'line is a small child, her illegitimate 

daughter by Mop. Ned forgives and marries her and develops 

a love for the child. They soon have occasion to make a 

trip to Wessex. While Ned is detained on business, Car'line 
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and her daughter find themselves at a dance where the 

fiddler is none other than Mop. He plays, and the woman 

is again possessed by the music. She dances until every¬ 

one is gone, and then she falls to the floor in a faint. 

By the time Ned has found her, Mop has disappeared, 

taking the child. Ned is crushed at the loss, but Carbine, 

finally controlling herself, is too exhausted by the exper¬ 

ience to be anxious. They never find the man or the child, 

though they hear rumours that he has cast his spell over 

her and takes her about to perform with him. 

It is the frenzied return of Car'line to the power 

of Mop that is the moot important element in this story. 

This return cannot be analyzed in terms of character or 

motivation. Mop is sketched from without as the greasy- 

haired, wild-eyed, foreign-type man who appeals to women. 

Car’llne is a woman; Hardy is not concerned with her mind 

or character. “Action, not description, is always fore¬ 

most; the event dominated, rather than motive, or psyehol- 

ogy, or comment.The spell cast over Car'line when 

she hears Mop's music is outside reason. To look for 

logical motives in this return is to ignore the essential 

nature of the tale. 

10, “The Lady Penelope" 

The story of Penelope falls into the same category 

as those of Barbara and Oar'line because the circumstances 
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of her returns are so unusual. The first two returns are 

predicted by her \*hen, in jest, 3he promises her three 

suitors that she will marry each in his turn. She marries 

the first one, who becomes ill and dies. By this time 

Penelope is convinced that she really loves Sir William 

Hervy, the third of the original three. In spite of her 

hints to his friends, ho, out of feelings of delicacy, 

does not return from abroad. Advised by her friends to 

“take 'em as they come” (205), Penelope finally goes 

ahead and marries the second of the three men. 

This second marriage constitutes the first return, 

for Penelope was previously interested in the man, but 

married another, and then returns to him. The marriage 

is not a happy one, however, for her husband 

showed a disposition to retaliate upon her for 
the trouble and delay she had put him to in 
winning her. With increasing frequency he 
would tell her that, as far as he could per¬ 
ceive, she was an article not worth such la¬ 
bour as he had bestowed in obtaining it, and 
such snubbings as he had taken from his rivals 
on the same account. (205) 

Penelope's second husband becomes ill at approximately 

the same time as Sir William returns from his travels. 

Sickness turns to death, and the second return occurs 

when Penelope marries Hervy, thus fulfilling her, pre¬ 

diction that she would get to them each in time. 

The two have not been married long when Hervy over¬ 

hears some gossip which suggests to him that Penelope had 

poisoned her second husband. Without an explanation he 
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tells his wife that he must go abroad. When he has gone, 

Penelope hears the ugly rumors and begs her husband to 

return, but he will not. 

Once she understands the reason for his departure, 

"an inner fire fseemsJ to be withering her away" (212). 

It is not until she has a still-born child that William 

returns (the third return); but it is too late, for 

Penelope dies. Soon afterward the physician who had 

treated her second husband hears the rumors and assures 

Sir William that he had examined the man*s body immediately 

after death and had found him dead of natural causes. 

The effect of the three returns in the story is 

derived from the prediction and its ironical fulfillment. 

That Penelope would make such a joke in the first place 

is consistent with her flirtatious character as a girl. 

Her successive marriages would not have received particular 

notice, but for her unthinking words and their circulation 

among the people. 

The final return depends upon the circumstances of 

the first two, for the prediction which has made others 

believe that Penelope murdered her husband plants similar 

doubts in William*s mind. Hardy says, 

A Plot, or Tragedy should arise from the gradual 
closing In of a situation that comes of ordinary 
human passions, prejudices, and ambitions, by 
reason of the characters taking no trouble to 
ward off the disastrous events produced by the 
said passions, prejudices, and ambitions.*5 

Both William and Penelope are responsible for the failure, 
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for he does not have the courage or sense to confront her 

with the rumors, while she, like many another Hardy hero¬ 

ine, suffers his silent reproach, never bringing things 

into the open* The illness resulting from Penelope*s 

mental state is of the mysterious type which withers away 

the heroes and heroines of folklore.**’ It is like the 

culmination of a conspiracy of fate*? which (working 

through character and circumstance) brings from her her 

foolish words, fulfills them, and sends rumors rustling 

“in the air like night-birds of evil omen” (212)**® 

There is an element of preternatural!sm (the occult) 

in “The Lady Penelope” as there is in “Barbara of the 

House of Grebe” and “The Fiddler of the Reels”j but atten¬ 

tion is focused chiefly on the responsibility of Hie indi¬ 

vidual for his own fate. A listener (not Hardy) to the 

story in the frame narrative suggests that since Penelope 

had shown an unseemly wantonness in contract¬ 
ing three marriages in such rapid succession 
**• the untrue suspicion might have been or¬ 
dered by Providence (who works Indirectly) as 
a punishment for self-indulgence. (214) 

11. “The History of the Hardcomes” 

“The History of the Hardcomes” is like the preceding 

stories in that there is an element of the strange in the 

return pattern. The story contains a double return, be¬ 

tween two couples. Two cousins, Steve and James Hardcome, 

are engaged to Olive and Emily, respectively. Each of 
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the couples is well suited; the first is of a "bustling 

nature, fond of racketing about and seeing what was going 

on in the world," while the second is "gentle, nice-minded, 

indoor people, fond of a quiet life" (238). It happens 

that at a wedding party they change partners for a dance. 

The music is stimulating and the new couples cling close. 

When the dance is over, they decide to trade and marry 

one another's fiancees. The marriage takes place and the 

couples live together a while; they soon realise, however, 

that they are not temperamentally suited to one another. 

One day both couples are on vacation at the seashore, 

and Olive, James's wife, expresses a desire to go canoe¬ 

ing* James, not interested in such activity, declines, 

but Steve goes with her* They do not return as scheduled, 

and it is reported that they were seen floating out to 

the horizon, gazing into each others' eyes in a trance. 

Their bodies are found later, locked in an embrace. They 

have returned in death to the union "intended by Nature" 

(249). Shortly thereafter, Emily and James are married, 

and the second return is completed. 

In this story the strange is juxtaposed with the 

natural from the beginning to the final return* The young 

people are normal and well-suited, but they are caught 

up in dancing as Oar'line was mesmerized by music* To 

look for a logical explanation of their subjection to the 

dance rhythms is as idle as to look for similar motivations 

in "The Fiddler of the Reels." What makeB the tale worth 
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the telling is, in fact, that it is marvelous and unex¬ 

plainable. Just as a peculiar force had upset the first 

and natural relationships of the characters, the return 

of Olive to Steve takes place in an irresistible trance. 

It is as though both the separation and the return were 

entirely under the control of outside forces — as if 

Nature had striven with Discord and had finally had her 

way. Though there is mystery, there is no tragedy about 

the return and death of Olive and Steve. It is the only 

way victorious Nature could accomplish the double return. 
X 

But juxtaposed to their romantic fate is the simple and 

natural return of Emily and James for the commonplace 

reason that they are properly suited to each other.^ 

12. "The First Countess of Wessex" 

Just as within the single story of the Harcomes there 

are two extremes of the natural and the extraordinary, 

there is similar variance among the motives for return 

in Hardy1s short stories as a whole. To balance the strange 

returns in the preceding few stories, there are natural 

returns in "The First Countess of Wessex," "Anna, Lady 

Baxby," and "Tony Kytes, the Arch-Deceiver." 

The first story begins with tragic potential: Betty, 

at the age of twelve is married to twenty-seven year old 

Stephen Reynard because he has a prominent social position 

and even greater expectations. The couple is not to live 
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together until the girl turns eighteen, and the story is 

of the tug-of-war between the mother, who arranged the 

union without her husband’s approval, and the father, who 

had hoped to interest his daughter in the son of a socially 

undistinguished friend of his youth. 

Sympathy is with the father who champions his daugh¬ 

ter 's right to choose her own mate. In spite of the mar¬ 

riage, he arranges for her to meet his favorite, with whom 

Betty becomes Infatuated. On his deathbed, the father 

tries to prevent the union which the mother is pushing. 

Meanwhile, Betty, having exposed herself to measles to 

frighten her husband, runs away with her young lover. 

Up to this point disaster has been in the air. Things 

change unexpectedly, however, and Hardy, with tender in¬ 

sight into the psychology of the young female, brings about 

a convincingly happy return: Betty’s measles break out, 

and her young lover, balking at her appearance, returns 

her to her home; there she finds her newly-arrived husband, 

a mature man, who dares to kiss his measled wife as her 

lover would not, and who cares for her with tender strength. 

After Betty’s father’s death, her mother develops a 

sudden scrupulous respect for his long-ignored wishes; 

the widow insists Upon delaying the return of her daughter 

to the husband until the very day of her eighteenth birth¬ 

day. Her plan is thwarted, however, when, discovering 

Betty’s pregnancy, she learns that Betty and her husband 

have been meeting secretly. The inversion of the originally 
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expected situation approaches mellow comedy as the couple, 

united once formally, are returned to what promises to be 

a contented and fruitful relationship. 

That tragedy is averted and the return is accomplished, 

is a result of the natures of the people involved. The 

years in Betty*s life which the story covers are those in 

which she would naturally be maturing, and therefore chang¬ 

ing rapidly. Her young lover, approximately her own age, 

is still a boy, while she is reaching womanhood. The two 

are contrasted when he discovers her measles; 

In his horror he attempted to laugh, but the 
laugh ended in a weakly giggle. She was more 
woman than girl by this time, and realized his 
feelings. (46) 

It is because of his very youth that the scene verges on 

the comic as it becomes a mockery of romantic elopement: 

Phellpson is simply a frightened boy who has overstepped 

himself and realises it. 

The meeting with Reynard which follows the attempted 

elopement is sufficient contrast for both Betty and the 

reader to ”separate the boys from the men.” Hardy describes 

him as 

of all men then living one of the best able 
to cope with such an untimely situation as 
this. A contriving, sagacious, gentle-mannered 
man, a philosopher who saw that the only con¬ 
stant attribute of life is change, he held that 
as long as she lives, there Is nothing finite 
in the most impassioned attitude a woman may 
take up. (49) 

It is no coincidence that this story ends with a happy 
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return, while ‘'The Duchess of Hamptonshire" and “Barbara 

of the House of Grebe,“ which begin with similar situations, 

do not. The character of Reynard himself makes the differ¬ 

ence. In theuother two stories, though the higher-classed 

husbands are not of one pattern, they have in common the 

treatment of their wives as objects which are possessed 

and on which, in many cases, they may impose their power. 

Not one of them sees his wife as a human being who has 

needs and feelings of her own. 

Reynard, however, understands Betty and careB about 

her. Though he is in a position comparable to that of 

Uplandtowers, to whom “the simple stratagem of constant 

tenderness” (97) did not occur, he chooses rather to win 

his wife than to force her to him. Thus, while the ini¬ 

tial circumstances in “The First Countess of Wessex” are 

somewhat unusual, the return is happy and natural because 

Reynard is the kind of man he is, because Betty*s father's 

favorite is. but a boy, and because Betty grows up. 

13* “Anna, Lady Baxby” 

Frank Harris once remarked, “I don't know when Hardy 

wrote his book on Noble Dames ... there never was such a 

book — not one living woman among them all.”^ One feels 

compelled to wonder how many living women Mr. Harris had 

known, for, though they are not profound stories, “The 

First Countess of Wessex” and “Anna, Lady Baxby” contain 
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returns based in large part upon typical and universal 

responses of the female psycho-mentality. 

The direction which Betty’s affection takes depends 

upon the moment when Reynard dares to kiss her; Anna’s 

return is based upon her response to another apparently 

insignificant incident. The return follows a brief but 

potentially more extensive separation which occurs when 

Anna, finding her husband on the opposite side from her 

brother during the civil war, decides that blood is thicker 

than water and leaves the house during the night, intend¬ 

ing to go to the brother. Outside the door, Anna, who 

is dressed in Baxby’s coat and hat, is stopped by a young 

woman of the town, apparently come for a rendezvous with 

Lord Baxby. Imitating the voice of her husband, she 

hisses, "I, Lord Baxby, despise ye and all your wanton 

tribe 1” and then creeps upstairs, ,fas firmly rooted in 

Royalist principles as any man in the Castle" (196). In 

the morning, Lord Baxby awakens to find a lock of his hair 

tied to the bedpost by a lace. He never understands why, 

for he has completely forgotten about the pretty young 

woman of the town with whom he had flirted and whom he 

had invited to meet him at the Castle. 

Lady Baxby’s return is a matter of revived interest 

in, and devotion to, her husband, provoked by a threat 

to her own position. The circumstances are commonplace 

in marriage as indicated by many a testimonial in the 

lovelorn columns of daily newspapers. That the rendezvous 
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meant nothing to Lord Baxby merely makes the occurrence 

more typical and emphasizes Hardy’s view, that the small¬ 

est Incident may change people's lives; sometimes (as with 

Lord Baxby) they may not even realize that the incident 

has occurred. 

14. "Tony Hytea, the Arch-Deceiver" 

The return in "Tony Kytes, the Arch-Deceiver" 1B, 

like that of "Anna, Lady Baxby," perfectly natural. The 

events leading up to it are "uproariously comic,in a 

situational manner, and the psychology of the story is 

realistic.22 

Tony, a young rake, is engaged to Milly Richards. 

As he is driving along in his wagon one day, he sees Unity 

Ballet, a former girl friend, who asks for a ride. They 

drive for a while, and she is assuring him that she would 

make him a better wife than Milly, when Tony notices Milly 

ahead of them. Asking Unity to climb under a tarpaulin 

in the back of the wagon, he stops and offers Milly a ride. 

They have not gone far when he sees another girl, Hannah 

Jolliver, and he asks Milly to climb under a different 

part of the tarpaulin, explaining that Hannah had loved 

him once and would be angry and jealous when she saw him 

with Milly. 

With Hannah beside him, Tony decides that it is she 

who will make the best wife after all, and he is beginning 
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to express this opinion when he sees his father. Leaving 

the wagon, he goes to the older man and explains his embar¬ 

rassing situation. The old man advises him to marry the 

girl who did not ask for a ride — Milly* 

Just then Hannah lets slip the horse’s reins, and 

the horse Jerks* turning the wagon over; the three maidens 

roll out together. With no choice but to take things 

quickly in hand, Tony announces his intention to marry 

Hannah. Because her father is a witness and because she 

has scratched her pretty face in the fall, however, Hannah 

refuses (hoping for a second chance). Tony, determined 

not to follow his father’s advice, turns to Unity, who 

will not be a second choice. The return finally comes 

when he asks Milly, to whom he was already engaged, “What 

must be must be, I suppose. Hey, Milly?w (236). When 

she has been duly assured that he loved none but her all 

along, Milly agrees. 

Tony is lured away in the first place because he can 

love any pretty maiden; for the same reason, when it is 

necessary he can return and be content with Milly. Chew 

suggests that the “grace, delicacy, humour, felicity of 

setting, and knowledge of the folk background1' in this 

story recall Under the Greenwood Tree.2-^ There is, however, 

no irony in the conclusion of this pastoral comedy as there 

is in the early novel. Tony’s return reflects Hardy’s 

“strong sense of fun,"2^ often overlooked by seekers after 

pessimism in Hardy 
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To Baker's opinion that "the end would have been more 

pungent if Milly also had said 'no' to the arch-deceiver"*^ 

(that is, if the return had been unsuccessful), it must 

be countered that Hardy would have lost two of his most 

important effects by such a denouement: first, the conclu¬ 

sion would be neither comic nor sufficiently Ironic, but 

only a weak poetic justice unworthy of Hardy; second, the 

tale without a completed return would not possess the truth 

to life that it does, for, pleasant though the notion may 

be, it Is not likely that an attractive rake loved by many 

women will be left out in the end. If Milly had refused 

him, Hannah would have consented when she was feeling 

better. 

The point Is that In life a match is often made in 

just such circumstances: one woman sulks, another forgives, 

and the moment decides the next fifty years. Even in this 

most comical return, Hardy's view of the importance of 

timing, or coincidence, emerges. 

Summary 

The stories examined in this chapter may be assigned 

to the following categories: 

1. Returns which reflect the need to revert to the 

remembered, to capture something left in the past 

("Fellow-Townsmen," "The Son's Veto," "The Lady 

Icenway," "For Conscience* Sake," "The Duchess 

of Haraptonshire," "The History of the Hardcomes"). 
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2. Returns which take place in an aura of preter¬ 

natural mystery (’-.Barbara of the House, of Grebe,” 

’’The Fiddler of the Reels,” ’’The Lady Penelope,” 

“The History of the Hardcomes”). 

3* Commonplace and natural returns (“The Honourable 

Laura,” “The First Countess of Wessex,” "Anna, 

Lady Baxby,” “Tony Kytes, the Arch-Deceiver”)a 

Conclusion 

The return theme running through these stories illus¬ 

trates three aspects of Hardy's art and thought: 1) In 

all but the stories of the preternatural, not bare coin¬ 

cidence, but character acting in a given circumstance, 

determines the outcome. 2) It is impossible in life — 

and thus in the stories — for anyone to comprehend quite 

fully either people or events. “A beautiful, perhaps a 

supreme effort of [Hardy's] art is that his characters 

are In the last extreme of discovery impalpably veiled 

from your knowledge aB people are whom you know best in 

the waking and working world.”2® The incomprehensible 

is symbolised in stories like “Barbara of the House of 

Grebe” and “The Fiddler of Ihe Reels.” 3) All of the re¬ 

turns illustrate Hardy's belief in coincidence. Holloway 

explains that 

Hardy is not exploiting . . . oddities pure and 
simple; each is odd if thought of by Itself, 
but all together they are the kind of things 
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which for him largely constitutes the day-to- 
day pattern of life* They are integral to 
Hardy*s general picture, and they are ana¬ 
logues to that element of the bizarre which 
he traces outside human life in the complexity 
of nature.2? 

The course of life is determined no more by obviously im¬ 

portant happenings than by innumerable minor circumstances, 

each simple and reasonable, which converge in undreamed of 

relationships to determine a person's fate. 

Human lives show numberless stitches dropped 
unaware and threads miswoven in spite of trying. 
When the result of these slips and shocks cul¬ 
minates in tragedy, it is of the essence of the 
demonstration that there was nothing uniform or 
predictable about it.2° 

While the stories covered in this chapter reflect 

Hardy's own peculiar outlook on life, the prominence of 

the return theme may also be attributed in part to its 

presence in life itself. Whether it be accidental or 

intentional, to happy or to sad effect, within an hour or 

within a lifetime, people have a tendency to move through 

life in a spiral rather than a forward line. Sometimes 

they choose to fall back to the familiar rather than ven¬ 

ture into the strange; at times they have no choice. In 

the creative works of man there are repetitions, choruses, 

and refrains; perhaps man is similarly moved to return 

rhythmically to parts of his own life. 
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II. THE CLASS THEME 

Definition 

The “class theme" runs through Hardy’s short stories, 

as well as his novels. The phrase refers to social class 

— wealth along with family tradition and prominence — 

to economic status alone, to educational level, or to the 

particular type of training and orientation represented 

by the clergy. In some cases class consciousness or ambi¬ 

tion is the sole motivation of action, while in others, 

it is incidental or subordinate to other aspects of plot. 

It may be presented objectively without comment, or it 

may afford Hardy the opportunity for social criticism. 

In this chapter I shall examine the class theme as 

it appears in fifteen of Hardy's short stories. 

1. “Fellow Townsmen"* 

The class theme is introduced Immediately in “Fellow 

Townsmen" by the contrasted homecomings of Barnet and his 

social inferior, Downe. Barnet envies the warmth with 

which the other man is greeted by his family, while Barnet 

himself, in spite of his position, is met by servants who 

announce that his wife is indisposed for the evening. 

His own marriage Is foundering because of Mrs. Barnet’s 
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class consciousness. Though Barnet is friendly with 

Downe, Mrs. Barnet holds herself aloof from Emily Downe. 

"The truth is," Downe explains to Barnet, 

Emily would have been more ready to make ad¬ 
vances if she had been quite sure of her fit¬ 
ness for Mrs. Barnet*s society, who has of 
course been accustomed to London people of 
good position, which made Emily fearful of 
Intruding. (124) 

When the two women do meet, it is not with friendly equal¬ 

ity. Mrs. Barnet*s 

clenched rein-hand in its lemon-coloured 
glove, her stiff erect figure, clad in velvet 
and lace, and her boldly-outlined face ... 
[exhibitedJ their owner as one fixed for 
ever above the level of her companion — so¬ 
cially by her early breeding, and materially 
by her higher cushion. (127) 

While our society deems it desirable for a woman to 

look up to her husband, there is an awkward, and often 

humiliating, inversion in a man's having to thank his 

wife for his own position. And if marriage to a socially 

inferior husband does not meet the expectations of the 

wife (frequently the case in Hardy), she is likely to 

revert to social hauteur, thus incurring the resentment 

of her husband and aggravating the relationship still 

more. Mrs. Barnet complains 

that she had, in a moment of weakness, thrown 
herself away on a common burgher when she might 
have aimed at, and possibly brought down a peer 
of the realm. Her frequent depreciation of 
Barnet in these terms had at times been so in¬ 
tense that he was sorely tempted to retaliate 
on her egoism by owning that he loved on the 
same level on which he lived, but prudence had 
prevailed, for which he was thankful, (140) 
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It Is Mrs. Barnet’s refusal to try to make a success of 

their marriage which turns Barnet’s mind back to Lucy. 

His loss of Lucy in the first place was due in part 

to the girl*3 consciousness of her own lower status. 

Explaining to him why she had not written a letter to 

clarify the misunderstanding which had parted them, she 

says: 

Everything was so indefinite, and feeling your 
position to be so much wealthier than mine, I 
fancied I might have mistaken your meaning. 
And when I heard of the other lady — a woman 
of whose family even you might be proud I 
thought how foolish I had been, and said nothing. 

(119) 

Both Barnet’s first and true romance and his marriage are 

thus damaged by class consciousness. The failure of first 

one, and then the other, creates the desire to return 

described in Chapter One. 

2. "Interlopers at the Knap"* 

In "Interlopers at the Knap" class again spoils one 

marriage and Is Instrumental in preventing another. It 

complicates Darton's relationship both with Helena and 

with Sally. Though he later discovers his error, the 

farmer is under the impression that the original reason 

for his losing Helena was that he was socially beneath 

her. His unhappy past with her inclines him to*ward the 

more humble Sally. As he explains to his friend: 

it is not only that I like her, but that I can 
do no better, even from a fairly practical point 
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of view. That I might ha' looked higher la 
possibly true, though It Is really all nonsense. 
I have had experience enough in looking above 
me. "No more superior women for me,*' said I — 
you know when. Sally . . . will think me as 
much a superior to her as I used to think — 
you know who I mean — was to me. (178) 

Darton*s are the empty words of the rejected man, however; 

when the opportunity arises, he is quick to accept Helena. 

It is class, in part, which brings her into his life 

again: had it not been for the extremity of her husband’s 

poverty he would not have brought Helena and the children 

to his mother’s home as he did, and Hall would not have 

become ill and died, leaving his wife a free widow. 

Guerard remarks that "Hardy presents class feeling 

as the conventional obstacle to true love and as the 

final destroyer of love not so true."1 Once Darton mar¬ 

ries Helena, their love is killed by her wishes to return 

to an earlier ideal; like Mrs. Barnet, she ruins her 

marriage by thinking only of her higher-class girlhood: 

Sometimes she spoke regretfully of the gentil¬ 
ities of her early life, and instead of com¬ 
paring her present state with her condition as 
the wife of the unlucky Hall, she mused rather 
on what it had been before she took the first 
fatal step of clandestinely marrying him. She 
did not oare to please such people as those with 
whom she was thrown as a thriving farmer's wife. 

(204) 

Economic class considerations determine Darton's rela¬ 

tionship with Sally, as well as with Helena. One of the 

reasons why Sally had originally become engaged to Darton 

was that he, as a thriving farmer, could offer her and 

her mother future security. When Helena is dead and Darton 
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attempts his return, however, the class motivation has 

begun to vrork in reverse. If a woman is prepared to 

marry without love for security, it follows that, should 

she achieve financial independence, there would be no 

reason for her to marry. Sally thus explains her refusal 

of Barton’s second proposals 

I would hardly marry him for love at this time 
o’day. And as we've quite enough to live on 
if we give up the dairy tomorrow, 1 should have 
no need to marry for any meaner reason. (209) 

3. "On the Western Circuit*’ 

"On the Western Circuit*' Introduces another man who, 

like Barnet and Darton, seeks marriage to a woman below 

his class. His success, however, brings nothing but "the 

irony of blighted hopes."2 

Charles Raye, a young barrister, takes up a flirta¬ 

tion with Anna, a servant girl in a town on his circuit. 

He writes to her and, since she cannot write, her 3ide 

of the correspondence is undertaken by her mistress, a 

romantic woman living a rich, but dull, life. When Anna 

discovers that she is pregnant, Mrs. Harnham, in Anna’s 

person, relates the news to the young man in such a way 

as to maintain his romantic interest and to convince him 

of the charm and nobility of the girl’s character. 

After some time, the two women go to London where 

Anna is married to Raye who, delighted by the grace and 

refinement of the letters supposedly written by her, has 
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overlooked her inferior "background. After the ceremony, 

when he asks his new wife to write a note for him, he 

discovers the truth. To Mrs. Harnham he says, "Legally 

I have married her — God help us "bothl — in soul and 

spirit I have married you, and no other woman in the 

worldl" (119)* He must live the rest of his days encum¬ 

bered by his shallow wife^ and haunted by the loved woman 

whom he cannot possess; while 3he continues her dreary 

life with the knowledge that she has been responsible for 

the ruination of the man she loves. 

It is the disparity between Mrs. Harnham and Anna 

which makes this story effective. Edith Harnham is not 

only a woman of Imagination, sensitivity, and refinement; 

she is al30 one of the women who, though materially com¬ 

fortable, is romantically dissatisfied because she has 

married a dull man for his social prominence. Her very 

need for the vicarious pleasure derived from the corres¬ 

pondence is, in part, a function of her class. 

Anna, by contrast, is the naive, well-intending 

child of nature. She is discovered by Raye as she rides 

gleefully on a merry-go-round. If Mrs. Harnham is breath¬ 

less when the young man strokes her hand, thinking it is 

Anna*s, it is not surprising that he wins the pretty maid 

completely.^ Devoted to both her lover and her mistress, 

she tries in earnest to better herself, but a few months 

of effort cannot make her more than an earnest country 

girl. Anna is an almost idealized picture of pastoral 
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Innocence, She is natural and animal-1Ike, hut by no 

means coarse or Immoral. "Despite Hardy’s gloominess 

he tended to exaggerate the humble virtues, romanticize 

the simple annals of the poor."^ His description of 

Haye’s point of view as he looks at the woman he had 

casually Beduced and finally married is not without a 

suggestion of orlticlsm of the higher-class man; 

She did not know that before his eyes he beheld 
as it were a galley, In which he, the fastidi- 
ous° urban, was chained to work for the remain¬ 
der of his life, with her. the unlettered peas¬ 
ant, chained to his side.* (120) 

4. "The First Countess of Wessex"4* 

Wot all Interclass marriages represent such extremes 

as did the one in "On the Western Circuit." Less radical 

differences may, as "The First Countess of Wessex" illus¬ 

trates, result either in discontent or in happiness. 

Both the child-marriage which Betty’s mother promotes and 

the subsequent complications encouraged by her father 

illustrate the class theme. Betty is married to Stephen 

Reynard because, as Mrs. Darnell tells her husband, "his 

father and older brothers are made much of at Court — 

none so constantly at the palace as they; and with her 

fortune, who knows? He may be able to get a barony" (4). 

The ambitious woman feels 

that no other such fair opportunity for a good 
marriage with a shrewd courtier and wise man 
of the world, who was at the same time noted 
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for his excellent personal qualities, was with¬ 
in the range of probability, owing to the rus¬ 
ticated lives they led at King's Hintock. (13) 

Mrs. Cornell, unlike some other ambitious parents, does 

take into consideration the personal qualities of Reynard 

which, as it turns out, are such as prevent the tragedy 

that is potential in the arrangement. 

The real compllcator of the plot is not the innocent 

child Betty, but her father. His motives reflect his own 

position with relationship to class. He himself had made 

an ambitious marriage to "the greatest heiress in Wessex" 

(16) and, like Barnet and Barton, did not find that it 

assured his happiness. There is an underlying resentment 

in his relationship with his wife which is revealed when 

she scolds him for wanting to save Betty for "one of your 

pot-companions* sons" (4); 

As soon as he could utter a connected sentence 
he said: "You crow and you domineer, mistress, 
because you are heiress-general here. You are* 
in your own house; you are on your ovrn land. 
But let me tell*ee that if X did come here to 
you instead of taking you to me, it was done 
at the dictates of convenience merely. H—1 
I'm no beggar! Ha'n't I a place of my own? 
Ha*n't I an avenue as long as thine? Ha'n't 
I beeches that will more than match thy oaks?, 
I should have lived in my own quiet house and 
land, contented, if you had not called me off 
with your airs and graces." (5) 

If his wife is foolish in her ambition, the squire goes 

to the opposite extreme. 

He felt it almost as a misfortune that the 
child would inherit so much wealth. She would 
be a mark for all the adventurers in the king¬ 
dom. Had she been only the heiress to his own 
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unassuming little place at Falls* how much 
better would have been her chances of happi¬ 
ness I (7) 

Dornell is a wlnningly obstinate ale-drinking, story¬ 

telling, cursing father who loves his daughter more than 

anything else, but hasn’t the discretion to realize when 

he is defeated. His is immature and good-natured — a 

character whom Hardy obviously loves. He carries his 

anti-social campaign to his very deathbed, where he refuses 

to see a clergyman and, on hearing of his daughter's elope¬ 

ment, cheers, ‘'Well done, Betl — Haw! haw! Hurrah!" and 

dies. Hardy observes wryly, "People said there had not 

been such an ungenteel death in a good county family for 

years" (45). 

Comedy and light satire, then, as well as potential 

tragedy, comprise the class theme in "The First Countess 

of 'Wessex." In principle, Mrs. Darnell is wrong and her 

husband is right; in practice, the opposite is true. The 

reader gets the satisfaction of a happy and humorous end, 

with a 

testimony to the small account taken of the 
happiness of an Innocent child in the social 
strategy of those days, which might have led, 
but providentially did not lead, to great un¬ 
happiness. (55) 

5* "To Please his Wife" 

The happy end of Mrs. Darton's ambition Is. however, 

the exception rather than the rule. Hardy's stories are 
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more likely to end in frustration and tragedy, as the plot 

of 11 To Please his Wife*’ indicates. When Shadrach Jolliffe 

returns from sea, he is torn between his feelings for shy 

Emily Hanning and the more aggressive Joanna Phippard. 

Joanna has no sooner won him from her rival, than she is 

inclined to change her mind? "for one thing, she was ambi¬ 

tious, and socially his position was hardly so good as her 

own, and there was always the chance of an attractive woman 

mating considerably above her” (129), As she is about to 

relinquish hold, however, she learns that it would be to 

the pleasure of Shadrach, who has found his true interest 

to lie in Emily, In sudden jealousy, Joanna holds him 

to his promise, and marries him, and bears him two sons. 

By maintaining her hold on Shadrach, Joanna (as it happens) 

frees Emily for an economically higher union. (She is dis¬ 

covered by a rich local merchant, who wins her and elevates 

her to a stylish life)• 

Shadrach and Joanna do not do well in their grocery 

business; Joanna, whose ambition is pricked by jealousy 

of Emily, imagines a patronizing air in the wealthier 

woman, who lives across the street from their shop. 

Coveting the advantages of Emily (“Her boys will go to 

College, no doubt; and think of yours — obliged to go 

to the Parish School l“ (137)}* Joanna Insists that she must 

have more money. The only possibility of gaining wealth 

is for Jolliffe to go to sea. What he brings home does 

not satisfy Joanna, however, and with promise of greater 
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returns, she allows her two sons, whom she adores, to go 

with her husband. 

They do not come home when they are due, however, 

and after several years, they are generally given up as 

lost. Joanna verges on madness at the sacrifice of her 

sons to her own ambition. Not having the money to main¬ 

tain the store, she is forced to accept Emily*s Invitation 

to move into the big house. Even yet Joanna has visions 

of her returning sons and imagines that Emily is trying 

to keep her from greeting them when they come back to her. 

Ambition and Jealousy are so dominant in the charac¬ 

ter of Joanna that they overwhelm even her maternal love.® 

Working in opposition, as they do when she has to choose 

a husband, or in combination, as when she sends her family 

to sea, they bring Joanna to disaster. 

6. “The Winters and the Palmleys" 

In “The Winters and the Palmleys1' class ambition 

again unites with jealousy to provide a background for 

misfortune: Mrs. Winter and Mrs. Palmley had, as girls, 

been rivals in love. Mrs. Winter won the man, married 

him, had a son by him, and was widowed by hlmj while 

Mrs, Palmley married another, bore a weak-witted son, 

and was left a poverty-stricken widow. One day Mrs. Winter, 

who had offered to help the less fortunate woman raise her 

son, sent the boy on an errand; on the way, he was fright- 
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ened by something, deteriorated mentally, and soon died, 

Mrs. Palmley never forgave lira. Winter. 

When Mrs. Palmley lost the man she loved, she also 

lost the money vrhich came along with him* When she is 

left a widow, it is her poverty which indirectly brings 

about the death of her child. While her hatred of 'the 

Winters is not based on her monetary inferiority alone, 

her poverty is, first, a result, then a cause of her suf¬ 

fering. 

Some years after the loss of her son, Harriet, a 

city-bred niece of Mrs. Palmley, comes to live with her. 

She soon wins Jaok Winter*s love, and he resolves to go 

away to develop himself. The entrance of Harriet into 

the picture invents the class status. While the superi¬ 

ority of Mrs. Winter to Mrs. Palmley is economic, Harriet 

is in a higher educational class than Jack. She, unim¬ 

pressed by his mother’s supposed superiority over her 

aunt, finds Jack’s letters poor and clumsy. By the time 

he returns, she has turned to another, a better educated 

and city-bred man. 

Jack, Imagining the ludicrous contrast between his 

letters and those of his replacement, begs Harriet to 

return them to him, but she laughs and locks them away. 

Harriet’s haughty refusal to return them is a function 

both of her personality and the psychological advantage 

of her education, which allows her to persecute the humil¬ 

iated boy. 
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Desperate, Jack resolves to retrieve them by enter¬ 

ing the Palmley house In the night. He does so, and is 

caught, charged with ,fnight burglary*1 (a capital offense), 

and convicted. Harriet, the only one who can save him, 

does not — perhaps because Jack is too proud to ask for 

help, or perhaps because of the aunt's influence. Mrs. 

Palmley has her revenge as both economic and educational 

class feelings share in the killing of Jack. 

A new aspect of the class theme which is reflected 

in **The Winters and the Palmleys*' is the hanging itself, 

a result of the growing urbanization and mechanization 

which upset the economic stability of Wessex. Economic 

pressure had provoked crime wave, which the government 

had attempted to terminate by means of stricter laws. 

It is in this context that Jack Palmley can be hanged 

for night burglary. Besides being a revenge for deeds 

for which he was not responsible, Jack's death is a com¬ 

ment on the severity of the contemporary laws.^ 

7. "The Withered Arm" 

Like "To Please His Wife" and "The Palmleys and the 

Winters," "The Withered Arm" deals with class resentments 

Rhoda Brook, jealous of the woman who has the status to 

obtain what she, Rhoda, has been denied, finds herself 

in possession of a malevolent power. She dreams that the 

new young wife of farmer Lodge (her employer and father 
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of her Illegitimate son) is sitting on her chest, her 

ordinarily pretty face distorted with mockery. When the 

older woman can no longer hear the pressure, she grabs 

Mrs. Lodge by the arm and throws her to the floor. 

In her waking hours she is paid a visit by the sub¬ 

ject of her dream, and she sees that Gertrude Lodge has 

marks on her arm where Rhoda had grasped her In the dream. 

With time, the arm becomes badly withered, and the young 

woman asks the older one to take her to a doctor of white 

magic. He shows her an image of the person who cast the 

blight, and, though Gertrude does not reveal the identity, 

Rhoda fears that she has, as people have said, the power 

of witchery. She and her son disappear from the area. 

Meanwhile, Gertrude is estranged from her husband 

because .he is repelled by her affliction and because he 

resents her not bearing him an heir. In desperation, she 

returns to the conjurer, who tells her that her only hope 

is to place the arm on the neck of a man newly-hanged. 

She waits until she hears of a hanging nearby. Her plan 

is facilitated by her husband’s announcement that he must 

leave for a few days. Gertrude makes arrangements with 

the hangman, and when he gives the signal, she runs to 

the dead man and bares her arm on his neck. Her own scream 

is followed by one behind her, and she turns to see her 

husband with Rhoda. 

"Hussy — to come between us and our child 
now!" cried Rhoda."This is the meaning of 
what Satan showed me In the vision! You are 
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like her at last! And clutching the hare arm 
of the younger woman, she pulled her unresist¬ 
ingly hack against the wall. (103) 

Gertrude dies within a few days; Lodge, moody and remorse¬ 

ful, establishes a reformatory for hoys and a fund for 

Rhoda} Rhoda returns to milking in a dairy, accepting 

nothing from Lodge. 

Though it is not stated explicitly, it becomes obvious 

that an important reason why Lodge had not married Rhoda, 

though he had got her with child, was that she was socially 

inferior to him. Even as the story opens many years later, 

she lives on his land and works for him, while he hardly 

acknowledges the presence of their son. 

When Rhoda hears that he has taken a wife, she tells 

the boy to scrutinize the woman,.Instructing him especially 

to "notice if her hands be white} if not, see if they look 

as though she had ever done housework, or are milker's 

hands like mine" (67). Rhoda is torn, since, if the new 

wife is as low as herself, she will be angered at her own 

rejection, whereas if she is a lady, Rhoda must hate her 

for being what she is. When she finally meets Gertrude, 

the older woman'a feelings are confused, for although she 

cannot help liking her for being a kind person, she also 

cannot help hating her as the wife of Lodge. 

Glass, then, is at the base of the situation which 

develops in "The Withered Arm." Once the story is on its 

way, the theme is pot important, but it reappears at the 

end as it did in "The Winters and the Palmleys": the boy 
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who is hanged is another victim of the stringent laws of 

the time. The hangman mentions the hope that the hoy- 

might be granted a reprieve (he is not), and adds: 

If ever a young fellow deserved to be let off, 
this one does; only just turned eighteen, and 
only present by chance when the rick was fired. 
Howsomever, there’s not much risk of it, as they 
are obliged to make an example of him, there 
having been so much destruction of property that 
way lately. (99) 

From Rhoda’s point of view her olass, which has kept 

her from a husband, takes her child from her. The one 

compensation for the hanging is the temporary return*0 

of Lodge, and even that is finally denied her by the intru¬ 

sion of Gertrude. 

8. "The Three Strangers** 

The severe laws directed against the lower class 

figure more prominently in the outcome of "The Three 

Strangers'* than they did in "The Winters and the Falmleys" 

and "The Withered Arm." The circumstances of the story 

are these: the Fennels are having a christening party 

when a stranger, driven by the winter weather, asks for 

hospitality. He is welcomed and, from the songs that he 

sings, they realize that he is the new hangman, come to 

hang a thief the next day. Soon there is another knock 

on the door and another stranger enters; he, too, is wel¬ 

comed and he makes friends with the earlier visitor. 

When -the door is rapped and opened a third time, a 
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man spies the two other visitors, and, hearing the hang¬ 

mans song of identification, turns and flees* Prom his 

panic, he is assumed to be the thief who, they discover, 

has escaped. He is pursued, only to be identified as the 

brother of the guilty man — the second stranger who had 

sung and drunk with the hangman. The search for the real 

thief continues, but with the villagers secretly taking 

his side, he is never found. 

The class theme appears in the intended hanging of 

the guilty man, who is described by one of the people at 

the christening as 

the poor clock-maker we heard of, who used to 
live away at Shottsford by the high-road, and 
took a sheep in open day light, defying the farm- 
errand the farmer’s wife and the farmer's lad, 
and every Jack among 'em. (50) 

Later, when the searchers are conveniently not able to find 

the culprit, Hardy observes that 

the intended punishment was cruelly dispropor- 
tioned to the transgression, and the sympathy 
of a great many country-folk in that district 
was strongly on the side of the fugitive. (61) 

The poacher “not only wins his neighbors* admiration for 

hobnobbing with the executioner in the chimney corner, but 

also their protection from the law, since they believe the 

punishment to be out of all proportion to the crime.“11 

In “The Three Strangers,*' then, the author at once 

portrays the plight of those forced by the economy to take 

desperate measures, and provides a justification for sav¬ 

ing the admirably cool and daring thief. 
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9* "A Tragedy of Two Ambitions1' 

With "A Tragedy of Two Ambitions" begins the group 

of stories in which Hardy’s social criticism is most strik¬ 

ing, This tale is the first of several which emphasize 

the decadence of the clerical class, At the same time it 

carries the theme of class ambition to its tragic end, 

Joshua and Cornelius Halborough have an alcoholic 

father who has drunk up the funds which their dead mother 

had left them for a university education. They go into 

clerical training, hoping to advance, but are preyed upon 

by their father, whom they contrive to send to Canada. 

Their greatest social fulfillment comes when their sister 

Rosa, "whom they loved more ambitiously than themselves" 

(59), attracts a wealthy, established widower. Marriage 

is imminent when they learn that their father has returned 

to England, 

The two brothers meet him on the road into town where 

he drunkenly informs them that he intends to make an 

appearance at the home of Rosa’s beloved squire. Old 

Halborough leaves them triumphantlyj they soon hear some 

splashing sounds and realize that their father has fallen 

into the weir. They allow him to drown. 

After the funeral of the drowned man, the brothers 

walk near the scene of his death, where their attention 

is attracted by the vdiite fluttering of the leaves of a 

silver-poplar tree — grown from the old man’s hedge-out 
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walking stick which Joshua had hidden In some mud near 

the sedge* Unable to hear watching the sapling turn white* 

they walk away as Cornelius murmurs: 

To have endured the cross, despising the shame 
— there lay greatness! But now I often feel 
that I should like to put an end to trouble 
here in the self-same spot.12 (86) 

“Hardy never made the mistake of Edgar Allan Poe in 

thinking that art and morals should never Join hands.,f 13 

“A Tragedy of Two Ambitions” is a didactic story. While 

the protagonists are individuals rather than types, they 

represent the universal desire of the lower class to rise. 

The difference between the two brothers emphasizes 

the extreme of the ambition which finally drives them: 

Cornelius is always somewhat moderate in his desires; he 

is not without spiritual values. Joshua is, however, the 

stronger personality, and it is his way that determines 

their action. As boys, when Joshua complained that, since 

they could not go to a university, their careers must be 

limited, Cornelius answered, “We can preach the Gospel as 

well without a hood on our surplices as with one,” to which 

Joshua replied, “Preach the Gospel — true, • . • But we 

can*t risel” (55). 

Joshua plunges ahead with a thought only for the 

glorious end. Nothing distracts him for a moment. Even 

when his sister Jokes with him, “Joshua was the reverse 

of playful; the world was too important a concern for 

him to indulge in light moods” (69). Rosa considers her 
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first visit to the Fellmers “as a pastime,” but "to 

Joshua it was a serious step in life" (69). 

It is Joshua who stands still when Halborough falls 

into the weir. Cornelius*s first impulse is to save him, 

but following Joshua*s example, he remains frozen. Mr. 

Halborough is a symbol of the moral problems — questions 

of reality — with which Cornelius and Joshua should be 

able to deal. Their shortcoming is that they can offer 

no answer but passive murder. Hardy thus expresses their 

weakness: in their hopes for advancement and in their 

education, they have been concerned with only the material. 

Their souls have not risen with their pride. Cornelius 

alone, while he could never rise in the church hierarch#-, 

could have been happy and satisfied with the realization 

of his moderate ambitions. Joshua, obsessed by his 

visions, is responsible, not for his father*s death alone, 

but, in part, for the destruction of his brother. 

Hardy implies a criticism, not only of people whose 

ambitions are founded on wrong values; he Is also Judging 

the society in which such false criteria are nurtured. 

The conclusion implies that to have committed patricide 

for any reason was wrong: the brothers would have proved 

their moral measure had they borne their cross. It does 

not imply, however, that they could have risen socially 

thereby. They could not advance further under any circum¬ 

stances. 
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Joshua has been acting on the assumption that 

to succeed in the church, people must believe 
in you, first of all, as a gentleman, secondly 
as a man of means, thirdly as a scholar, fourth¬ 
ly as a preacher, fifthly, perhaps, as a Chris¬ 
tian — but always first as a gentleman, with 
all their heart and soul and strength. (65) 

The truth of this opinion is never denied* they just 

realize that the requirements are even more difficult to 

fulfill than they had imagined — are, indeed, impossible. 

The conclusion is implicit that the church, and the soci¬ 

ety, which preclude a man’s admission to the high echelons 

because he is not a gentleman or a man of means (i.e., 

because he is not near the top in the first place), are 

themselves based upon wrong values. 

10. “The Son’s Veto”* 

Sophy, in “The Son’s Veto,” is another figure whose 

hopes, though humble, are crushed by upper-class clerical 

pride or exclusiveness. Her problem is the reverse of 

that of the Halborough brothers: she is up and wants to 

get dovm. As a young girl she marries above her class. 

Knowing perfectly well that he has “committed social 

suicide by this step,.despite [his wife'sj spotlesB char¬ 

acter, “9 Twlcott takes her to London where her inferior 

background is not known; their difference, then, is not 

adjusted, but merely glossed over.^ 

Once her husband has died, Sophy begins to lose what 

social veneer she had acquired under his direction. The 
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class problem Is raised anew and magnified, for her son 

is entirely a product of London and his private schools; 

he has neither interest in, nor sympathy with, his 

mother’s background. His only concern is for correcting 

her grammar “with an Impatient fastidiousness” (5). 

Somehow, her boy, with his aristocratic school- 
knowledge, his grammars, and his aversions, was 
losing those wide infantine sympathies, extend¬ 
ing as far as to the sun and moon themselves, 
with which he, like other children, had been 
born, and which his mother, a child of nature 
herself, had loved in him; he was reducing their 
compass to a population of a few thousand wealthy 
and titled people, the mere veneer of a thousand 
million or so of others who did not interest 
him at all. (12) 

Hardy carries still further the romantic notion that educa¬ 

tion is ”at root a trouble to human happiness”^5. when 

the boy makes Sophy swear never to marry Sam, she hopes 

that time will soften him. By the time he has reached 

manhood, however, "his education had ... sufficiently 

ousted his humanity to keep him quite firm” (22). 

Upper-class education and snobbishness are not all 

that Hardy attacks through the character of Sophy's son. 

The boy aspires to the priesthood. When he makes his 

mother promise not to marry without his consent, he brings 

her before the cross. His use of the Christian symbol to 

make secure his inhumanity, and his perverse filial loyalty 

— "I owe this to my father” (22) — are grim illustrations 

of the inversion of values rationalized by the privileged 

to further their own advantage. 

At Sophy's funeral the young gentleman is already a 

priest. During the procession, he is contrasted (as he 
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has been throughout the story) with the lower-class green¬ 

grocer. Sam, 

whose eyes were wet, held his hat In his hand 
as the vehicles moved by; while from the mourn¬ 
ing coach a young smooth-shaven priest in a 
high waistcoat looked black as a cloud at the 
shopkeeper standing there. (23) 

Sophy’s son,Is, no doubt, of the variety of church gentle¬ 

men who, by birth, preceded the Halborough brothers in 

the church hierarchy. 

The conflict in “The Son's Veto'* is one of class — 

between what Sophy is and what her child wants her to be. 

As she tells Sam, “No, I am not a lady ... I never shall 

be. But he's a gentleman, and that — makes it — how 

difficult for mel" (16). She is a person who is temper¬ 

amentally suited to one kind of life and who, thrust into 
16 another, is destroyed. 

Her natural inclination is to save herself by return¬ 

ing to where she belongs. Even before Sam enters the 

picture again she thinks “of the village in which she had 

been born, and whither she would have gone back — 0 how 

gladly! — even to work in the fields" (13)« Sophy's 

desire to marry Sam is a need to associate herself with 

the class which she has never, in her heart, abandoned. 

Ironically, she cannot return to her element against the 

wishes of her son; for his is the will of the arrogant 

upper class, while hers is the passivity of the peasant.^7 
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11, “The Duchess of Hamptonshlre**'* 

Like Sophy, Emmeline, in “The Duchess of Hamptonshire," 

is married to a socially superior man. Once the marriage 

based on class considerations is a fact, Individual char¬ 

acter brings about the end results. 

It may be noted, however, that character itself is 

partially a function of class. The duke1 a harsh treatment 

of his wife is, for instance, the behavior of one who is 

used to demanding what he wants — breakfast or affection 

— and receiving it without the necessity of considering 

the vehicles of his pleasure* Similarly, Hill's fastidi¬ 

ousness in obeying the letter of the law is characteristic 

of a person oriented to the letter of religion. He is 

another example of the decadent clergy; his actions are 

corruptions of the moral spirit comparable to the son’s 

in “The Son's Veto.“ 

The death of Emmeline harks back to the class theme, 

since she probably would not have grown sick (or would 

have received medical attention) had she not been travel¬ 

ing in the lowest-class accommodations. Her fleeing from 

the material well-being of her life as duchess to the 

long discomfort of a trip to America indicates the inten¬ 

sity of her misery with the duke, and emphasizes her need 

for something besides social status and security. 
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12. “For Conscience1 Sake'1,55, 

A problem of class difference (almost Identical, in 

fact, with the one in “The Withered Arm”) caused the 

situation which Millborne tries to right in “For Conscience' 

Sake." The reason for his original desertion of Leonora 

was, as he explains, that “her position at the time of 

the acquaintance was not so good as mine. My father was 

a solicitor ... She was a young girl in a music shopj 

and it was represented to me that it would be beneath my 

position to marry her" (31)• His class consciousness is, 

then, responsible for his guilty conscience. 

While Leonora's social inferiority had caused her 

misfortune as a girl, her financial security — another 

aspect of class — enables her to refuse the belated 

marriage proposal: “I have a very fair Income, and re¬ 

quire no help of any sort. I have no wish to marry ..." 

(37). Like Sally in “interlopers at the Knap," she is 

able to follow her own judgment because of her economic 

independence. 

Leonora is Induced to change her mind, however, by 

a class consideration even more Important to her than 

money could be. She remarks that Frances's engagement 

to the young curate Cope is indefinite because “there 

have been friends of his who object, because of our 

vocation" (39) (as music and dancing teachers),*® and 

Millborne convinces her that a marriage to him would be 
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socially advantageous for them. 

More embarrassing for Cope than the thought of marry¬ 

ing a dancing teacher, however, is the thought of marry¬ 

ing an illegitimate child. He sees that 

the Franklands' past had apparently contained 
mysteries, and it did not coincide with his 
Judgment to marry into a family whose mystery 

. was of the sort suggested, So he sat and 
sighed, between his reluctance to lose Frances 
and his natural dislike of forming a connec¬ 
tion with people whose antecedents would not 
bear the strictest investigation, A passion¬ 
ate lover of the old-fashioned sort might 
possibly never have halted to weigh these 
doubts; but though he was in the church, Cope’s 
affections were fastidious — distinctly tem¬ 
pered with the alloys of the century’s decadence, 

(43) 

Cope's reluctance to marry Frances under the circumstances 

is a function, not only of his higher social or economic 

class, but more importantly, of his clerical position. 

Once again Hardy’s use of "fastidious," points to the 

sterile morality of the clergy20 which appears in the 

character of Alwyn Hill ("The Duchess of Hamptonshire") 

and In Sophy's son ("The Son's Veto"): "It is Important 

to recall that the overfastidlous prudes transgress on 

Wessex simplicity as harmfully as the deliberate or casual 

seducers."21 

In "For Conscience* Sake," then, the class theme is 

prominent at three main turning pointB in the story — 

the original desertion of Leonora, the marriage of 

Millborne and Leonora, and the temporary rejection of 

Frances. 



13« "The Marchioness of Stonehenge” 

"The Marchioness of Stonehenge,” one of the most 

didactic of Hardy's short stories, begins with the Inverse 

of the early relationship between Millborne and Leonoras 

it is the woman who becomes Involved with a man of lower 

class. Lady Caroline, beautiful, rich, and wooed by many 

a nobleman, becomes bored with the life she leads, and 

secretly weds a parish clerk's son, ”a plain-looking young 

man of humble birth and no position at all; though it is 

true that he was gentle and delicate in nature, of good 

address, and guileless heart” (109). They do not live 

together, but he climbs into her bedroom at night. After 

a while, Lady Caroline begins to cool and 

sometimes wondered x-zlthin herself how she, who 
might have chosen a peer of Idle realm, baronet, 
knight; or, if serious-minded, a bishop, or 
judge of the more gallant sort who prefer young 
wives, could have brought herself to do a thing 
so rash as to make this marriage; particularly 
when, in their private meetings, she perceived 
that though her young husband was full of Ideas, 
and fairly well read, they had not a single 
social experience in common. (111) 

One evening when Caroline is beginning ”to have more 

anxiety about her own position and prospects ’than ardour 

for Mm” (112), they quarrel and he drops dead of heart 

failure. Fearing the threat to her reputation should 

their relationship be discovered Caroline manages to move 

him to the door of his father's cottage. The "thought of 

immunity from the social consequences of her rash act, of 
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renewed freedom, was indubitably a relief to her" (113)* 

When she learns later that she was seen, though not 

identified, she goes to Milly, a woodsman*s daughter known 

to have borne the young man an unrequited love, and asks 

her to say it was she who had been his seoret wife and 

the mover of his body. Caroline, asserting her influence 

on the employees of her father*s estates, promises, "If 

you will do so ... I will always be your father*s friend 

and yours; if not, it will be otherwise” (118). 

Milly agrees, and things go well until Caroline dis¬ 

covers that she is pregnant. Though she begs Milly to 

reveal the truth, the girl refuses, for she has taken on 

the habit of a widow, and she would be humiliated. "My 

character is worth as much to me as yours is to youI" (122) 

she reminds Caroline. Finally, they decide to go away 

together, and Milly returns with a baby boy. 

The years pass and Caroline marries the Marquis of 

Stonehenge, who later leaves her a childless widow. Mean¬ 

while, Milly has become ambitious for the boy, educating 

him as best she can. Caroline, hearing that he has begun 

an impressive career in the army, experiences a surge of 

maternal pride; "feeling confidently enough that her son 

would only too gladly exchange a cottage-mother for one 

who was a peeress of the realm" (125), she goes to Milly 

and insists that the youth be told the truth and put in 

her care. 

"Flesh and blood*s nothingI" said Milly, flash- 
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ing with as much scorn as a cottager could 
show to a peeress, which, in this case, was 
not so little as may be supposed. "But I 
will agree to put it to him, and let him 
settle it for himself.1' (126) 

Mllly informs the boy of his true parentage, but he chooses 

to remain with her rather than go with his true mother, to 

whom he explains, "You see, my lady, you cared little for 

me when I was weak and helpless; why should I come to you 

now I am strong?" (126). When she begs only to share his 

love, he objects, "No, my lady. If I must say it, you 

were ashamed of my poor father, who was a sincere and honest 

man; therefore, I am ashamed of you" (127). Caroline re¬ 

ceives from him only a cool kiss; soon afterward she dies 

of a broken heart. 

The moral of the story is obvious; though class 

status may secure many advantages, it cannot buy love. 

Caroline is a spoiled rich girl with concern only for her¬ 

self; she is able to manipulate her social inferior up to 

a point. Milly, however, finally asserting her dignity 

as an individual prepares us for the attitude of the boy 

at the story's end. 

14. "Barbara of the House of Grebe"*' 

Just as the difference in character between Caroline 

and Mllly in "The Marchioness of Stonehenge" represents 

their respective classes, in "Barbara of the House of 

Grebe," the class theme derives from the contrast between 
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the two men In Barbara*s life — Uplandtowers and Wlllowes 

— and the attitudes of Barbara and the Grebe3,toward them. 

Hardy "sees his figures against the background of 

their ancestry; their aots are one with those of family 

. . . The diabolic Lord Uplandtowers is drawn as a 

product of both heredity and environment.*^ He is pos¬ 

sessed of "matured and cynical doggednese" at the age of 

nineteen, when he originally resolves to win Barbara. His 

character, says the author, "might have owed its existence 

as much to his succession to the earldom and its accom¬ 

panying honours in childhood, as to the family" (63) char¬ 

acteristic of determination. As a man accustomed to having 

his way at all costs he falls into the same category as 

the Duke of Hamptonshire. 

Barbara, as a girl, is not Impressed by the position 

or the commanding personality of Uplandtowers; but after 

her rejection of Wlllowes, when she has been softened to 

conventional values, her response to him becomes more 

favorable, until she 

admitted to herself that a man whose anceeter 
had run scores of Saracens through and through 
in fighting for the site of the Holy Sepulchre 
was a more desirable husband socially considered, 
than one who could only claim with certainty 
to know that his father and grandfather were 
respectable burgesses. (90) 

Hardy*s satirical description of the origins of family 

prominence reflects his skepticism concerning the vali¬ 

dity of class distinctions, even in the past. Once 
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Barbara has come to this conclusion, she grants Uplandtowers 

the benefit of the doubt bestowed only upon men of his 

status: 

though his severity on the bench towards poach¬ 
ers, smugglers, and turnip-stealers was a mat¬ 
ter of common notoriety, she trusted that much 
of what was said might be misrepresentation. 

(90) 

Whatever illusions Barbara may have allowed herself 

are destroyed by Uplandtowers's role in their marriage, 

in which his increasing callousness prepares the reader 

for the shock of his final actions. Blue blood or not, 

the man’s torture of his wife is psychopathic. The drive 

for power, in his ancestors Justified by the destruction 

of heathens, is in him based on accepted notions of con¬ 

jugal devotion. His perverse methods reflect the deca¬ 

dence of the family. The decline of the Uplandtowers line 

is indicated physically as well as psychologically: 

Uplandtowers had originally begun to persecute his wife 

because she bore him no child. After Barbara’s reversal 

of affection, their union produces eleven "little personal 

events" (104)2^. Uplandtowers never has a successor to 

his title and lands, however, for all of the male children 

die: he is not able to sire an heir who has the strength 

even to survive. 

The man of lower class — Edmund Willowes — contrasts 

with Uplandtowers, for even when he is physically maimed, 

he is mentally healthy. The Grebes, with their social 
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aspirations, consider Barbara*s marriage to him a disgrace, 

for though the young man was an honest fellow, 
and the son of an honest father, the latter had 
died so early, and his widow had had such strug¬ 
gles to maintain herself, that the son was very 
Imperfectly educated. Moreover, his blood was, 
as far as they knew, of no distinction whatever, 
whilst Barbara's, through her mother, was com¬ 
pounded of the best juices of ancient baronial 
distillation, containing tinctures of Maundeville, 
and Mohun, and Syward, and Peverell, and Culliford, 
and Talbot, and Plantagenet, and York, and Lancaster, 
and God knows what besides, which it was a thousand 
pities to throw away. (70) 

The Grebes are somewhat consoled later when they discover 

that ,fan ancestor of plebeian Willowes was once honoured 

with Intermarriage with a scion of the aristocracy who 

had gone to the dogs" (71). 

Hardy, with his bitterly humorous descriptions, empha¬ 

sises the Grebes's acceptance of the decadent values repre¬ 

sented by Uplandtowersj Willowes, it is clear, stands out¬ 

side these values. Grebe, by attempting to Initiate his 

son-in-law into the accepted upper-class pattern by means 

of the grand tour, sends him and Barbara toward their un¬ 

happy ends. 

After Willowes*s original appearance as Barbara's 

husband, he appears personally again only when he returns 

from Europe.. Hardy draws him with the greatest sympathy. 

Unlike Lord Uplandtowers, Willowea is primarily concerned 

for his wife's feelings. He carefully avoids trying to 

kiss her when they meetj he reveals himself to her slowly*, 

and he suffers from her distress even more than from his 
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own frustration. When he sees how frightened she is, he 

leaves, though he might have stayed and tried to force 

himself on her as Uplandtowers would have done.2^ 

Tlie last word on Wlllowes in the story comes from 

the recounting of a sermon by the Dean of. Melcheater, in 

which he had said that Wlllowes*s ''beauty must have been 

the least of his recommendations, every report bearing 

out the inference that he. must have been a man of stead¬ 

fast nature* bright intelligence* and promising life" (104) 

It is apparent that Wlllowes* in spite of his lower class 

was* as an individual* superior to those who helped 

destroy him* The aristocratic Uplandtowers Is revealed 

as sick and decadent, while the unfortunate Wlllowes is 

portrayed as healthy in mind and spirit. In this story 

Hardy Illustrates the vanity of personal evaluation based 

on class. 

15* "Squire Potrick*s Lady" 

The theme whieh runs through all the stories consid¬ 

ered In this chapter is reduced ad absurdum in the story 

of "Squire Petrick's Lady*" where class and all that it 

stands for become an obsession and a dream* Squire Pet£lck 

is described at the beginning of the tale as 

the single one of the Petricks then living 
whoso heart had ever been greatly moved by 
sentiments which did not rim in the groove 
of ambition, and on tills account he had not 
married well, as the saying Is; his wife hav¬ 
ing been the daughter of a family of no better 
beginnings than his own. (175) 
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Annetta Petrick, dying after the birth of a son, con¬ 

fesses to her husband, timothy Petrick, that the child 

Is not his* Because he truly loved his wife, her admis¬ 

sion is a particularly great blow. He reveals the truth 

to his own dying father, who alters his will so that 

Timothy^ brother*s son, instead of Timothy*s son will 

Inherit the family fortune* As the child, Rupert, grows 

up, Timothy Petrick, in spite of himself, is drawn to him* 

The same spontaneous love which had attracted him to his 

wife brings on his attachment to Rupert. 

One day he hears of a nearby nobleman whose name is 

Rupert. Petrick finally understands why his wife chose 

that particular name to give to the child. Because his 

love for the boy must be justified, and because he feels 

compelled to compensate in his own mind for the more 

aristocratic mating of his brother, ,fhis late wife took 

softer outline in his memory, as he thought of the lofty 

taste she had displayed, though only a burgher* s daughter” 

(179). Once his mind has taken this track, he comes to 

take vicarious joy in the boy*s connection with so eminent 

a family. As he idealizes Rupert*s heritage, 

He considered what ugly, hard-drinking scamps 
many of his own relations had been ... till 
at length this right-minded man fell down on 
his knees every night and morning and thanked 
God that he was not as other meanly descended 
fathers in such matters. (180) 

The worship of his son and what he represents assumes 

such proportions that, while at first Timothy was humiliated 
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by not having been the father, now he glories in the fact 

that, through the real father, Rupert has nobler blood 

than do his cousins. Regretting his hasty action in hav¬ 

ing his father alter his will, Retrick finds the old one 

and changes the date; it is taken as the final word and 

the family accepts Rupert as heir. 

In a subsequent conversation with the family doctor, 

Timothy learns that Annette*s mother was given to hallu¬ 

cinations. Upon investigation, it becomes obvious that 

Annette*s own confession was a matter of pure fancy. Sud¬ 

denly, Rupert seems to assume the features of the Retricks, 

rather than the genteel ways of the aristocracy. 

Timothy Retrick is so taken with his own fantasy that 

his mind has undergone a complete reversal from its orig¬ 

inal state: he has had the original will changed because 

the boy wasn't his own, and now he regrets having altered 

it again because the boy is his own — “to think how he 

himself, too, had sinned in this same matter of a will 

for tliis mere fleshly reproduction of a wretched old uncle 

whose very name he wished to forgetI” (184). Rupert's 

father calls him an Impostor, and when the boy answers 

that he cannot be like the Marquis because he is not related 

to him, Timothy growls, “Ugh! Then you ought to be!” (185). 

The class feelings which Retrick had developed to justify 

his love for Rupert have become values in themselves to 

such a degree that without them his own son is a disap¬ 

pointment. The “imposture and irony” (184) of the boy's 
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name is In and from his father* s mind — he is his own 

ironist. Guerard calls this story Hardy's ‘'most succinct 

statement of-the'problem of class consciousness."2^ Be¬ 

sides illustrating the manner In which a human mind makes 

adjustments which become integrated in, and essential to, 

his whole makeup, Hardy, in "Squire Petrick's Lady," draws 

an anatomy of class appeal as Petrick*3 mind examines and 

glorifies every aspect of the heritage and possibilities 

of an aristocratic family. 

Summary 

The stories illustrating the class theme fall into 

these categories: 

1. Class causing Jealousy and/or ambition ("The Winters 

and the Palmleys," "To Please his Wife," "The 

Withered Arm," "A Tragedy of Two Ambitions"). 

2. Class interacting with psychic extremities ("The 

Withered Arm," "Barbara of the House of Grebe," 

"Squire Petrick's Lady"). 

3. Class Indicating the false values of the clergy 

("A Tragedy of Two Ambitions,” "The Duchess of 

Hamptonshire," "The Son's Veto,” "For Conscience* 

Sake"). 

4. Class enacting unreasonably severe laws ("The 

Three Strangers," "The Winters and the Palmleys," 

"The Withered Arm"). 
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5. Class complicating the love and/or the marriage 

relationship (" Fellow- Townsmen, " " Interlop ers 

at the Knap," "The First Countess of Wessex," 

"Hie Duchess of Hamptonshire," "On the Western 

Circuit," "The Son’s Veto," "For Conscience* Sake," 

"The Marchioness of Stonehenge," "Barbara of the 

House of Grebe"), 

Conclusion 

The class element which complicates the lives of 

Hardy’s characters represents more than mere social dis¬ 

crimination, Society exerts its greatest control on the 

individual through class. With its power, it may elevate 

the unworthy and crush the fine. It enforces its rules 

of morality to the letter, but it teaches its pets how to 

turn its very precepts to their own purposes. Those not 

embraced by it do not deride It, for it holds a promise 

before them, and it must retain Its glow until they 

"arrive." The components of class (virtually unconquer¬ 

able in their appeal to the needs and the weaknesses of 
are 

men)/glorious tradition, whereby the individual Is given 

importance by his own connection with a romanticized past; 

money, through which he and what he values maintain their 

ascendancy; and, in some cases, religion, providing divine 

sanction for the order of things as they are. 

Society, which has created classes, is a great force 
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made up of individuals, each himself a unit of power. 

To the extent that Hardy1a Immanent Will is composed of 

humanity, society may be said to represent the Will. 

When the class problem is associated with a basic human 

emotion like jealousy, or with psychic extremities, it 

appears to be insoluble: all humanity with its complexi¬ 

ties seems to be intricately caught up in the Will,2? 

which embraces human nature, as well as the collective 

power of society. 

At other times, when individuals suffer because of 

a general social wrong, the difficulty seems external 

enough that there may be a possibility of improvement. 

Because society is composed of individuals, there is the 

hope that they may develop a collective consciousness of 

their responsibility for the indifferent cruelty of the 

Will, and might act at least to soften its Impact. Prom 

this possibility comes the strain of meliorism which runs 

through Hardy’s writings,2® 

Baker complains that ,fa story by Thomas Hardy contin¬ 

ually betrays that he has a o«.se to state, an indictment 

to argue.112^ It is virtually Impossible, in Hardy, to 

separate the artist from the reformer* In presenting his 

"impression" of life, he reveals the faults he finds. 

Hardy himself maintained that "a tale-teller writes down 

how the things of the world strike him, without any inten¬ 

tions whatsoever."^ Though he is not concerned with any 

specific program for improvement, it is inconceivable that 
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a man of Hardy*s sensitivity would see suffering and not 

want to alleviate it. While it must be remembered that 

he was primarily a story-teller, he was also a man who 

would conclude: 

whatever may be the inherent good or evil of 
life, it is certain that men make it much worse 
than it need be. When we have got rid of a 
thousand remediable ills, it will be time enough 
to determine whether the ill that is irremediable 
outweighs the good.31 
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III. THE THEME OP THE OCCULT 

Definition 

The theme of the occult appears in stories involving 

the inexplicable. A happening may be inexplicable in one, 

or both, of the following ways: first, it may come about 

by means of a mysterious or supernatural force — one 

which originates outside man; or, second, it may proceed 

from the depths of human nature, which are, for purposes 

of the stories, unfathomable. 

Often what is occult on one level corresponds to 

something explicable on another. Though they might not 

be causally connected, they may be ideally or symbolically 

associated. Blunden explains how the double level works 

with regard to Susan Nunsuch in The Return of the Native 

(her image-sticking precedes Eustacia*s destruction): it 

produces nothing, yet is a 

piece with what is being caused. It is a 
stroke of power released from a lifelong 
acquaintance with the primitive and its pecu¬ 
liar Intelligence, it is a profoundly under¬ 
stood means of art, a resort to imaginative 
truth in order to mass and enforce the small 
details of the apparently literal and variable 
story.1 

In this chapter I shall examine the theme of the 

occult as it appears in eight of Hardy*s short stories. 

Though this theme does not occur so generally in the tales 
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as do some of the others, it merits particular attention 

because it appears in several of those stories which are 

best known* 

1. “The Superstitious Man’s Story” 

William Prlvett “was a curious, silent man; you could 

feel when he came near ’ee . * . there seemed to be some¬ 

thing clammy in the air" (250). One Sunday the church 

bell went heavy all of a sudden; one night during the week 

William’s wife was sure she saw him leaving the house, but 

discovered that he had been asleep all the while; the next 

day, speaking with Nancy Weedle, she was reminded that 

the night before was Old Midsummer Eve, when “faint shapes" 

(253) of those who are going to die in the coming year 

may be seen entering the church, not to return. Nancy 

had seen William among these shapes. 

Three days later, William and John Chiles were fish¬ 

ing and fell asleep. John awoke to see a white miller- 

moth — “miller's-souls as we call 'em" (253) — flying 

out of William's mouth. When he tried to waken the man, 

he found him dead. The same day Philip Hookhorn saw 

William by a spring where his son had drowned several 

months before and which William had avoided ever since. 

“On Inquiry, it was found that William in body could not 

have stood by the spring, being in the mead two miles off; 

and it also came out that the time at which he was seen 
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at the spring was the very time when he died*' (254). 

“The Superstitious Man's Story" is a superstitious 

man's story indeed. It is, as a matter of fact, hardly 

even a story, but more of a short anecdote of the type 

which might have passed among the Wessex folk, gathering 

additional testimonial detail with each telling. It is 

different from other tales discussed in this chapter in 

that it cannot be interpreted on any but the obviously 

superstitious level. 

The superstitions involved with the bell's going heavy 

and with the procession to church on Old Midsummer Eve are 

a kind of objective or formulized substantiation of the 

individuals* visions and premonitions. Like all reports 

of mysterious goings-on, this one evokes the interest in 

the supernatural common to all. The most that can be said 

about it is (in the words of a listener in the narrative 

frame), "Well, we must take ups and downs together" (254). 

2. "A Tragedy of Two Ambitions"** 

Aside from "The Superstitious Man's Story," all of 

Hardy's stories of the uinexplinable may in some way be 

rationalized or interpreted symbolically. In "A Tragedy 

of Two Ambitions," for Instance, all that occurs is the 

not unlikely growth of a tree from a hedge-cut walking 

stick. The sense of the oocult is Imposed by the mind, 

which grasps the tree as a symbol and, thus, as an indica- 
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tion of something beyond the obvious and literal fact. 

Joshua and Cornelius Halborough discover the tree 

after their father*s funeral, while the church bells are 

still audible In the background. 

From the sedge rose a straight little silver- 
poplar, and it was the leaves of this sapling 
which caused the flicker of whiteness. . . • 
At every puff of wind the tree turned white, 
till they could not bear to look at it. (86) 

In Itself, the tree may stand for several things: the 

appearing and disappearing whiteness suggests on the sim¬ 

plest level the ephemeral presence of a ghost — their 

father haunting them for murdering him. It is also a 

reminder, even after the funeral, that though the body 

may be buried, the deed is not. The thing — the walking- 

stick — which they thought they had hidden grows to tes¬ 

tify against them. It represents the guilt within them 

that they cannot forget. They had grudgingly cast aside 

their cross, and now another rises in its place. 

The budding must be taken as allusion as well as 

direct symbol. Cornelius speaks of Hebrews, which refers 

to “Aaron's rod that budded."2 in the Bible, the word 

“rod" has two meaningB which are relevant here: it “is 

used sometimes for the branches of a tree, ... or for 

those rods and chastisements which God makes use of to 

correct men.“5 

In Numbers there is dlssentlon among the people of 

Israel as to who shall judge. God says that He will show 

which house is chosen. He tells Moses: 
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Speak unto the children of Israel, and take of 
every one of them a rod according to the house 
of their fathers . , . And thou shalt lay them 
up In the tabernacle of the congregation before 
the testimony, where I will meet with you. And 
it shall come to pass, that the rod of the man, 
whom I shall choose, shall blossom . . . And it 
came to pass, that on the morrow Moses went in¬ 
to the tabernacle of testimony; and, behold, 
the rod of Aaron for the house of Levi was 
budded.+ 

The parallel Is by no means perfect. Joshua and Cornelius 

do, however, suggest the brothers Moses and Aaron. The 

tree becomes an Ironic symbol in this context, for the 

Halborough brothers are, like the Biblical pair, priests. 

They are perversions of the priesthood, however, since 

they themselves have ignored the commandments which Moses 

and Aaron were trying to enforce. The walking stick was 

not the men’s, but their father’s. In the Bible, the rodso 

stand for the house of the father. The blossoming tree 

in the story emphasizes, not that they are chosen, but 

that they are condemned, for they cannot be priests and 

be cut off from their father’s house; they 'themselves have 

caused their disqualification. 

Thus, the Halborough brothers, through their trans¬ 

gression, are alienated from spiritual priesthood. They 

become one with the rebels who deny the Word of God — 

that is, they are no longer identifiable with Moses and 

Aaron, but become their opponents. 

And the Lord said unto Moses, Bring Aaron's 
rod again before the testimony, to be kept for 
a token against the rebels.5 
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In Exodus3 * * 6 

the Lord spoke unto Moses, Say unto Aaron, 
Take thy rod, and stretch out thine hand upon 
the waters of Egypt . • • that they may become 
blood,« 

The rod, then, may also be interpreted as a reminder to 

Joshua and Cornelius of the blood that, figuratively 

speaking, they have shed. It represents their multitudi¬ 

nous seas incarnadined, and is thus a more specific exten¬ 

sion of the symbolism explained at the opening of this 

discussion: the tree witnesses that, in their own souls^ 

their sin can never be hidden or buried. 

There is yet another relevant Instance in the Bible 

where a rod — not Aaron’s in this case — is more than 

suggestive of Hardy’s symbol: Ezekiel, prophesying the 

punishment which God will bring upon Israel for its ini¬ 

quity says: 

Behold the day, behold, it is come: the morn¬ 
ing is gone forth; the rod hath blossomed, 
pride hath budded. 

Violence is risen up into a rod of wicked¬ 
ness.8 

It is their moment of Judgment that Joshua and Cornelius 

see. The tree which blossoms does indeed represent their 

pride and the violence which rose therefrom.^ 

3. “The Withered Arm"** 

Just as the reader’s notion of the tree as a symbol 

is suggested by Its obviously great significance for the 

Halborough brothers, his attitude toward the strange 
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happenings In "The Withered Arm" is conditioned by the 

characters’ changing relationships to one another. Par¬ 

ticularly is it influenced by Rhoda*s point of view. 

On first seeing Gertrude's arm and hearing of her 

dream, Rhoda experiences a feeling of guilt for that which 

she did not consciously do. Especially when Gertrude is 

kind to her and her son, Rhoda's "heart reproached her 

bitterly. This innocent young thing should have her bless¬ 

ing and not her curse" (76). The coincidence of the dreams 

and the arm, in the light of hitherto ignored gossip, sug¬ 

gests a possibility which Rhoda faces with fear: 

"0, can it be . . . that I exercise a malignant 
power over people against my own will?" She 
knew that she had been slily called a witch 
since her fallj but never having understood 
why that particular stigma had been attached 
to her, it had passed disregarded. Could this 
be the explanation, and had such things as this 
ever happened before? (77) 

The original frightening conjectures look more and more 

like truth as Gertrude's arm worsens. Not only Rhoda, 

but Gertrude too, sees the resemblance of the spots on 

the arm to finger-marks; and she relates her husband's 

opinion that "it is as if some witch, or the devil himself, 

had taken hold of me there, and blasted the flesh" (79)• 

Rhoda's "sense of having been guilty of an act of 

malignity Increased, affect as she might to ridicule her 

superstition." By emphasizing Rhoda's disbelief of her 

own power, and then her gradual fear and acknowledgement 

of it, Hardy involves the reader, who at first is also 
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skeptical of the connection, hut, who with Rhoda, is 

gradually convinced. 

After the initial shock and subsequent feeling of 

guilt, a new emotion comes to Rhoda, for 

In her secret heart Rhoda did not altogether 
object to a slight diminution of her successor's 
beauty, by whatever means it had come about, 
but she did not wish to inflict upon her physi¬ 
cal pain. , (80) 

And yet the physical pain is not emphasised by Gertrude. 

It Is the loss of beauty which she laments. That, no 

matter how Rhoda denies it even to herself, is what 

Rhoda wants. Rhoda has a sense of guilt, not only because 

she has Inadvertantly caused Gertrude's trouble, but be¬ 

cause deep within her she also senses that she did will 

it. 

The possibility of Rhoda*s having malignant power, 

suggested in part by others' beliefs, is partially embraced 

by her. The general opinion again, secures and reinforces 

her conviction when Gertrude is sent to Rhoda to learn 

the whereabouts of Conjurer Trendle. Rhoda concludes 

"that there must exist a sarcastic feeling among the work¬ 

folk that a sorceress would know the whereabouts of the 

exorcist. They suspected her then" (81). 

Rhoda's attitude begins to change as she becomes more 

convinced of her power. Just as she feels guilty because 

of Gertrude's affliction and, at the same time, admits 

satisfaction in the latter's decreasing beauty, she is 

not altogether repelled by her own previously unsuspected 
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self. 

Moreover, there was a horrid fascination at 
times in "becoming instrumental in throwing 
such possible light on her own character as 
would reveal her to be something greater in 
the occult world than she had ever herself 
suspected. (83) 

Her sense of power and the Importance it gives her is in¬ 

creased when Conjurer Treadle's methods seem to indicate 

that Ehoda is, indeed, responsible for Gertrude*s blight. 

While some sympathy with, and guilt for, the other w-oman 

lingers still, 

Por the first time a sense of triumph possessed 
her, end she did not altogether deplore that 
the young thing at her side should learn that 
their lives had been antagonized by other influ¬ 
ences than their own. (85) 

Though she thinks in terms of influences outside both their 

dominions, Rhoda’s triumph comes through the belief that 

she is herself part of the controlling element. 

Just as Rhoda changes because of her own and others' 

interpretations of events, Gertrude becomes a different 

person in the course of the story. It is not merely her 

arm that declines. When Rhoda had, upon the first sight 

of Gertrude, recognized the subject of her vision, she 

had been struck by the sweetness and winsomeness of her 

face as compared to that in the dream. After the visit 

to Trendle, however, when Rhoda begins to feel triumph, 

Gertrude's “face was so rigid as to wear an oldened aspect, 

faintly suggestive of the face in Rhoda*s bed-chamber" (85). 

The transmutation of Gertrude continues even after 
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Rhoda has left the area. She, “once blith-hearted and 

enlightened," was “changing into an irritable, supersti¬ 

tious woman" (87) • After the second visit to the conjurer, 

Gertrude’s alteration goes still farther, piercing to the 

very core of her character. “Gertrude well-nigh longed 

for the death of a fellow-creature. Instead of her formal 

prayers each night, her unconscious prayer was, '0 Lord, 

hang some guilty or innocent person soon!*“ (92). And 

when the hangman mentions the possibility of a reprieve 

for the sentenced man, Gertrude let escape, “0 — . . . 

I hope not!“ (98). 

Rhoda and Gertrude become different people by the 

combined influence of external circumstance and their 

personal reactions to it. Circumstances as they actually 

exist are portrayed by Hardy ambiguously. The reader is 

expected, in spite of himself, to be persuaded, along 

with Rhoda and Gertrude, of the mysterious influence. 

The most conclusive evidence of Rhoda*s power is 

given when, after hearing the description of Gertrude 

Lodge by Rhoda’s fellow-workers and her son, she “could 

raise an image of the unconscious Mrs. Lodge that was 

realistic as a photograph" (72). The accuracy of her 

foresight is indicated when the day after her dream she 

is told that Gertrude has come; “she lifted her eyes to 

the window. At the bottom of the garden, within the gate, 

stood the woman of her vision" (74). 
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The rest of the story is based upon what may be taken 

either as the supernatural or coincidence working with 

human psychology and Intuition. The dream10 was so real 

for Hhoda that she insisted that it was more than a dream. 

"She could feel her antagonist’s arm within her grasp even 

now —* the very flesh and bone of it, as it seemed" (74). 

In the morning her son speaks of a noise he had heard from 

her room during the night — as though someone had fallen 

from the bed; Gertrude comes and mentions the discomfort 

in her arm. 

She uncovered her left hand and arm; and their 
outline confronted Hhoda's gaze as the exact 
original of the limb she had beheld and seized 
in her dream. Upon the pink round surface of 
the arm were faint marks of an unhealthy 
colour, as if produced by a rough grasp. 
Rhoda's eyes became riveted on the discolora¬ 
tions; she fancied that she discerned in them 
the shape of her own four fingers. (76) 

Attempting to explain the disfigurement, Gertrude says 

that when she was "dreaming I was away in some strange 

place, a pain suddenly shot into my arm there, and was 

so keen as to awaken me" (77)• When asked on what night 

and at what time it had occurred, "She had named the 

night and the hour of Rhoda's spectral encounter" (77)* 

Even Conjurer Trendle, who clearly represents magic, 

is not credited with absolutely supernatural acts, for 

hei "affected not to believe largely in his own powers" 

(84); when ailments he treated were cured, he would say, 

"'perhaps it's all chance,* and immediately turn the 

subject" (84). Still, he is described as looking "singu- 
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larly” at Khoda. She would, In her state of mind, take 

this as a sign that he suspected her, when in reality his 

regard might only reflect curiosity about the woman v/ho 

vras considered an oddity by the people. 

Similarly ambiguous is his trick of revealing Gertrude’s 

enemy to her by the shape of an egg in a dish. He says 

that the spell-caster can be known only to Gertrude herself 

— not even he will be able to recognize the image. What 

Gertrude sees Is not revealed, though it la hinted that 

the figure was Khoda’s. Guerard asks, "Did [the conjurer’s] 

presence and reputation merely put Gertrude into a frame 

of mind in which she could materialize subconscious sus¬ 

picions? This kind of question seems wholly irrelevant, 

for the powers of the mind become no stronger thanks to a 

tumblerful of egg and water.”^ Gertrude could, however, 

have sensed that the evil-doer was her ’’friend”: from 

her husband’s strange ignorance of the boy and from gossip 

of which there was apparently plenty, she might have sus¬ 

pected the previous relationship between Lodge and Khoda. 

1’he trick would not strengthen the mind, but would release 

the Imagination. 

While the arm itself had been well in the dream, the 

look of Gertrude had been such as was ultimately brought 

about by the affliction and its psychological results. 

Rhoda did not will the withering specifically, but by 

the very existence of her vision she willed the end to 
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which it was the means. The first throwing off of Gertrude, 

a symbolic gesture, is a preamble to the second one which 

results in death. Rhoda did not will the withered arm; 

she willed the non-existence of Gertrude. Her own sense 

of guilt, which had plagued her when Gertrude was kind 

and gentle, completely disappears when she finally sees 

the justification for her deed — the Interference of 

Gertrude with Rhoda*s great moment. 

Though the story may be interpreted rationally1 

“the coincidence is so tremendous that ... it almost 

forces the acceptance of a supernatural or a symbolic 

explanation."1-* In °The Withered Arm,0 

the historian of rural superstition blends 
with the speculative psychologist and at last 
with the storyteller, who believes what he 
creates. The ghost story and the fairy story 
operate at a different level; in them the 
anti-realism is traditional, popular, and 
unspeculative.14 

4. °The Fiddler of the Reels0* 

°The Fiddler of the Reels0 has been called Hardy’s 

"only unequivocal success in dramatizing the occult."1^ 

In it, as in "The Withered Arm," there is a symbolic 

representation of evil power; Mop Ollamoor, with his 

music, is the ainexplicable in this story. He falls into 

the category of Hardy's mephistophellan visitants. J. 0. 

Bailey16 says that these are characterized by superior 

intelligence or book-learning, non-attendance at church, 
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dishonesty, and mockery, and are described in images that 

suggest the diabolic. 

Mop Ollamoor, as a non-practicing veterinarian, has 

behind him more education than the average of the Wessex 

folk. An added characteristic which makes him suspect is 

that he comes from "nobody knows where” (180) to intrude 

upon the peace of the community. He is an outsider* not 

only in fact* but in kind. The men, standing for solid, 

unemotional judgment, have no sympathy with him. They 

find him "perhaps a little repulsive at times," though 

Many a worthy villager envied him his power 
over unsophisticated maidenhood — a power 
which seemed sometimes to have a touch of the - 
xfeird and wizardly in it, (180) 

He is, thus* not only described with language connoting 

the mephlstophelian, he is actually ascribed special power. 

Though his foreignness alienates the men, it fascinates 

the women. He uses "secret ointments" in his hair, and 

on occasion he wore curls — a double row — 
running almost horizontally around his head. 
But as these were sometimes noticeably absent, 
it was concluded that they were not altogether 
of Mature*s making. (180) 

The men recognize Ollamoor*s dishonesty immediately} he is 

a fake and a dandy. 

It is significant that Mop is described physically 

before there is much said about his music. His fiddling 

is a direct expression of the personality manifest in the 

physical appearance. The same consciousness of self indi¬ 

cated by the curls on his head is x’eflected in hie fiddling: 
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though he seems to he oblivious of everything outside him¬ 

self, his playing is calculated to affect others. 

Ollamoor*s music is characterized by lack of dis¬ 

cipline and overabundance of plaintive passion. The reac¬ 

tions to his music are like those to his looks* the men 

are suspicious and the women are enthralled. His playing 

could claim for Itself a most peculiar and 
personal quality like that in a moving preach¬ 
er. . . . While playing he invariably closed 
his eyes; using no notes, and, as it were, 
allowing the violin to wander on at will • • . 
There was a certain lingual character in the 
supplicatory expressions he produced, which 
would well-nigh have drawn an ache from the 
heart of a gatepoBt, (181) 

The common-sense man’s reaction is given by the members of 

the church choir who 

in their honest love of thoroughness . . . 
despised the new man’s style. . , . Theophilus 
Dewey . • . used to say there was no ’plumnesB* 
in it — no bowing, no solidity — it was all 
fantastical. • . . All were devil’s tunes in 
his repertory. (182) 

Here again Ollamoor is associated with the diabolic. At 

the same time, he is criticized for another characteristic 

of the mephistophellan visitant: he “had never, in all 

likelihood, entered a church” (182). 

In his relationship with Car’line Aspent, Ollamoor 

possesses a kind of Intelligence beyond book-learning — 

a consciousness of himself and of the feelings of others. 

From the similarity between Car’line’s first and last 

encounters with him, it seems that there are definite 

controlled stages through which he can bring her under 
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his spell: first she tries to ignore him: "Car’line pre¬ 

tended to he engrossed with the rippling of the stream 

under the arches, hut in reality she was listening, as 

he knew" (183). 

Inevitably, however, §h© is alffidst dared into approach¬ 

ing nearer, and is seized with an "aching of the heart" 

and "a wild desire to glide airily in the mazes of an 

infinite dance" (183)• By the end of the story, her reac¬ 

tion reflects the conditioning of her emotions which had 

allowed him to seduce her: 

The familiar tune in the familiar rendering made 
her laugh and shed tears simultaneously . * . 
the fiddler introduced into his notes the wild 
and agonizing sweetness of a living voice in 
one too highly wrought; its pathos running high 
and running low in endless variation, project¬ 
ing through her nerves excruciating spasms, a 
sort of blissful torture* (196; 198) 

As it has been observed, he plays with his eyes shut, 

and yet there is always in him an awareness of the state 

of the woman to whom he plays. When Oar’line determines 

to walk past him — 

She found to her relief that his eyes were 
closed in abandonment to instrumentation, and 
she strode on boldly. ... Gaining another 
glance at him when immediately opposite, she 
saw that one of his eyes was open, quizzing 
her as he smiled at her emotional state.(183) 

Similarly, toward the end of the story, though she assumes 

that Mop doesn’t recognize her since she is veiled, 

[he began aggressively tweedlingJ the strain 
of all seductive strains which she was least 
able to resist. ... whenever she stole a 
glance at him his closed eyes betokened obli¬ 
viousness to everything outside his own brain. 

(197; 198) 
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As previously, by the time she fully understands Mop's 

power and his complete awareness of it, it is too late. 

He acknowledges his own purposeful consciousness when 

she flung up the veil, and.cast her eyes upon 
him, as if imploring him to withdraw himself 
and his acoustic magnetism from the atmosphere. 
Mop opened one of his own orbs, as though for 
the first time, fixed it peeringly upon her* 
and smiling dreamily, threw into his strains 
the reserve of expression which he could not 
afford to waste on a big and noisy dance. • • . 
There was that in the look of Mop's one dark 
eye which said: 'You cannot leave off, dear, 
whether you will or nol* and it bred in her a 
paroxysm of desperation that defied him to tire 
her down. 

She thus continued to dance alone, defiantly 
as she thought, but in truth slavishly and ab¬ 
jectly subject to every wave of the melody and 
probed by the gimlet-like gaze of her fascina¬ 
tor's open eye; keeping up at the same time a 
feeble smile in his face, as a feint to signify 
it was still her own pleasure which led her on. 

(197) 

Ollamoor's dishonesty and mockery thus lead the victim 

into deceiving herself, rationalizing her passion into 

defiance. In everything he does, no matter what the 

appearance, It is obvious that Mop has one eye closed 

and one open. He possesses, then, all the characteristics 

of the mephistophelian visitant: he has Intelligence; he 

does not attend church; he is dishonest and mocking; and 

he Is described in such a way as to suggest a diabolic 

affiliation. 

Yihile Ollamoor may be said to represent evil gener¬ 

ally, his power is, more specifically, sexual. Hardy has 

been accused of naivete^, and it Is possible that he 

did not consciously intend the Impression he creates; it 
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is probable, however, that he was aware of it* 

As it has been said, the person of Mop is described 

as one with his playing, and reaction to one is reaction 

to the other* As soon as Oar'llne comes tinder the spell 

of the music, she is controlled, by the man to such an ex¬ 

tent that, not merely his music, but even the sound of 

his footfall causes a physical response in her* And when 

she writhes with jealousy at his visits to another woman, 

it is not because she fears he pljhys his violin for her. 

Car'line's attachment to him precludes a marriage to Ned, 

who 

could not play the fiddle so as to draw your 
soul out of your body like a spider's thread, 
as Mop did, till you felt as limp as withy-wind 
and yearned for something to cling to.1° (185) 

This description of her reaction to the music cannot but 

suggest a physical reaction to the man. 

The connection between the musical and the sexual is 

substantiated finally by 'the fact that Oar'line's attrac¬ 

tion to the musician causes her to give herself to him. 

And several years later, when she sees him again at the 

story's climax, she is wrought to such a pitch that, not 

only does she faint from exhaustion immediately afterward, 

but she is so weakened by her experience that she never 

can share her husband's concern for her lost child. 

Mop's significance as a representative of the dia¬ 

bolic is enhanced by the fact that he, unlike Car'line, 

never becomes emotionally involved, nor is ever daunted. 
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G-uerard speaks of “Hardy*s division of human beings into 

the strong and the weak rather than the good and the evil. 

The function of the strong — Introspective, intellectual, 

constant in energy and purpose —* is to make the weak 

suffer, whether they wish them to or not.“19 Even after 

he has destroyed Car*line, Mop claims a new victim and 

goes on. The reports of his appearances in the future 

suggest that he will always, in a sense, he at large. 

5. “The History of the Hardcomes”^ 

As in “The Fiddler of the Reels,“ the power of music 

in “The History of the Hardcomes“ is akin to sexual attrac¬ 

tion. The mates are exchanged under the influence of 

music and the proximity of dance. “People get quite crazy 

sometimes in a dance“ (244), says Emily in retrospect. 

The attraction which is stimulated by the rhythms of the 

music and dance is purely physical; it is entirely devoid 

of the rational. “Dancing,“ observes Brennecke, “was viewed 

by Hardy less as an esthetic phenomenon, or as an art in 

the strictest sense than as a purely physio-psychological 

phenomenon which carries with it certain ethical consider¬ 

ations.”20 

Though there is no connection asserted as faot, it 

is remarked that “Tony [the arch-deceiverj was of a fickle 

nature by all account, and it really seemed as if his 

character had infected us that night” (244). Tony himself, 
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It will be remembered, was little concerned with the 

character of his girls — picked them, in fact (though 

in the comic tone of the story, his method cannot be 

seriously criticized) as might ah animal. 

The death of Stephen and Olive, while it is both 

natural and believable, is also weird. They are the 

active pair, and though Emily says, "For better or for 

worse we decided to do as we did, and there's an end of 

it" (243), it is as though subconsciously the two who go 

boating will not accept this conclusion. 

Hardy describes the couple as they head out into the 

water. Stephen takes his coat off 

to get at his work better; but James's wife 
sat quite still in the stern, holding the 
tiller-ropes by which she steered the boat. 
When they had got very small Indeed she 
turned her head to shore. 

"She is waving her handkerchief to us," 
said Stephen's wife. (243) 

Olive, who had originally suggested that they go rowing 

seems somehow conscious, as she waves, that she will not 

return. She is the one who steers; and James observes, 

"I wonder what Olive means by steering away straight to 

the horizon like that? She has hardly swerved from a 

direct line seaward since they started" (245). Yet when 

"the boat's course had been a little awry while Mrs. James 

neglected her steering to wave her handkerchief" (244), 

she had deliberately turned it to go "straight onward 

again" (244) and out to sea. 

When they finally disappear "while still following 
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the same straight course away from the world of land- 

livers, ” Hardy says it is ”as if they were intending to 

drop over the sea-edge into space, and never return to 

earth again” (245)* Conscious or not, such was indeed 

their intention. James and Emily, in their investigation, 

meet some young men who have seen the lost pair. ”They 

had sat looking in each other's faces as if they vrere in 

a, dream, with no consciousness of what they were doing, 

or whither they were steering” (248). Here they are a 

stage beyond that in which James and Emily saw them. 

They have made contact, so to speak; the boat continues 

as it was directed. When the bodies are found — 

It was said that they had been found tightly 
locked in each other's arms, his lips upon hers, 
their features etill wrapt in the same calm and 
dream-like repose which had been observed in 
their demeanour as they had glided along. (248) 

By this time they have acknowledged their feelings, in deed, 

if not in word. The conjecture is that 

they might have fallen into tender reverie 
while gazing each into a pair of’eyes that 
had formerly flashed for him and her alone, 
and, unwilling to avow what their mutual sen¬ 
timents were, they had continued thus, obli¬ 
vious of time and space, till darkness suddenly 
overtook them far from land. But nothing was 
truly known. (249) 

It seems more likely, however, that the death of the couple 

was not accidental to their reverie, but was actually 

willed by them. The action of Olive described above; the 

expression on their faces (not frustrated, but calm and 

accepting); the fact that, even if they had verbalized 
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their sentiments It would have been to no avail for them 

to live on, since they were married to others; and their 

death In embrace (they had not struggled against their 

fate) indicates that, on some level, they had agreed to 

unite In death: "man would sooner suffer the bitterness 

of death than be deprived of his right to suffer the 

bitterness of love."21 The likelihood of their will to 

die together is borne out by their active and romantic 

temperaments. The reason for their deed is conveyed to 

the reader by the underlying ideas In the conversation of 

the two on shore. 

This union in death is the contrast — the answer — 

to the union which took place at the party. When the 

couples were switched about, it was under the passionate 

influence of the music and dance, the general activity, 

and the spirit of gaiety. Olive and Stephen come together 

again on a calm silent ocean; the mood is level and serene. 

Here there is depth as in the water Itself. Instead of 

animal emotion, there is the more powerful awareness of 

the destiny of their own natures.22 

6. "Barbara of the House of Grebe"* 

"Barbara of the House of Grebe" departs from the 

previously examined stories in that, while it relates 

psychological Inversions and perversions which are inex¬ 

plicable, it does not suggest the supernatural element. 
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A sense of the occult dominates in Barbara*s unnatural 

attraction to Willov/es*s image, and in her subsequent 

reversal and attachment to Uplandtowers. The attachment 

to the statue comes about as the result of three emotions 

in combination. 

The first of these is the emotion of guilt. This 

feeling comes upon Barbara immediately after the departure 

of the mutilated Willowes, when her "remorse was such that 

she felt herself absolutely unforgivable" (87). And vrhen 

she hears of his death, 

her grief took the form of passionate pity for 
his misfortunes, and of reproach to herself for 
never having been able to conquer her aversion 
to his latter image by recollection of what 
Nature had originally made him. (92) 

Barbara n©v©i? really thinks in terms of adjusting to, 

or overlooking, Willowes*s appearance as she last saw him; 

she rather longs to have him, or remember him, as he was: 

She could not summon up that lopped and mutila¬ 
ted form without a shiver, though whenever her 
mind flew back to her early wedded days, and 
the man who had stood beside her then, a thrill 
of tenderness moved her, which if quickened by 
his living presence might have become strong. 

(89) 

In fact, although she suffers repulsion and guilt, she 

also loves the same man in different form. As long as 

his ugliness is foremost In her mind, it outweighs the 

early and physical love. 

The death of Willowes disturbs the balance, however, 

by enabling Barbara to thrust the reality of his disgust¬ 

ing looks from her recollection. Since there is absolutely 
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no possibility of his appearing before her in his second 

form, she Is free to love him as he was. Her guilt pro¬ 

ceeds through remorse, compassion, and love. At the same 

time that the death leaves her free to love a memory, the 

arrival of the statue of Willowes, as he was before the 

accident, materializes her mental reversion to the man 

as she married him. It affirms the reality of him as he 

was at first and Is another release for the love which 

has been sanctified by pity. The former attraction and 

the latter guilt combine as she embraces the statue- 

murmuring: 

"My only love — how could I be so cruel to you, 
my perfect one — so good and true — I am ever 
faithful to you, despite my seeming infidelity! 
I always think of you — dream of you — during 
the long hours of the day, and in the night- 
watches! 0 Edmund, I am always yours!" (96) 

Barbara's love could not have become so retrospective and 

unnatural had it not been for the third emotion of lone¬ 

liness which forced her to find love where she could. 

Uplandtowers*s discovery of Barbara's secret occurs 

Just when her mental substitution of the statue (the orig¬ 

inal Willowes) for the man as she last saw him is complete. 

The horrid trick which Uplandtowers plays on Barbara comes 

at the moment when it will be most jarring — when she 

has gone as far as she can in one direction. She suddenly 

has thrust upon her all that she has denied in her mind. 

Just as her love for the statue of Willowes is stronger 

even than her love for the man himself had been, her shock 

and her aversion to the mutilated Btatue is increased by 
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her changed state of mind and, of course, by her unpre¬ 

paredness. 

When she had first seen Willowes after the accident, 

her response had been as extreme as it could be within 

the bounds of sanity. No matter how she tried, she could 

not look at him without experiencing a “spasm of horror0 

(84) and averting her eyes. 

If her revulsion to him had originally been violent, 

her reaction to the mutilated statue, as Uplandtowers 

forced her to look at it, could be expected to drive away 

her sanity entirely; the sudden change in appearance would 

produce the polar emotion.The actual inversion comes 

about on the third night: 

When the scene had opened as usual, and she 
lay staring with immense wild eyes at the hor¬ 
rid fascination, on a sudden she gave an un¬ 
natural laugh; she laughed more and more, star¬ 
ing at the image, till she literally shrieked 
with laughter: then there was a silence, and 
he found her to have become Insensible. . . . 
It was a long time before the countess came 
to herself, and when she did so, a consider¬ 
able change seemed to have taken place in her 
emotions. She flung her arms around him, and 
with gasps of fear abjectly kissed him many 
times, at last bursting into tears. (102) 

The attachment to the statue, brought about by the strange 

concurrence of loneliness, guilt, and retrospective love, 

is thus reversed. 

T. S. Eliot says that in “Barbara of the House of 

Grebe,0 °we are Introduced into a world of pure Evil. 

The tale would seem to have been written solely to provide 

a satisfaction for some morbid emotion.02^ Powys more 
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perceptively explains that 

the dual stops of Hardy’s country pipe are cut 
from the same reed. With the one he challenges 
the Immortals on behalf of humanityj with the 
other he plays such a shrewd Priapian turn that 
all the satyrs dance*25 

What makes Hardy sensitive to human pain also enables him 

to see "what may be sweet to the palate of the gods in 

such ’merry Jests®or, In terms of this story, what 

kind of satisfaction Uplandtowers would derive from the 

control of Barbara. 

A woman once looked out of her kitchen window and 

saw a small child playing with some kittens. Suddenly, 

the child scooped one up and threw It with all her strength 

high into the air and across the yard. The animal landed 

on its feet but crouched in fear, while the child ran to 

it, gathered it up gently, and held it to her, caressing 

it. Shocked at the cruelty followed by such solicitousness, 

the woman went out to her small neighbor, scolded her for 

her behavior, and asked for an explanation, inquiring 

whether the child hated the kitten that she so mistreated 

it. "Oh no, I love ItI" came the answer, "But It does 

not love me enough, so I throw it, and then run pick It 

up and it hugs me very tight and buries its head between 

my neck and my shoulder, and then it loves me too." 

This child, acting \-rlth no malice, and Lord Uplandtowers 

are not without similar motivations. In both Barbara and 

her husband, then, Hardy, with his "haunting sense of the 
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primitive in character,"2? presents, through the horrible, 

a dramatic insight into human psychology.2** 

7» "An Imaginative Woman'1 

In "An Imaginative Woman" the emphasis is again on 

the strange workings of the human mind, as it creates a 

situation from within, rather than on the Inexplicable 

asserting Itself from without. 

ELla Marchmlll is married to a man who cannot satisfy 

her romantic temperament. On a vacation with her family 

she lives in a room usually occupied by a young poet whose 

writing she admires. Though she never meets him, she be¬ 

comes Infatuated with him through his poetry and his belong¬ 

ings. 

After their holiday the family returns home where, 

because of a common acquaintance, the young ppet Is to 

come to visit. At the last minute, however, he does not 

come. It turns out that he, depressed over an unsympa¬ 

thetic review of his poems, commits suicide, leaving a 

letter to the effect that a sympathetic woman could have 

saved him. ELla, who had been corresponding with him 

under the assumed name of a man, realizes that she might 

have been that woman.2^ She has his landlady send her a 

lock of his hair and a photograph of him for keepsakes. 

Soon she gives birth to her fourth child. She has 

a premonition that she will not survive, and on her death- 
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"bed, she begins to confess her love for the dead poet. 

She dies, however, before she can finish. Two years 

later, Marchmill finds the hair and photograph, and is 

taken by their resemblance to the hair and aspect of his 

youngest son. Checking the dates, he murmurs, **I*m damned 

if I didn’t think sol . . . Yes • • . yes . . • Get away, 

you poor little bratl You are nothing to mel** (32). 

In his preface of 1896 to the Wessex Tales. Hardy 

says 

that the first story in the series C"The 
Imaginative Woman1*3 turns upon a physical 
possibility that may attach to women of 
imaginative temperament, and that is well 
supported by the experiences of medical men 
and other observers of such manifestations. 

(▼i) 
Though in his comment on happenings of this sort Hardy 

Beems to be speaking literally, the story Itself may be 

Interpreted on a completely symbolic level. How much of 

the similarity between Trewe and the child is in Marchmill*s 

mind and how much is real cannot, of course, be established. 

Besides the hair color (which may change considerably 

between the second and the thirtieth year), what impresses 

Marchmill is that *'the dreamy and peculiar expression of 

the poet’s face sat, as the transmitted idea, upon the 

child’s** (32). It is true that Trewe was described as 

a large-eyed thoughtful fellow . . . with a 
very electric flash in his eye when he looks 
round quickly, such as you’d expect a poet to 
be who doesn’t get his living by It. (15) 

The resemblance is not merely between him and the child, 
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however, but between them and Ella as well! 

She was dark-eyed, and had that marvelously 
bright and liquid sparkle in each pupil which 
characterizes persons of Ella’s cast of soul, 
and is too often a cause of heartache to the 
possessor’s male friends, ultimately sometimes 
to herself. (5) 

Both Ella Marehmill and Robert Trewe have the look of 

romantics. ELla had once become disgusted with her first 

three children "at being reminded how plain-looking they 

were, like their father*' (25)* The fourth child, resembling 

her, was obviously of a different type from the others. 

Marehmill, seeing this, connects the dreamy look with the 

poet. 

Though there may be a logical explanation for the 

similarity between the poet and the child, symbolically 

the man is Indeed the father, since he has been, in spirit, 

the lover of the mother. AB the story progresses, Ella’s 

union (in her heart and mind) with the man becomes more 

complete. When she first moves into the room and the land¬ 

lady points out jottings of his ideas on the wall, 

an indescribable consciousness of personal 
interest rather than literary made her anxious 
to read the inscription alone. (11) 

There is a physical awareness — almost contact — in Ella's 

imaginings of the young poet. Finding some of his clothes 

in his closet, she dons a mackintosh and cap. 

His heart had beat Inside that coat, and his 
brain had worked under that hat at levels of 
thought she would never reach. The conscious¬ 
ness of her weakness beside him made her feel 
quite sick. (13) 
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The weakness which she feels because of her inability to 

match the quality of his poems is physical as well as 

mental. She is both frustrated and. exalted by her Infe¬ 

riority, and she constantly fills herself with the lines 

of his poetry. 

Examining his portrait, she tells herself, "He's 

nearer my real self, he’s more Intimate with the real me 

than Will is, after all, even though I’ve never seen him" 

(17)* And as she sleeps in his bed she is aware that 

now her hair was dragging where his arm had 
lain ... she was sleeping on a poet’s lips, 
immersed in the very essence of him, permeated 
by his spirit as by an ether. (17) 

Waiting for him to arrive at her house, she is happy because 

her beloved though as yet unseen one was com¬ 
ing. “Behold, he Btandeth behind our wallj he 
looketh forth at the windows, showing himself 
through the lattice,*' she thought ecstatically* 
’’And, lo, the winter is past, the rain is over 
and gone, the flowers appear on the earth, and 
the voice of the turtle is heard in our land." 

(23) 

These anticipatory words from the "Song of Songs" confirm 

the high poetic romance, her exaltation, and the sensuaus- 

ness of her love for him. The final sentence is, in the 

Bible, spoken by the beloved himself; it is preceded by 

"Rise up, my love, my fair one, and come away." Par, 

indeed, has Ella Marchmill’s imagination carried her; soon 

after his death, she does follow him* 

Her love and admiration for him are charged with 

overtones of the physical, so that, in a sense, she is 

overwhelmed by him and impregnated by his spirit. The 
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sense of strangeness or specialness about the birth of 

the child is enhanced by Ella’s premonition of her own 

death. She tells her husband: 

"I feel almost sure I am going to die; and I 
should be glad* if it were not for Nelly, and 
Prank, and Tiny." 
"And mel" 
"You'll soon find somebody to fill iny place,” 
she murmured with a sad smile. "And you*11 
have a perfect right to; I assure you of thatI" 

(30) 

By her last words Ella is herself acknowledging and there¬ 

by willing a relationship with Trewe which is, in effect, 

adulterous. Her sureness and glad acceptance of death 

Indicate that she wills it also — desires finally to 

follow her lover. 

8. "Squire Petrickfs Lady"** 

Just as Ella Marchmlll desires and wills that she 

have a love affair with Robert Trewe, Annetta Petrick 

hallucinated a romance with Rupert, Marquis of Christminster. 

In each case what began the difficulty was a state of mind. 

The reactions of the husbands also suggest the power 

of the human imagination: Timothy Petrick, because of 

his change of mind and sentiment, actually sees the.linea¬ 

ments of the aristocratic family in his son’s face; when 

he discovers the truth, however, Rupert suddenly takes on 

the aspect of a Petrick. Similarly, it is possible that, 

had Marchmlll never come across the articles which reminded 

him of Trewe, he would have thought nothing of his child’s 
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appearance* 

In "Squire'Hetrick’s Lady" the theme of the occult 

la completely motivated by class and is, therefore, dis¬ 

cussed by implication In the previous chapter. Suffice 

it to say (in Guerard’s words) that 

in "Squire Hetrick’s Lady," Hardy brilliantly 
reduces class consciousness to the absurd of 
symbolism and fantasy; ... the economy is that 
of fantasy and fable. It is irrelevant to ask 
whether Hardy realized how far ahead of its 
time this symbolic use of absurdity was. We 
must remember that Hardy was often most success¬ 
ful when least deliberatei He was capable of 
turning tragedy into melodrama unknowingly. 
He was sometimes capable, as here, of turning 
melodrama into symbolic tragedy.30 

Summary 

The occult as Hardy uses it may be broken Into the 

following categories: 

1. The purely superstitious ("The Superstitious 

Man’s Story"). 

2. The purely symbolic ("A Tragedy of .Two Ambitions"). 

3. The weird which may be taken as supernatural, 

as highly coincidental, and/or as psychologically 

symbolic ("The Withered Arm," "The Fiddler of the 

Heels," "The History of the Hardcomes"). 

4. The purely psychological, which deals with oddities 

stemming entirely from within the characters 

("Barbara of the House of Grebe," "An Imaginative 

Woman," "Squire Petrlck's Lady"). 
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Each of these stories represents in some way the unusual 

or ■uinexplicable, he it something beyond man, or within 

him. 

Conclusion 

An anonymous reviewer in The Edinburgh Review wrote 

on ugliness in fiction, with ”An Imaginative Woman” given 

as the prime example. "The Withered Arm,” too, was con¬ 

demned as "repellent*” Said the writer: 

May we not be excused for the expression of an 
unfeigned request that, however much of actuality 
there may be in it, Mr* Hardy, for his own and 
for his art's sake, had not left the story of 
Rhoda Brook the villager and Gertrude Lodge the 
farmer's wife in undisturbed oblivion.-'1 

The writer was in that awkward position common to the 

Victorian: he would not deign to touch the soil, but would 

not dare to take his feet off the ground. 

Hardy does both, however, and he draws new meaning 

from traditional tales of the strange* Brown places him 

In the folk tradition as a ballad-maker, for there is in 

his tales "the easy alliance of the grotesque and dispro¬ 

portionate with the substantial and natural, and the 

unselfconscious boldness with which they are offered.”32 

Guorard compares him with Faulkner, who 

has consistently used the distortions of popular 
story-telling — exaggeration, grotesque, horror, 
macabre coincidence — to achieve his darker 
truth; they are part of his reading of life. 
Just so Hardy made something visionary out of 
Victorian coincidence by Juxtaposing tlie 
tastic and the everyday. 3.0 
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Whether the method be attributed to Hardy*s Wessex 

background or his literary environment, he “has a good 

deal more to say about the quality of events, the feel 

of them, than about their course#It Is the convey¬ 

ance of the feeling, the essence, which he himself saw 

as his object, that constitutes his art. To him art Is 

a disproportioning ... of realities, to show 
more clearly the features that matter in these 
realities, which, If merely copied or reported 
inventorily might be observed, but would more 
probably be overlooked. Hence ’realism' Is not 
art.35 

Hardy may, then, be regarded as "a realist developing 

toward allegory,“36 a predecessor of Gide and other moderns 

In “the symbolic UBe of the absurd.“3? 

There arises the question of how conscious Hardy was 

of what he was doing. Throughout most of his stories, we 

have seen a certain ambiguity enabling the reader to assume 

the role of a credulous peasant, a modern rationalist with 

disbelief suspended, or an Intellectual symbol-reader. 

Virginia Woolf compares Hardy's plots with those in 

Elizabethan drama. “His violence and his melodrama,“ she 

says, 

when they are not due to a curious peasant- 
like love of the monstrous for its own sake, 
are part of that wild spirit of poetry which 
saw with intense irony and grimness that no 
reading of life can possibly outdo the strange¬ 
ness of life itself, no symbol of caprice and 
unreason be too extreme to represent the aston¬ 
ishing circumstances of our existence.38 

Zabel says Hardy “based his faith as a poet on a mag¬ 

ical conception of man and nature.“39 poetic faith is 
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different from philosophy, however, and it may be assumed 

that Hardy himself did not accept literally all that he 

related. His manner of writing reflects a view of life 

and not necessarily a philosophy. Guerard distinguishes 

between Mformulated belief and dramatically useful symbol 

or myth.'^ He objects that 

criticism has refused, in its devotion to 
realism, to recognize the strength and validity 
of Hardy*a anti-realistic aim and has often de¬ 
plored his imaginative heightenings of reality; 
it had subordinated the simple and traditional 
story.teller to the gloomy philosopher of the 
Will.41 

The fallacy is that 

nothing is easier, especially with a writer of 
marked idiosyncrisy, than to fasten on opinions, 
convict him of a creed, tether him to a consis¬ 
tent point of view. Nor was Hardy any exception 
to the rule that the mind which is most capable 
of receiving impressions is very often the least 
capable of drawing conclusions. It is for the 
reader, steeped in the impression, to supply 
the comment. It is his part to know when to 
put aside the writer’s conscious intention in 
favor of some deeper Intention of which he may 
be unconscious. 42 

Whether Hardy himself fully understood or Intended 

all the implications or the symbolism attributed to the 

stories in this chapter is not entirely relevant; nor 

does it really matter how much Hardy believed in the 

literal possibility of all he wrote. The enduring value 

of the artist’s works 

is the significance, not of their general ideas, 
but of their felt response to the immediate 
data of experience ... it lies not In the 
specific ideas and Ideals expressed but in the 
ppwer t^ suggest and nourish other ideas and 
ideals.43 
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The point is that Hardy was able to relate his unusual 

tales in such a vray a3 to persuade the reader to suspend 

disbelief — to recognize a truth on a new level. He says: 

We tale-tellers are all Ancient Mariners, and 
none of us is warranted in stopping Wedding 
Guests . . » unless he has something more un¬ 
usual to relate than the ordinary experience 
of every average man and woman.^ 

Like the Mariner, too, Hardy may tell a tale which, though 

unreal for the ’'realist” possesses, nevertheless, a higher 

reality. 
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IV. THE THEME OF SIN 

Definition 

The theme of sin will be defined on two levels: in 

the first, the word sin is used with its regular meaning 

as a conventional moral designation —. a meaning with 

which Hardy, attempting to deal with "the problem of 

ethics without dogma,"* does not often concur. Among 

these "sins" are murder, adultery, fornication, and the 

crimes of smuggling and forgery. Of physical adultery 

there is none in Hardy's stories: adultery is either 

symbolic, or it is intended, but not avalized. 

The second type of sin has special reference to 

Hardy's particular outlook. It occurs when one person 

treats another as an object or a means, rather than as 

a significant being and end in himself. 

In this chapter I shall examine the theme of sin as 

it appears in thirteen of Hardy's short stories. 

1, "An Imaginative Woman"*** 

Ella Marchmill Is a "sinner" by dream and, perhaps,- 

by intention. She indulges in love for a man other than 

her husband. The romance was not consummated in physical 

adultery; from Ella's emotion after the man's death, how- 
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ever, it appears that she would have given up everything 

for him. She murmurs: 

”0, if I had only once met him — only once; 
and put my hand upon his hot forehead — kissed 
him — let him know how I loved him — that I 
would have suffered shame and scorn, would have 
lived and died, for him!*' (27) 

What is Hardy's attitude toward her? Hardy has her 

act as she does because she has no spiritual fulfillment 

in her marriage. Her attachment to Trewe represents her 

one attempt to define herself, to give meaning to her 

life, for Ella was "a few months over thirty," and "enter¬ 

ing on that tract of life in which emotional women begin 

to suspect that last love may be stronger than first love" 

(15). 

Marchmlll offers her nothing beyond the physical. 

He is a gunmaker. Ella is particularly repelled by his 

business, but 

the necessity of getting life-leased at all 
cost, a cardinal virtue which all good mothers 
teach, kept her from thinking of it at all till 
she had closed with William, had passed the 
honeymoon, and reached the reflecting stage. 

(4) 

There is nothing to bring them together: 

It was to their tastes and fancies, those 
smallest, greatest particulars, that no common 
denominator could be applied. Marchmill con¬ 
sidered his wife's likes and inclinations some¬ 
what silly; she considered his sordid and mate¬ 
rial. (4) 

Marchmill's materialism is, Ironically, what prevents Trewe 

from coming to their house. Trewe made the "excuse that 

it all looked so new and monied" (25). 
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Even after Marchmill begins to learn of his wife’s 

attachment to the dead Trewe, he is not jealous. All he 

can conclude Is,“What sly snimals women arel“ (28). And 

when he discovers her at the poet’s grave, he treats her 

like an errant child: 

“Ell, how silly this isI” he said indignantly. 
“Running away from home — I never heard such 
a thingI . . . but it is too ridiculous that 
you, a married woman with three children and a 
fourth coming, should go losing your head like 
this over a dead lover!“ (29) 

Ella’s husband does not fully recognize his wife as 

a human being. He cannot be blamed, however, for though 

it is stated that their marriage was one of convenience, 

there is no indication of Marchmill being any more to 

blame for the situation than was Ella herself. It is also 

very clear that his ignorance of his wife's deeper nature 

is not so much the fault of indifference as of his own 

less sensitive nature, which, by all indications, is in¬ 

capable of recognizing or satisfying Ella's. 

Ella’s sensitivity, and particularly her aversion to 

the gun-making, cannot but suggest Hardy's own sympathy 

with animals: she attempts to rationalize her husband's 

profession by 

assuring herself that some, at least, of his 
weapons were sooner or later used for the 
extermination of horrid vermin and animals 
almost as cruel to their inferiors in species 
as human beings were to theirs. (4) 

Ella Is spiritually akin to Hardy — just as her husband 

is diametrically opposite to him. Similarly, Trewe, who 
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may be considered the male counterpart of Ella, is, like 

the author, a poet whose offerings are not accepted with- 

out severe criticism. Trewe's verse, we are told, is 

impassioned rather than ingenious, luxuriant 
rather than finished. Neither svmbollste nor 
decadent, he was a pessimist in so far as that 
character applies to a man who looks at the 
worst contingencies as well as the best in the 
human conditlon. (8) 

Hardy could hardly have penned a more accurate description 

of his own works! This is not to equate Trewe with the 

author himself, but rather to say that the fictional poet 

was one with whom the real one must have sympathized. 

That is, Hardy was “on the side'* of Trewe and Ella. 

The greatest irony of the story is that Trewe died 

just when he could have been — should have been — saved 

by Ella. The second irony is that Ella finally takes the 

blame for what she could not do, but should have done. 

Ella dies unhappy because “God is a jealous God" (27), 

but her death is her own wish, not a punishment. 

There is an implied criticism of marriage for economic 

security, disregarding lovej there is the suggestion that 

the sensitive are most susceptible to injury in life? but 

there is from Hardy no condemnation of the Imaginative 

woman, Ella Marchmlll, for her spiritual adultery. 

2. “On the Western Circuit"** 

Edith Harnham, like Ella, is guilty of spiritual 

adultery. She too is a romantic and sensitive woman who 
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Is married to a man of the opposite nature. Their dis¬ 

similarity is indicated in the first scene in x*hlch they 

are together. Edith has been sitting alone in the dark, 

looking out the windox* at the fair. Her husband enters 

and observes, "Horrid nuj.ss.nce every year I I wish it could 

be put a stop to." She replies, "I like it," to which he 

responds, "H’m. There's no accounting for taste" (96). 

The circumstances of Mrs. Harnham's life are almost iden¬ 

tical with those of Ella's: 

Edith Harnham led a lonely life. Influenced 
by the belief of the British parent that a 
bad marriage with its aversions is better than 
a free x-romanhood with its interests, dignity, 
and leisure, she had consented to marry the 
elderly xfine-merehant as a ois aller. at the 
age of seven-and-twenty — some three years 
before this date — to find afterwards that 
she had made a mistake. That contract had 
left her still a Xfoman whose deeper nature had 
never been stirred. (107) 

Like Ella, too, Edith is at the age where she has great¬ 

est capacity and need for love, with no opportunity to 

achieve it. Again, however, the fault cannot be said to 

lie in Harnham, whose part In contracting the marriage 
no more 

was/active than that of Edith's parents. 

Her romantic response to young Raye is first pro¬ 

voked when, in a crowd at the fair, he takes her hand, 

believing it to be Anna's. 

What prompted her to refrain from undeceiving 
him she could hardly tell. Not content with 
holding the hand, he playfully slipped two of 
his fingers inside her glove, against her 
palm. (98) 

From that time on, she is fascinated by him, concluding 
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immediately that he was “very wicked and nice*' (98) * and 

that “she wished she had married a London man who knew 

the subtleties of love-making as they were evidently 

known to him who had mistakenly caressed her hand“ (100). 

She constantly wonders why he is attracted by Anna, and 

is impressed by his romantic power over the girl. “That 

he had been able to seduce another woman in two days was 

his crowning though unrecognized fascination for her as 

the she-animal“ (108). And when Anna discovers her preg¬ 

nancy, Edith has come so far as to murmur, “i wish it was 

mine — X wish it wasl . . . Yet how can I say such a 

wicked thing 1“ (110). 

Once Anna and Raye are married, Edith's love is 

exposed to the young lawyer. He saysJ 

“0, my cruel one, I think I have one claim upon 
you! . . . If it was all pure invention in those 
letters, . . . give me your cheek only. If you 
meant what you said, let it be lips." . . . 

She put up her mouth, and he kissed her long. 
(120) 

He has become her life, but no sooner is the mutual love 

acknowledged than she must return to an even lonelier 

existence. At home, when her husband enters the room, 

she whispers to herself, “Ah — my husband — I forgot 

I had a husbandI“ (121). 

Hardy does not hold Anna responsible for her “sin“ 

any more than an animal would be held responsible. 

“Unreserved — too unreserved — by nature, she was not 

experienced enough to be reserved by art“ (93) • Raye 
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thinks of her as a “fascinating child of nature/' a 

“trusting girl" (102). Her every action and response 
t* 

is naive and innocent: when she hears of the marriage 

proposal, she "jumped for joy like a little child" (112). 

The extent of her naivete is reflected when Edith sug¬ 

gests not attending the wedding: 

"Because of its effect upon me." 
"But it can’t have any!" 
"Why, child?" 
"Because you are married already1" said Anna 
with lucid simplicity. (115) 

The story, as it concludes, promises happiness for 

no one. Edith, "because I would not deal treacherously 

towards [ Anna] " (121), deceives Raye. "The irony is 

complicated by the fact that Mrs. Harnham, who ruins him, 

loves him. Also that she, the ironist, becomes her own 

victim."2 

Hardy would not condemn her for indulging in the only 

romance possible in her life. She is, in a sense, to be 

admired for trying to save Anna: 

Who was moral man? . . . The beauty or ugliness 
of a character lay not only in its achievement, 
but in its aims and impulses; its true history 
lay, not among things done, but among things 
willed."3 

Anna, the child of nature, is not immoral. She is 

saved, but only, perhaps, for outward appearances. If 

anyone is guilty, it is Raye. He is fully conscious of 

the possibilities of his involvement with Anna, even 

before he is taken in by the letters. Edith is right: 

he is a man who knows what he is about. "Much he deplored 
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trifling with her feelings for the sake of a passing desire; 

and he could only hope that she might not live to suffer 

on his account” (101). 

Raye is charmed by Anna herself, before the letters, 

and his attentions to her are not entirely without meaning. 

Still, however, he knows what can happen. When it does, 

he tries to right things, and he helps bring about his 

own ruin. He himself concludes that "it serves me right I" 

(12). That is not the end of it, however. His punishment 

does not set things right for the others. “Neither the 

sexual act nor even the imminence of a child is in itself 

sufficient grounds for marriage. "2|- But had he not married, 

there still would have been unhappiness. By his initial 

irresponsible act he brought about the unavoidable suffer¬ 

ing of others; and that is his sin. 

3- "Barbara of the House of Grebe"* 

Barbara, like Ella and Edith, commits vicarious adul¬ 

tery. Technically, she "sins" twice: the first time when 

she rejects her mutilated husband Willowes whom "she ought 

by law to have longed for" (86), and the second time when 

she commits symbolic adultery after she has become the 

wife of Uplandtowers. 

When she cannot welcome Willowes as a wife should, 

she is, according to conventional standards, morally wrong. 

From Hardy's point of view, however, her sin was in not 
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loving her husband per se. but rather in ceasing to love 

a deserving man for reasons of his appearance. It is 

clear from the description of the man and from her response 

to him, however, that she literally loses rational control 

when she sees him, and since her animal fear of him is 

not by her own will, she still evokes sympathy. Willowes 

himself writes, "I was aware that no human love could sur¬ 

vive such a catastrophe. I confess I thought yours divine" 

(87). 

Barbara's remorse and penitence for what she does to 

Willowes testify to her guilt; They, ironically, bring 

about her second "sin;" For this she is clearly not 

responsible since* again, her emotions become so tangled 

that she cannot be considered completely sane; 

In this story, however* the emphasis is not so much 

on the "sins" per se as on the psychological alterations 

which bring them about; There is in Hardy’s treatment of 

Barbara an Implied criticism of the superficiality of her 

"indulgence in sensuous love for a handsome form merely" 

(105). Her greatest misery might have been avoided had 

her original love been deep enough to survive the shock 

of physical mutilation. Finally, however, Hardy sympa¬ 

thizes with her as a "sacred and enervated lady whose 

existence might have been developed to so much higher 

purpose but for the ignoble ambition of her parents and 

the conventions of the time" (104). 

The true sinner in this story, and the cause of 
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Barbara’s Infidelity, is Uplandtowers* HiB sin lies not 

only in his cruelty to her about the statue. It originates 

before she even marries Willowes, when Uplandtowers resolves 

that he will someday possess her. There is never, in all 

the story, an indication that he regards her as a person. 

She is an object which he wants to own. As the tale pro¬ 

gresses, his sin increases. Even while she is still mar¬ 

ried to Willowes and fearfully awaits his return from 

abroad, Uplandtowers taunts her: "It need not have been 

thus if you had listened to me!" (81). 

When Willowes is gone, Uplandtowers takes advantage 

of Barbara's weakness and dependence, persuading her finally 

to marry him. Again, his desire to possess is dominant. 

He insists that he does not care if she loves him; once 

she is trapped, however, his attitude changes — since he 

possesses, he must go on to control. Uplandtowers, in 

his browbeating of her, treats her as a thing and not a 

person. This attitude is reflected in his asking her what 

she is good for, if she does not have a baby. This ques¬ 

tion is implied in several of Hardy's stories, where it 

inevitably marks the man who regards his wife as an object 

to perform certain functions which relate to him. When 

she cannot do these things as he would have them, she is 

of no use. 

Uplandtowers's actions with the statue are consistent 

with his character. He is capable of acting as he does 

only because he cannot regard Barbara as a person. The 
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similarity between him and the child with the kitten has 

been pointed out; the difference is that the child is a 

child and has not developed to the extent that he has an 

awareness of feelings outside himself. Uplandtowers, 

like many a sinner, is psychologically, or morally under¬ 

developed; he is not deserving of love. In Hardy "fidelity 

to an unworthy partner £7±scondemned as absolutely wrong. 

4. "For Conscience* Sake"1* 

Like Barbara, Leonora Frankland marries a man whom 

she does not love. Once, when she had cared for Millborne, 

she had been promised marriage. The promise was broken, 

however, and she bore an illegitimate child. Though she 

has had to suffer under society's eyes, she achieves a 

degree of success in her life and manages to rear a respect¬ 

able daughter^ Hardy indicates that, under the circum¬ 

stances, she has made a life for herself and her daughter 

of which society approves. 

She was really a serious-minded lady who, being 
obliged to live by what she knew how to teach 
Tdancing and musicj, balanced matters by lend¬ 
ing a hand at charitable bazaars, assisting at 
sacred concerts, and giving musical recitations 
in aid of funds for bewildering happy savages, 
and other such enthusiasms of this enlightened 
country. (34) 

Hardy passes no moral judgment on Leonora. Her past 

is treated objectively. Rather, the criticism is turned 

on the man who fled and broke his promise. He, like Raye 

in "On the Western Circuit," sinned by using another human 
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being as an object of his own pleasure* without regard 

for the pain he might cause her. It is not the pre-marltal 

love-making itself which is blameworthy, but the misrepre¬ 

sentation, the using of Leonora by Millborne. Mrs. 

Prankland takes a stand aghinst Millborne, answering his 

belated appeal for formal and conventional morality with, 

"I totally deny that a.fter this Interval of time I am 

bound to marry you for honour’s sake" (39). The point 

of the story — and a basic view of Hardy’s — is that 

reparation at this time would be empty? "Marriages are 

not only wrecked by social ambition, prudish convention, 

and fickleness, but also by the dangerous assumption that 

a second mistake rectifies a first one."^ The thought 

of saving Leonora’s honor after twenty years is absurd. 

Marriage without love — "for the sake of conventional 

appearance” — is "absolutely wrong."7 

5. "The Withered Arm"1*'"’ 

Rhoda Brook, like Leonora, has an illegitimate child. 

Her relationship with Lodge, who fathered her son, is 

presented as background for the main story. The circum¬ 

stances are not revealed, exoept that she was a poor young 

woman who lived on his property. For this "sin? Hardy 

does not criticize the woman. As in "For Conscience' 

Sake," however, the man Judges himself guilty. 

Lodge’s uneasy guilt is indicated in three ways; 
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first, he ignores the boy he knows is his son. His refu¬ 

sal to recognize him betrays a desire to deny his exis¬ 

tence and, by implication, the act which brought It about. 

The second sign of his sense of guilt is stronger: when 

Gertrude bears him no heir, "he thought of Rhoda Brook 

and her son; and feared this might be a judgment from 

heaven upon him" (87). The guilt feeling is thus increased 

by his own awareness of the Irony implied in his being 

able to have an illegitimate son, but not a legitimate 

one. 

Like Millborne, Lodge is finally led back to the 

woman whom he had seduced. His presence at his son's 

hanging and the efforts which he had made to secure his 

release constitute at least an acknowledgement of the boy's 

existence, and are gestures toward the responsibility which 

he had never before admitted. Finally, of course, his 

extablishment of a reformatory for boys, "subject to the 

payment of a small annuity to Rhoda Brook" (104), are, 

like Millborne's effort to marry, belated attempts to 

atone for his actions. 

Lodge's sense of guilt springs from the conviction 

that he is being punished, that somehow all the misfortune 

was caused by his affair with Rhoda. His interpretation 

of circumstances as products of his ovm guilt adds one of 

the dimensions that give the story psychological truth and 

substance. As a man who has acted Irresponsibly, Lodge 

is a sinner. 
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(The curse which Rhoda puts upon Gertrude may not "be 

considered in this discussion because, as explained in 

Chapter Three, it was subconscious and, thus, not within 

her control.) 

6. "The First Countess of Wessex"w 

While Rhoda was unable to marry the man she desired, 

Betty has had forced upon her a husband who is a stranger. 

She becomes interested in Phelipson, a man not her husband, 

and this interest is encouraged by her father* who Insists 

that "she might, without a sign of sin, love a man of her 

choice as well now as if she were chained up to no one at 

all" (IT)• He tells the child to "sting your mother’s 

conscience by pretending you are struck with Phelipson, 

and would ha' loved him, as your old father’s choice, much 

more than him she has forced upon ’ee" (18). Betty does 

not need prodding, for as she begins to grow up, she is 

attracted to the only young man of her own age with whom 

she is associated. 

Contrasting with her Infatuation with Phelipson, is 

her natural aversion to the older man for whom she knows 

she is destined. In her half-childish, half-womanly panic 

she pleads with her mother; 

"But my father — oh, I am sure he will not 
allow this! I am not ready. If he could only 
wait a year longer — if he could only wait a 
few months longerI Oh, I wish — I wish my 
dear father were here. I will send to him 
instantly." She broke off abruptly, and fall- 
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ing upon her mother’s neck, hurst into tears, 
saying, "0 my mother, have mercy upon me — 
I do not love this man, my husbandt" (24) 

Mrs. Donnell is entirely responsible for the marriage. 

In her reaction when she discovers the relationship between 

Barbara and Phelipson Hardy satirizes the conventional 

social view: 

This was the simple creature for whose develop¬ 
ment Into womanhood they had all been so tenderly 
waiting —* a forward minx old enough not only to 
have a lover, but to conceal his existence as 
adroitly as any woman of the worldl (23) 

The absurdity of her mother's Judgment upon her is again 

emphasized after Betty has exposed herself to measles: 

"Wicked girlI" cries her mother. "Oh, what am 
I to do! What — bring a distemper on yourself, 
and usurp the sacred prerogative of God, because 
you can't palate the man you've weddedl" (29) 

As though she had had any choice! 

That she finally does love Reynard, and that he turns 

out to be a suitable object for her mature love are not 

relevant to the discussion of Betty's elopement. Similarly, 

wrong though it was of her father to complicate things 

purposely, he was, as Hardy presents the history, right 

in principle. The girl could not be held responsible for 

a marriage vow which she neither willed nor understood. 

The mother’s treating her deviation as she would that 

of a mature woman, and her appeal to the religious sanc¬ 

tification of the marriage of which she was the creator, 

expose the absurdity of the entire situation. Betty can¬ 

not be called a sinner, though her mother, perhaps, is one 

~ for giving away a life which was not hers to give. 
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7. "The Honourable Laura"* 

Laura, like Betty, attempts an elopement when she 

is already married. Her action cannot be excused on the 

grounds that she did not want to marry. She had got her¬ 

self into an unpleasant situation and she took the child's 

way out. 

“It was because of my anomalous position in 
being privately married to him," she sobbed, 
"that I was unhappy at home — and — and I 
didn't like him so well as I did at first — 
and I wished I could get out of the mess I 
was ini" (250) 

Laura's father speaks to her as to a child, and she pouts 

like one. She had obviously gone into her marriage, as 

into the elopement, with no thought of the meaning or 

implications of her act. Her thinking only goes far enough 

to accomplish her purpose, as, for instance, when she neg¬ 

lects to tell the singer of her marriage. Her childish, 

almost instinctual nature is indicated when, as the two 

men confront each other, she "not knowing where to take 

shelter, . . . crept into the darkness of an adjoining 

bedroom, and there awaited events with a palpitating heart" 

(25). 

One of the ohief indications of her immaturity is 

that she really cares only for herself. Y/hen the singer 

tells her that her husband has gone, she cries, "And I 

am quite abandoned by themI — and they'll forget me, and 

nobody cares about me any morel" (256). Similarly, when 

her husband says they must part, even after she has nursed 
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him, she objectes, MI have nobody now to c-c-oare for —M 

(264). 

Even when she realizes her responsibility, and comes 

back to nurse James, her repentance is immediate and 

childlike. She tells him — 

"I ai more glad you are getting better than I 
can say, I have prayed for it — and I am sorry 
for what I have done; I am Innocent of the worst, 
and — I hope you will not think me so very bad, 
JamesIH (261) 

Although Laura is immature, she is still guilty — 

as the women who are forced into marriage are not. Her 

deeds are completely voluntary, and she is responsible 

for them. That she returns to her husband and does 

penance cannot right things, however, because her very 

repentance is that of a child, while her sin has been that 

of an adult. She must grow up to recognize the import of 

her irresponsible act; only then can she.truly atone and 

be changed from within.. The alteration begins when she 

lives her monastic life, 

a lonely, repentant, depressed being, who would 
have given the greater part of everything she 
possessed to ensure the presence and affection 
of that husband whose very austerity and phlegm 
— qualities that had formerly led to the aliena¬ 
tion between them — seemed now to be adorable 
features in his character. (266) 

No longer does she jump at promised relief from her sad 

state: even when James is supposed dead and others ask 

for her hand, “the idea of remarriage seemed never to 

have entered her head for a moment” (266). 

Delaying the return of James for eleven years gives 
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a significance to Laura’s repentance and fidelity which 

an immediate reunion would have precluded.^ she becomes, 

not merely a naughty girl reformed, but a woman who has 

erred, has suffered for it, and is finally ready for a 

mature union. 

S. ’’The Duchess of Hamptonshire"* 

Emmeline is another of the very young women who at¬ 

tempt to save themselves through elopement. Her natural 

choice for a mate had been Alwyn Hill, but she and he are 

forcibly parted. He has bitter words with her father 

intermingled with which, like the cries of the 
dying in the din of battle, were the beseech¬ 
ing sobs of a woman. Not long after this it 
was announced that a marriage between the Duke 
and Miss Oldbourne was to be solemnized at a 
surprisingly early date. 

The wedding-day came and passed; and she 
v/as a Duchess. (220) 

Emmeline was, thus, virtually forced — as such a meek 

creature could bee — into marriage with a man for whom 

she cared no tiling. 

Hamptonshire himself is hardly the type of husband 

for so gentle a creature: 

He could on occasion close the mouths of his 
dependents by a good bomb-like oath, and he 
argued doggedly with the parson on the virtues 
of cock-fighting and baiting the bull. (217) 

His attitude toward animals marks the duke immediately,ato 

the sensitive Hardy, as an unsympathetic character. Like 

Marchmill and Haraham, he is not so sensitive as his wife; 
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but they are passive, while he, like Uplandtowers, is 

active. He sees Emmeline once, and with no regard for 

her preference, determines, not to win her, but to have 

her. And, as if bargaining for a new horse, he obtains 

her. Then, once he has her, he, like Uplandtower* bullies 

her. He attributes to her a nature as coarse as his own? 

for no reason, and without regard for her tender feelings, 

he accuses her of Infidelity. Hamptonshire is, thus, a 

sinner because he treats a human being as an object for 

the gratification of his own pleasures, ignoring entirely 

her own being. Indeed, through his unreasonable accusa¬ 

tions, he does finally drive Emmeline to Hill. 

When in desperation the girl summons her old lover, 

he warns her that elopement would be a sin. She responds — 

"It cannot be sin, for I have never wanted to 
commit sin in my life; and it isn't likely I 
would begin now, when I pray every day to die 
and be sent to heaven out of my misery." (224) 

Her normal shyness is forgotten as, in her emotion, she 

laments: 

"I was doing no harm, injuring no one, helping 
many people, and expecting happinessj yet trouble 
came. Can it be that God holds me in derision? 
I had no supporter — I gave way; and now my 
life is a burden and a shame to me." (224) 

The reader, convinced of Emmeline's "natural Inappetency 

for evil things" (219)» sympathizes with her question, 

"Is it wrong to run away from the fire that scorches you?" 

(224). Her words, with "a Biblical dignity and poetry," 

reflect what Virginia Woolf calls the "tragic power" 
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behind Hardy's characters, who “have a force in them 

which ... in the woman implies an illimitable capacity 

for suffering.“9 The effect of the rest of the story 

depends upon the reader's response to this scene. He 

may share the conventionally moral attitude of Hill by 

concluding that Emmeline violated the moral code, and was 

punished; or, won by the urgency of the girl's plea, he 

may seek, with Hardy^ a higher morality which would offer 

salvation for the Emmelines. 

Hill's morality is, for Hardy, not moral. He is a 

fastidious sinner. His sin is more subtle than that of 

Hamptonshire, and it Is more difficult for the conventional 

reader to acknowledge. He errs in placing rules above 

humanity. He clings self-righteously to his grand morality 

while a person suffers before him. The basic difference 

between the conventional morality and Hardy's is that for 

Hardy the person comes first. To make someone bleed for 

an abstraction does not make sense to him. Emmeline's 

plea is not that they necessarily run away as lovers, but 

that somehow he help her to escape her misery. The sin 

goes deep, then, for Hill Ignores the alternative and, 

because of appearances, leaves her in pain. Emmeline 

should have been saved, but was not. Her end comes, not 

from running away, but from being forced to run away alone 

because Hill has rejected her. “Hardy constructed an 

ethic of fidelity . . . but not an ethic of rejection . . . 

. . . criticized his self-denying heroes* habit of he 
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renunciation, their immature refusal to accept life.010 

Hill, in a sense, causes Emmeline's death, and his final 

disappointment is brought upon himself. Emmeline is 

clearly spotless and Incapable of sin. Her own acquiescent 

goodness and her father's social aspirations are the gods 

that deride her, and the fastidiousness and refinement 

of social morality destroy her. 

9. "The Son's Veto0* 

The son in this story sins by denying his mother the 

chance of happiness for his own selfish and superficial 

reasons. As Hardy says, her marriage would have hurt no 

one and would have given two people much pleasure. The 

young man, motivated by pride alone, takes advantage of 

Sophy's weak and unpresumptuous personality. "I am ashamed 

of you!" he yells at his mother. "It will ruin me! A 

miserable boor! a churl! a clown!" (21). He commits the 

sin of treating another person as an object to be used 

for his own ends. 

10. "The Fiddler of the Reels"* 

Mop Ollamoor, like Sophy's son, cannot sympathize 

with another human being. He is an embodiment of evil 

and of sin. As far as the tale Indicates, his sole motive 

for capturing the heart of Car'line (and possibly others) 

Is a diabolic delight in his own power. 
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To do the fiddler justice he had not at first 
thought greatly of, or spoken much to, this 
girl of impressionable mould. But he had soon 
found out her secret, and could not resist a 
little by-play with her too easily hurt heart, 
as an Interlude between his more serious per¬ 
formances. . . . (185) 

Hot only does he use Car'line to gratify his desires, he 

takes advantage of his own power to suspend her will, 

thereby denying her the dignity of choice. 

Car'line, though she commits fornication, cannot really 

be considered sinful, for moral responsibility implies a 

choice, and the point of the story is her Inability to 

resist the music. 

11. “A Tragedy of Two Ambitions”** 

”A Tragedy of Two Ambitions” is one story in which 

Hardy's moral view does not differ from the conventional 

view. Murder — active or passive — Is the denial and 

destruction of a human being, and, as such, It is sinful. 

To the Halborough brothers their father was an obstacle — 

a thing which stood in their way. 

Like others of the sinners described in the stories, 

Joshua and Cornelius develop an overwhelming sense of guilt, 

which Is itself their punishment. As the story ends, they 

have reached the point where they consider suicide. Though 

they take no such step, they realize that their burden 

will grow, until they may be able to bear it no longer: 

"With that contingency to consider in the silence of their 

nights and days they bent their steps homewards” (86). 
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12. ‘'The Distracted Preacher" 

Prom the consideration of most serious sin, we more 

in "The Distracted Preacher" to crimes which, for Hardy, 

hardly count. 

Richard Stockdale, a Methodist preacher, comes to 

Nether-Moynton, where he meets Lizzy Newberry who, he dis¬ 

covers, is involved, along with most of the townspeople, 

in the smuggling of liquor. Having fallen in love with 

her, he is torn between his conscience and his affection, 

but cannot bring himself to give Lizzy up. He takes a 

neutral position when government officials come to put 

an end to the illegal activity, but, as Lizzy cannot be 

persuaded to give up her smuggling, they part. Two years 

later, he returns to hear that the government has finally 

won, and Lizzy has learned her lesson. They marry, and 

she becomes a good minister's wife who writes a moral tract 

on the evil of smuggling. 

Lizzy's crime is part of a collective one: 

In Nether-Moynton and its vicinity at this date 
people always smiled at the sort of sin called 
in the outside world illicit trading. (226) 

Stockdale represents the conventional view. Not real¬ 

izing at first the extent to which Lizzy is personally 

and voluntarily Involved, he says: 

"They have put you into a very awkward corner 
• . . You must, of course, as an honest person, 
sometimes feel that it is your duty to inform — 
really you must." (228) 
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Lizzy Jolts him by replying, “Well, I have never particu¬ 

larly felt it as a duty” (228). She explains: 

’'My father did It, and so did my grandfather, 
and almost everybody in Nether-Moynton lives 
by it, and life would be so dull if it wasn't 
for that, that I should not care to live at all." 

(254) 

As they watch the smugglers at work, Lizzy identifies them 

as brickmakers, carpenters, shoemakers, and thatchers. 

“Nine of 'em," she adds, 

“are of your own congregation. . . . The other 
are more church-inclined, because they supply 
the pa'son with all the spirits he requires, 
and they don't wish to show unfriendliness to 
a customer." (258) 

It seems then that everyone, including the parson, plays 

either an active or a passive role In the smuggling. 

The importance of the activity is revealed by Lizzy 

when the townsmen are forced to tie the excisemen to trees 

In order to steal back some tubs which have been captured. 

She explains that “If those excisemen had got off with 

the tubs, half the people In the parish would have been 

in want for the next month or two“ (282). 

Finally, Lizzy confesses that she cannot give up her 

smuggling because “What I make by that trade is all I have 

to keep my mother and myself with." Stockdale objects, 

“I would rather have swept the streets, had I been you. 

What Is money compared with a clear conscience?" and she 

answers: 

“My conscience is clear. I know my mother, but 
the king I have never seen. His dues are nothing 
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to me. But it is a great deal to me that my 
mother and I should live.'1 (285) 

Even when Stockdale offers to support her and her mother 

if Lizzy will marry him, she says, "No, X must go on as 

I have begun. I was born to it. It is in my blood, and 

I can’t be cured” (286). The girl is willing to change 

her ways only when the government pressure becomes so 

severe that people begin to be hurt. 

Lizzy’s ”sin,” though it is a crime against the state, 

is treated by Hardy with amusement, as light comedy, and 

with obvious affection for the colorful ways of old Wessex. 

The girl’s attitude is rooted in the provincialism which, 

in the very course of the story, is encroached upon. Her 

bonversion is almost lamentable because it means the end 

of a strain of the rural life which Hardy views with nos¬ 

talgia. Lizzy does not sin, for she hurts no person (the 

government is but an abstraction for her). When Stockdale 

fears that the excisemen may be murdered In the villagers' 

efforts to retrieve the liquor, Lizzy snaps, ”We don't do 

murder here” (282). And when violence does become the 

issue, she gives up her wicked ways. 

13. ’’Netty Sargent’s Copyhold” 

Netty Sargent and her uncle live in a house which is 

on a copyhold — "granted upon lives in the old way” (293) 

— that had been in the family for generations. Her uncle 

keeps putting off the payment of the fee and the signing 
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of the papers which will transfer the copyhold to Netty 

and prevent it passing back to the lord of the manor. 

Because he wants Netty to have a house, and because her 

lover, Jasper Cliff, insists that it come along with her 

when they marry, the uncle finally arranges to go through 

the proper procedure. He dies, however, shortly before 

the man who is to witness the signing arrives. Netty 

cleverly arranges things to appear as though the old man 

is alive, and she "helps him" to sign the papers, while 

the witness looks on from behind, thinking that the uncle 

is only weak. The next day, he is found dead, but the 

land is secured and Netty finally marries. 

The forgery is not regarded by Hardy as a serious 

crime, much less as a sin. The story is told primarily 

to Illustrate her ingenuity. There is a kind of punish¬ 

ment for her when Jasper, for whom the deception was 

undertaken, turns out to be an unkind husband. Even when 

she reveals the truth, repenting of her pains, the Squire’s 

son, who had become owner of the property, takes no pro¬ 

ceedings against her. This story cannot be taken as a 

moral comment of any sort. 

Summary 

For purposes of clarification, the stories containing 

sin may be assigned to various categories. 
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First the women — 

1. The symbolic adulteresses ("An Imaginative Woman," 

"On the Western Circuit," "Barbara of the House 

of Grebe"). 

2. The fornicators ("For Conscience' Sake," "The 

Withered Arm," "On the Western Circuit"). 

3. The eloping ^potential) adulteresses ("The First 

Countess of Wessex," "The Honourable Laura," 

"The Duchess of Hamptonshire"). 

4. The Inconsequential "sinners" or the criminals 

("The Distracted Preacher," "Netty Sargent's 

Copyhold"). 

And the men — 

5. The irresponsible seducers ("On the Western Cir¬ 

cuit," "For Conscience' Sake," "The Withered Arm," 

"The Fiddler of the Reels"). 

6. The insensitive and the cruel husbands ("An Imag¬ 

inative Woman," "On the Western Circuit," "Barbara 

of the House of Grebe," "The Duchess of Hamptonshire"). 

7. The mortal sinners ("A Tragedy of Two Ambitions"). 

Conclusion 

Aside from the Bin of the Halborough brothers, the 

"sins" which ordinary convention would consider most seri¬ 

ous (perhaps the only ones which would be called sins at 

all) are those committed by women. 
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Woman has, In Santayana's words, a sibylline 
intuition and the right to be irrationally 
apropos. Hardy emphasizes rather woman's 
impulse to seize the day as against man's 
stubborn idealism . » . Prom this first radi¬ 
cal difference all others may be said to 
follow: woman's "impulsive inconsequence," 
her vanity, her fickleness, her Indifference 
to justice, and her inability to make an un- 
sexed judgment, even her stoical endurance and 
her curious masochistic impulses. She who 
lives in an eternal present lives not the life 
of reason. 

Most descriptions of Hardy's woman run somewhat along these 

lines, condemning her, while succumbing to her charms. 

Hie reason that Hardy's women live a life of imme¬ 

diacy may lie in the fact that, in a sense, they have no 

future to consider. That is, men may have hopes and dreams 

which are long-range and extend into many aspects of life; 

women, however, have only one thing in their future: mar¬ 

riage* Once a woman has lost hope with regarddto the 

conjugal relationship, there is no question of "self-denial" 

for a "compensating future";12 she has nothing to lose by 

impetuosity. 

One moment of real living is worth more to Hardy 
than days and years of mere existence, and these 
moments of real living, of vital essential ex¬ 
perience, are for no ulterior purpose. They 
carry their credentials upon their face; they 
need no others.13 

When she seizes the day it may be for reasons similar 

to those which motivate the idealistic man. Her self- 

realization must come entirely through the only focus in 

her life: her relationship with a man. For example, Ella 

Marchmlll’s love of the poet is a desire for "a fuller 
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appreciator . . . rather than another lover“(31). And 

the appreciation she craves is not superficial. 

The younger women — the elopers — are, for the 

most part, passive and submissive, though they may be 

tenacious once they have been set on a course. They are 

protected and innocent? they seldom question the theoreti¬ 

cal value of moral standards.^ Hardy’s reaction to a 

visit to a training college for school mistresses reflects 

his attitude toward girls of this type: 

“A community of women, especially young women, 
inspires not reverence but protective tenderness 
in the breast of one who views them. Their be¬ 
lief in circumstances, in convention, in the 
rightness of things, which you know to be not 
only wrong but damnably wrong, makes the heart 
ache.”'5 

The women have the natural desire for happiness, and they 

instinctively reach for it. 

Chew remarks that Hardy’s women are unaware of “the 

principle of calculation.”^ Though this is not always 

the case they often illustrate the basic connection of 

the human being with the other creatures of nature — 

Emmeline runs from the fire that burns her, and follottfs 

Hill like a dog; Barbara and Laura hide and wait like 

frightened animals. The fastidious people of the world 

would impose a morality which curbs “animal” responses. 

They would reverse nature, making the stream flow backward. 

In so doing, they destroy what will not change, and shake 

their heads self-righteously at the victims of their law. 
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D. H. Lawrence observes that in the Sophoclean and 

Shakespearean tragedy a "greater, uncomprehended morality, 

or fate, is actively transgressed and gives active punish¬ 

ment," while in Hardy, "the lesser human morality, the 

mechanical system, is actively transgressed, and holds 

and punishes the protagonist,"as though the social 

code worked our irrevocable fate."^ 

Hardy shows, however, that society does often destroy 

the rebels. He does not conclude — as would the ancient 

tragedians concerning the divine law — that people should 

necessarily bow to convention.His "noble dames" are, 

to Howells, "set by their caste above the moral law."20 

Hardy espouses what might be called an intuitive morality.2^ 

As he says in 1893 in L'Ermltage — 

"I consider a social system based on individual 
spontaneity to promise better for happiness 
than a curbed and uniform one under which all 
temperaments are bound to shape themselves to 
a single pattern of living. To this end I 
would have society divided into groups of tem¬ 
peraments. with a different code of observances 
for each group."^2 

This scheme is not, however, in effect, and Hardy is too 

much the realist (or pessimist) to claim that adherence 

to a higher morality will save man from men.2^ 

The dichotomy of the real and Hardy's ideal is re¬ 

vealed in the stories as a kind of didactic irony. 

Like other kinds of irony, ... it involves 
a perception of a contrast between expectation 
and eventuality. But the expectation is moti¬ 
vated by something quite different from reason¬ 
able anticipation, based on a sequence of events; 
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the expectation relies upon a standard of 
ethical values. Idealism lies deep and broad 
among Hardy’s philosophical attitudes; and his 
driving moral spirit continually measures facts 
against ideals.^ 

Hardy refers specifically in “An Imaginative Woman" to the 

irony of 

"The hour which might have been, yet might not be, 
Wh|ch man’s and woman’s heart conceived and bore, 
Yet whereof life was barren." (127) 

Through their Immoral acts Ella, Edith, and Emmeline grasp 

for the life which should have been.2^ As Hardy presents 

the stories, "the conventional good ftheir marriages, 

which the reader sees are barren2 becomes the real evil, 

and the popular Indescretion the Just cause."2^ Adultery 

thus ceases to be a sin. The fact that only symbolic 

adultery occurs in these stories may, perhaps, be explained 

as follows* first, the effect of the stories often derives 

from the fact that the adultery does not take place; in 

both "An Imaginative Woman" and "On the Western Circuit," 

for instance, it is the failure to consummate adulterous 

love which creates the irony — which implies most empha¬ 

tically that the "sinful" love should have been. Secondly, 

Hardy might have hesitated to portray actual adultery, 

not because of his own doubt, but because of the opinion 

of the public who read his stories. 

Whatever the case may be, however, the author’s 

position may be clarified by reference to the two contro¬ 

versial novels, Tess of the D'Urbervilles and Jude the 

Obscure, in which adultery does actually occur. In neither 
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book is it condemned: in Jude, as a matter of fact, Sue's 

return to her la\*ful husband is regarded as wrong} while 

Teas commits both fornication and adultery and is still 

”a pure woman.” And yet the reader who cannot understand 

Hardy and the ironical method by which he conveys his 

meaning may find "only a rather sentimental story,”2? or 

an injudicious flaunting of morality.2® 

Hardy's liberal attitude is, in part, a reaction to 

contemporary law which, in most cases, made divorce vir¬ 

tually impossible. His opinion is, 

in a general way, that a marriage should be 
dissolvable at the wish of either party, if 
that party prove it to be cruelty to him or 
her, provided (probably) that the maintenance 
of the children, if any, should be borne by 
the breadwinner.”29 

If the husband and wife are not compatible, unhappiness 

Is certain to result. Often the responsibility for such 

mismatings must be placed on the ambitious parents, and 

on the social values which motivate them. In other cases, 

the man is responsible, and sins in desiring to have a 

thing, rather than a person, as his wife. Similarly, the 

irresponsible seducers and those who consider conventions 

above humanity sin for using women as objects. It is these 

men, rather than the women they victimize, who are the 

real sinners: they deny the individual personality and 

Integrity of other human beings.The man, however, has 

greater chance for survival because he is stronger and 

because his offense is more subtle. 
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To the misfortunes of most of these people may he 

applied the same generalizations concerning the Will and 

meliorism as were presented in the conclusion to Chapter 

Two: society is responsible for a great part of their 

misery, and there is thus the possibility of improvement. 

There is always, however, an element of the uncontrollable 

which has a hand in the fate of all Hardy’s characters. 

It has led some to conclude that "following the emotions 

blindly leads to disaster,"31 and that "passivity, quietism, 

is the only remedy for the ills of human life."32 

But the solution is not so simple. Two people may 

face a wall* One may stop and attempt to proceed no fur¬ 

ther, while the other tries to climb it or break it, and 

fails. They both end in the same place, the second bleed¬ 

ing from his efforts. "The real cause of tragedy in life 

is much less the conspiracy of circumstances than man's 

resistance to this current of necessity."33 "To act or 

to love is always to suffer, for it implies desire. And 

to desire is to struggle and to suffer."3^ For women, the 

possibility of tragedy is especially great because they 

are so sensitive and are, thus, particularly susceptible 

to the "intolerable antilogy of making figments feel." 

What Judgment, Hardy inferentially asks, 
shall we pass upon the power that picks 
out these women with the brittle souls, 
these vessels of emotion, and damns them 
with their very virtues?35 

We may conclude that Hardy considered the women in 
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these stories sinful only in terms of formal social defini¬ 

tions. 

The vast, unexplored morality of life itself, 
what we call the Immorality of nature, surrounds 
us in its eternal incomprehensibility, and in 
its midst goes on the little human morality play, 
with its queer frame of morality and its mecha¬ 
nized movement; seriously, portentously, till 
some one of the protagonists chance to look out 
of the charmed circle, weary of the stage, to 
look into the wilderness raging round. There 
he is lost, his little drama falls to pieces, 
or becomes mere repetition, but the stupendous 
theatre outside goes on enacting its own incom¬ 
prehensible drama, untouched.36 

Hardy would not condemn these women, for they act natur¬ 

ally and humanly to fulfill themselves, and in his writing, 

“the soul .is the important thing always, not 'society,' 

nor the * system.'"37 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 

The four themes analysed In this paper relate to 

Hardy's concept of the universe and to one another In the 

following ways: 

1. ) The return theme reflects the balance in life 

between character and coincidence. People are Individuals 

in Hardy's mind. No matter how they may be associated 

in some ways with the instinctive, animalistic, and natural, 

they possess the soul which marks the human. Each person, 

thus, has some control of his own fate^ — even if his 

character is such that it causes him only to await that 

fate passively. And toward that fate, the ¥111, of which 

the person is both a part and an object, manifests itself 

through what we call coincidence or chance. ''It is silly 

to blame Hardy for the emphasis he places on coincidence; 

simply, he believed in coincidence. 

2. ) The class theme adds an intermediate stage to 

the relationship between the individual and the Will. 

It represents a force containing the individual and con¬ 

tained by the Will. It is something the indignant soul 

can point to and shake a fist at, and maybe even hope to 

change. Hardy can see it working specifically against 

his people and can decry it and the humanity which unwit¬ 

tingly becomes, through class distinctions, an agent of 
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self destruction. 

3. ) The theme of the occult is connected with the 

idea of chance. It is coincidence which cannot be inter¬ 

preted as the crossing of two chains of explainable events, 

and it represents the projection of man's beliefs and fears 

upon mysterious events. Hardy’s fascination with it indi¬ 

cates his own tendency to see the universe, not as mecha¬ 

nistic, but as mysterious, though not necessarily as con¬ 

scious or morally significant. While the return and the 

class themes involve men who are conscious and, to some 

extent, in control of their actions, the occult witnesses 

that there are things which cannot be known or understood. 

4. ) The theme of sin reflects Hardy's view both of 

the Will and of the universe. There must be a basis for 

determining sin. Society appeals to the authority of a 

higher power to confirm its own inclinations. For Hardy, 

however, that authority does not exist, and the punish¬ 

ment of the sinner is often but another instance of society 

destroying the rebel, or the Will moving blindly onward. 

Hardy's own morality is more humanistic: the sinner is 

one who denies or destroys the human integrity of another. 

Though the themes discussed in this study are traced 

through the short stories only, they are by no means limited 

to the stories. In fact, I originally Intended to follow 

them through the novels as well. To do the material Jus¬ 

tice, however, it became necessary for me to limit the 
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research to the short stories. In order to give some 

idea of the repetitiousness of these themes, I have 

appended here a rough listing of the novels in which 

they appear: 

1• Return: Jude the Obscure. The Woodlanders. Teas 
of the D* Urbervllles. Par from the Madding Crowd. 
Desperate Remedies. Under the Greenwood Tree. 
The Hand of Ethelberta. The Return of the Native. 
The Trumps t-Ma .lor. The Laodicean. The Mayor of 
Casterbridge. The Well-Beloved. 

2. Class: The Woodlanders. Teas, Jude. Far from the 
Madding Crowd. Desperate Remedies. Under the 
Greenwood Tree. A Pair of Blue Eves. The Hand 
of Ethelberta. The Trumpet-Ma.ior. The Laodicean. 
The Mayor of Casterbridge. The Well-Beloved. 

3. Occult: The Return of the Native. Desperate 
Remedies. The Woodlanders. The Laodicean. The 
Well-Beloved. 

4. Sin: Tess. The Woodlanders. Jude. Far from the 
Madding Crowd. Desperate Remedies. The Mayor of 
Casterbrldge. The Hand of Ethelberta. The Laodicean. 
The Well-Beloved. A Pair of Blue Eyes. 

This list is not to be considered definitive, since a more 

thorough study of the novels than I have undertaken would 

no doubt reveal an even greater representation of the 

themes in the individual novels than is indicated above. 

It must be emphasized again that, together, these 

themes indicate not a philosophy, but an Impression of, 

an attitude toward, life. Hardy explains himself: 

That these impressions have been condemned as 
pessimistic — as if that were a wicked word — 
shows a curious muddle-mindedness. It must be 
obvious that there is a higher character of 
philosophy than pessimism, or than meliorism, 
or even than the optimism of these critics — 
which is truth ... So that to say one view 
is worse than other views without proving it 
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erroneous implies the possibility of a false 
view being better or more expedient than a 
true view; . . . Differing natures find their 
tongue in the presence of differing spectacles 
. . . and it seems to me that to which ever of 
these aspects of life a writer's instinct the 
more readily responds, to that he should allow 
it to respond.5 

The cause of Hardy's outlook, as he implies, more probably 

lies in his own nature than in his experience. One may, 

however, speculate concerning some factors in his life 

which could have played a part in the determination of 

his viewpoint. 

For instance, his class-consciousness may be asso¬ 

ciated with the somewhat ambiguous status of the Hardy 

family: Thomas's father was a stonemason (a contractor), 

but the family was an old one, '’formerly of influence."^ 

Any insecurity he might have felt as a result of his 

family's position would no doubt have been increased by 

the union with his first wife, a woman whose family was 

more prominent than his own, and who was not inclined to 

let him forget it. 

His knowledge of the romantic or imaginative young 

female heart may stem from his Jo£ as letter-writer for 

the maids of the village when he was probably old enough 

to grasp more of what was going on than they realized. 

Similarly, his familiarity with superstitions and the 

occult tradition comes from the folk background which was 

still very much alive when Hardy was growing up. As a 

matter of fact, though his view of life is often attri¬ 

buted to his reading of materialistic science as a young 
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man, it is just as likely to be a result of the 

nature of the religious belief of the country 
folk among whom his childhood was spent. 
Beneath a superficial Anglican Christianity 
there remained many of the elements of primi¬ 
tive religion. These men and women were pro¬ 
found fatalists; and their conception of the 
Almighty was largely that of a god of wrath 
and retribution.5 

Though Hardy was no doubt influenced by his background, 

it must be said finally that his own nature would deter¬ 

mine in part those features of life to which he would 

respond: Hardy's preference for Aeschylus and the more 

pessimistic books of the Bible preceded his reading of 

contemporary science and philosophy. 

While, as I have indicated, these themes may be related 

to Hardy's life, it is more significant that they appear 

in some form in nearly all lives. In the conclusion to 

Chapter One, the point was made that the return is not 

merely a dramatic motif conceived by the author, but is 

found in the pattern of human experience. Similarly, Hardy's 

other concerns are common to mankind. There is no person 

who is not a product of his class in some way — even in 

the “classless1* United States. It follows that class-con¬ 

sciousness or class interest — economic, intellectual, 

etc. — is a function of civilization as we know it. 

At first, the occult may seem removed from our en - 

lightened existence, but it stands for more than magic or 

superstition. It stands for mystery; it is but another 

approach to the area which is usually encompassed by 
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religion. It may represent something even broader than 

religion, however, since it is not limited by a fixed 

concept of deity. The strange and .inexplicable enter 

the life of the athblst and the agnostic, as well as the 

believer in any doctrine. Some may ignore it, some ration¬ 

alize it, some speak of ESP and the like. All of this 

is the occult. Because it is concerned with effect and 

not cause, it can enter Into every person’s experience, 

and thus bind the sophisticate and the primitive. 

To expound on the universal concern with Bin is 

almost superfluous. Again, however, Hardy's treatment 

of It goes beyond any specific moral doctrine. Beoause 

of this, he often outrages his critics; T. S. Eliot calls 

him a “powerful personality uncurbed by any institutional 

attachment or by submission to any objective beliefs; 

unhampered by any ideas . . By G. C. Knight, he is 

accused of failing 

to dignify . . . man; he makes him contemptible 
and sometimes despicable. There is not in Hardy 
the tragedy of long-enduring strength driven 
by suffering; there are instead a lack of pity 
and an aloofness of treatment that mark him the 
true pessimist.* 

Salvlris complains that Hardy's characters are 

hardened by their misfortunes and not softened 
and made exquisite by them. It is no doubt 
true enough in ninety-nine oases out of a hun¬ 
dred, but it is open to one to maintain that 
the hundredth case is worth all the others, 
and that he never gives us.° 

And Braybrooke, though he does not argue with what he 

finds, misinterprets it, saying that, if the Will controls 
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life on earth, Hardy does not say what happens beyond the 

grave, and concludes that the essence of Hardy’s philosophy 

"Is the apparent helplessness of mankind,"9 or that "Hardy 

has some conception of Divine Kindness."10 

All these critics, and others, bring their ora preju¬ 

dices down upon Hardy. They become alienated from his 

spirit by his denial of their values. They are unable to 

feel with him. Because man does not finally triumph in 

some \*ay, they blame Hardy, when all the time he is trying 

to say that this 1B the way things are. Salvirls’s one 

out of a hundred is pleasant to consider, and Hardy would 

not deny its existence, but he would consider the ninety- 

nine more Important because those ninety-nine suffer, and 

their existence cannot be dismissed. It is not that Hardy 

does not love the man triumphant; it Is that he, unlike 

his rosy-eyed critics, aches for those who are crushed. 

He does not glow with active benevolence towards 
his fellow-man, but gazes at them with a sad¬ 
dened, compassionate wonder, a tender irony. 
He makes few comments, but we know that he has 
felt the pity and the mystery,11 

Whatever the specific opinion of the reader, the univer¬ 

sality of Hardy’s themes is witnessed by the very passionate 

responses they evoke. 

In the course of this paper, I have examined the 

short stories which have long been neglected in Hardy criti¬ 

cism, and have found that they consistently reveal Hardy’s 

interest in the four themes whlch I have examined. Though 

the short story, by its very nature, is limited in content, 
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and though several of Hardy’s stories concentrate on limited 

themes, the stories, taken together, epitomize Hardy's par¬ 

ticular preoccupations. The themes developed in this study 

not only offer the reader of Hardy a wide view of the con¬ 

tent of the stories, but also give him substantial points 

of reference through which to approach the rest of Hardy's 

works and to begin to comprehend Hardy's presentation of 

life. They have been emphasized as reflections of an art¬ 

ist rather than a philosopher. 

For what is the artist . . . ? He is an almost 
abnormally sensitive and sympathetic man — a 
man (for some reason or other) inclined tempera¬ 
mentally toward a dark brooding over the mystery 
of life. What do lire require of him as an artist? 
Is it not required of him simply that he shall 
embody for us, in forms precious through their 
exceeding beauty, his impression of this thing 
called life as it now appears to a man of such 
temperament . . . ? Suppose he does shoot wrong 
indlscrimately . . • Suppose he does depict na¬ 
ture as cruel and unsympathetic at the same time 
that he advocates the free play of natural im¬ 
pulses* Is this not exactly what such a man 
might have been expected to do? Suppose that 
today he sees the imminent Will as unconscious, 
Indifferent, . . . while tomorrow, ... it 
appears to him that only active malignancy can 
cover the facts in the case. Is any of this 
so unfamiliar to human experience? And does 
any of it lessen our respect for Hardy as the 
artist he was, as opposed to the metaphysician 
and logician he never pretended nor desired to 
be? ... 

But the unifying principle is always to be 
sought in the man's temperament . . . — it Is 
not the function of a writer's metaphysic, such 
as It is, to provide his readers with a guide 
to their lives; it is simply its function to 
serve his own art as a frame of reference.'2 
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NOTES 

Introduction 

1. ‘'As Hardy put it with respect to pain, men are 
the ’infallible estimators’ of evil, and no amount of 
admiration for the laws of science can lessen the anguish 
of a single toothache.“ Jacques Barzun, "Truth and Poetry 
in Thomas Hardy," Southern Review. VI (Summer, 1940), 190. 

2. Thomas Hardy, The Dynasts (London. 1925), 2. 

3. “That the works of Hardy . . . were based upon 
a philosophical system or that a philosophical system can 
be deduced from their writings is an erroneous assumption." 
E. C. Wagenknecht, "Pessimism in Hardy and Conrad," College 
English. Ill (1942), 552. 

4. . Brooks maintains that "'the ubiquitous urging of 
the Imminent Will* is not really a conception arising out 
of Hardy's feelings about the story he is dramatizing, 
but a literary device." Benjamin Gilbert Brooks, "Thomas 
Hardy" in Nineteenth Century. CXXVIII (1940), 379. 

I. The Return Theme 

!.. Albert Joseph Guerard, Thomas Hardy, the Novels 
and Stories (Cambridge, 1949), 27. 

2. Similarly, an author is more likely to be criti¬ 
cised for using coincidence to bring misfortune to his 
characters, than for introducing a deus ex machina for 
a happy end. Happy Victorians acclaimed Dickens and dis¬ 
missed Hardy as a pessimist. 

3. Samuel Claggett Chew, Thomas Hardy. Poet and 
Novelist (N. Y., 1929), 56. 

4. John Hollo\my, The Victorian Sage (London, 1953), 
250. 

5. Guerard, 24. 

6. Chew, 56. 
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7. Mary Caroline Richards, "Thomas Hardy's Ironic 
Vision," Nineteenth Century Fiction, III (March, 1949), 
275. 

8. R. Grey, "Certain Women of Thomas Hardy," 
Fortnightly Review. CXVIII (1922), 691. 

9. J. W. Cunliffe, English Literature During the 
Last Half”Century (New York, 1919), 52. 

10. Sally and Mrs. Frankford are, no doubt, among 
those whom Tallmadge has in mind when he says that Hardy's 
"women characters reveal his belief that women, If given 
opportunities, are as capable as men in most fields." 
John A. Tallmadge, "The Social Ideas of Thomas Hardy," 
Dissertation Abstracts. XIII: 1 (1953), 549. 

11. Richards, 272. 

12* Guerard, 28. 

13. "We have thus ... a theme to which Hardy often 
recurs: sensual selfishness against self-sacrificing devo¬ 
tion matched in a struggle for the possession of a loved 
woman *" Chew, 23 * 

14. Donald Davidson, "The Traditional Basis of Thomas 
Hardy's Fiction," Southern Review. VI (Summer, 1940), 168. 

15. Florence Emily Hardy, The Early Life of Thomas 
Hardy (New York, 1928), 24* 

16. Brooks differentiates between "philosophy and 
psychology as sciences based on the observation of life 
in its most objectified sense, and the philosophy and 
psychology as Introduced to give credibility or interest 
to some moment In a tale." Benjamin Gilbert Brooks, 
"Thomas Hardy," Nineteenth Century. CXXVIII (1940), 328. 

17* "Hardy's world ... is a world like that of 
later balladry and folktale, from which old beliefs have 
receded, leaving a residue of the merely strange. Improb¬ 
ability and accident have replaced the miraculous." 
Davidson, 171. 

18. Hardy personifies Rumour in The Dynasts, where 
he indicates the power It may have. 

19. "The true solution comes when good fellowship 
is added to love." Chew, 132. 

20. Frank Harris, "Thomas Hardy" In Latest Contemporary 
Portraits (New York, c. 1927), 161. 
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21• E. A. Baker, The History of the English Novel, 
IX (1938), 53. 

22, Davidson compares Hardy with "the frontier 
humorists of the Old Southwest" with whom, he says, there 
Is a "more discernahle . . . affiliation" than "with 
Victorian romantic-realists or with French Naturalists." 
165. 

23. Chew, 55. 

24. Guerard, 7. 

25. Baker, 44. 

26. W. D. Howells, "Mr. Thomas Hardy*s Heroines," 
Heroines of Fiction. II (New York, 1901), 194. 

27. Holloway, 277. 

28. Jacques Barzun, "Truth and Poetry in Thomas Hardy," 
Southern Review. VI (Summer, 1940), 186. 

II. The Class Theme 

1. Albert Joseph Guerard, Thomas Hardy. The Novels 
and Stories (Cambridge, 1949), 241 

2. Carl J. Weber, Hardy of Wessex! hlB Life and 
Literary Career (New York, 194o7» 82. 

3. An Athenaeum reviewer, claiming that Hardy over¬ 
estimates the eloquence of rustics, said, "he does not 
seem to appreciate the exceeding scantiness of ideas in 
the brain, and words in the mouth." Anna, however, indi¬ 
cates that Hardy does see these things, though he flndB 
compensations for them. Edmund Charles Blunden, Thomas 
Hardv (London, 1941), 40. 

4. "In the Hardy lower-class heroines we see the 
primitive Englishwoman before she was touched by Puritanism, 
and in his middle and upper-class heroines, the same woman 
as she has grown into modern civilization." W. D. Howells, 
"Mr. Thomas Hardy*s Heroines," in Heroines of Fiction. II 
(New York, 1901), 179. 
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5. Herbert J. Muller, ’'Hie Novels of Thomas Hardy 
Today," Southern Review. VI (Summer, 1940), 219. 

6. The word "fastidious" is an invidious type-label 
for Hardy, 

7. F. M. Ford laments that in this, as in other stories, 
Hardy has dabbled listlessly \*ith his material and thrown 
away half of the subject: "For even if you didn't — which 
you probably would — want to treat the subsequent relations 
of the barrister and the kind young mistress aB an adulter¬ 
ous 'affair,' there would still remain the relations of 
the barrister and the Illiterate servant girl. ... As it 
was he took a subject that every real novelist x-rould itch 
and ache to handle and, having thus spoilt it for others, 
just dropped it as he might have dropped a bunch of withered 
flowers. It was rather wicked of him." Mightier than the 
Sword., (London. 1938), 136. 

8. JV G. Fletcher says that "none of Hardy's women 
seems to be normally maternal, or to take any joy in maternity." 
"The Spirit of Thomas Hardy," Yale Review. XIII (1924), 331. 
In the case of Joanna, the problem is not deficiency of 
maternity, but an overabundance of ambition and Jealousy. 

9. Guerard points out, however, that "a legacy of 
hatred and the literal strictness of law . . , can provide 
adequate ’cause' for the appalling. But as a rule Cas In 
the story "Barbara of the House of Grebe"3 , the macabre 
predicament is more nearly gratuitous." 87. 

10. This return was too elusive to be Included among 
those in the first chapter. It is a subtle psychological 
return of Lodge to Rhoda (symbolized by his presence with 
her at the hanging, when he realizes that Gertrude will 
not bear him a son as the lower-class woman did). His 
estrangement of Gertrude is the other side of this return. 

11. G, W. Sherman, "Hardy and the Agricultural 
Labourer," Nineteenth Century Fiction. VII (1952), 113. 

12. Spivey says Hardy's heroes are romantic or deca¬ 
dent, desiring \fider ranges. "They seek undefined goals 
of ecstasy and power, and, unable to achieve them, they 
turn on themselves. The thwarted ego of the romantic is 
finally driven both by forces within and without to 
destruction." Ted R. Spivey, "Thomas Hardy's Tragic Hero," 
Nineteenth Century Fiction. IX (September, 1950), 191. 

13. Weber, 118. 

14. Sophy Is removed from her class and everything 
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It represents — the past which defines her. The disap¬ 
pointment and emptiness of her life in London illustrate 
an aspect of the class themes the decline of rural life 
and traditions as Hardy knew them. Because of industriali¬ 
zation, the country is invaded and depersonalized, while 
the city, in spite of its promise, offers the uprooted 
rustic no compensation. This “marriage of a country girl 
to a man outside the rural sphere” is characteristic of 
the “elegiac note” which sounds throughout Hardy's works. 
Douglas Brown, Thomas Hardy (London, 1954), 118» 

15. John Holloway, “Thomas Hardy,” in The Victorian 
Sage; Studies in Argument (London, 1953), 282. 

16. “Hardy sympathizes with the love that knows not 
class harriers, and with the native's aspirations for a 
richer life. But the way of deracination is sorrow.” 
Guerard, 24, 

17. Davidson divides Hardy's characters into the 
changeful and the changeless. “Those who accept nature 
as unchangeable and passively accommodate themselves to 
nature , • . not rebelling against it or attempting rash 
Promethean manipulations — these are the changeless char¬ 
acters . • . Nearest to nature, and therefore most change¬ 
less are the rustics. ... In Hardy, tragedy does not 
arrive until changeless and changeful are engaged in bitter 
conflict*“ Donald Davidson, “The Traditional Basis of 
Thomas Hardy's Fiction.” Southern Review, VI (Summer. 1940). 
175. 

18, These words echo those which persuaded Millborne 
to desert Leonora when they were young: “it was represented 
to me that it would be beneath my position to marry her.” 

19. G-uerard describes Hardy's ideal character as 
“that of a faithful and generous extrovert who is also a 
'passionate lover of the old-fashioned sort,' who knows 
when to sacrifice his own claims but also when to advance 
them, who doeB not stand shyly outside the active current 
of life.” 119. 

20. “Knowledge and orthodox goodness may at any moment 
become evil to CHardy ] , because they are based on false 
standards,” R. A. Scott-James, “The Pessimism of Thomas 
Hardy,” in Modernism and Romance (New York, 1908), 65. 

21. Guerard, 22. 

22. Robert Palfrey Utter, “The Work of Thomas Hardy,” 
Sewanee Review. XXV (April, 1917), 130. 
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23. ‘'There is nothing of archaeological priggishness 
in Mr. Hardy; hut there is a deep sense of the unity of 
past and present." Edward Raymond Thompson, "Thomas Hardyj" 
in Portraits of the Nineties (New York, 1921), 216. 

24., This evasive appellation is one of the embarrass¬ 
ing Victorian circumlocutions in which Hardy is prone to 
indulge. 

25. Newton-Robinson remarks that Hardy’s women are 
impressed "by externals, and solid worth is unappreciated 
till its value is learnt by sad experience. Love with 
them is blind and impulsive, though in their lovers it is 
often clear-sighted and tenderly protective." Janetta 
Newton-Robinson, "A Study of Mr. Thomas Hardy," Westminster 
Review. CXXIX (February, 1892), 156. 

26. Guerard, 26* 

2?. Hardy's theory of the imminent Will is dramatized 
fully in The Dynasts. 

28. The Dynasts ends with a touch of optimist. The 
First World War crushed what hope Hardy had, however, and 
he told Professor Albert Cook, - "I shouldn't write that 
now." When asked why not. - "came the brief, the pregnant, 
the unanswerable reply; 'The Treaty of Versailles.’" 
B1unden, 163. 

29. E. A. Baker, The History of the English Novel, 
IX (London, 1938), 28. 

30. Randall Williams, The Wessex Novels of Thomas 
Hardy (London, 1924), 125. 

31. From a 1901 letter to William Archer. Weber, 191. 

III. The Theme of the Occult 

1. Edmund Charles Blunden, Thomas Hardy (London, 
1941), 215. 

2. Hebrews 9;4. 

3. Alexander Cruden, "Rod," in Complete Concordance 
to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament (New 
York, 1B56T, 497. 

4. Numbers 17;2-8. 
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5. Numbers 1Y s10• 

6. The references to Exodus and Numbers were sug¬ 
gested by Helmut E. Gerber, "Hardy's 'A Tragedy of Two 
Ambitions,'" Explioator XIV (June, 1956), Item 55. 

7. Exodus 7:19. 

8. Ezekiel 7i10.1t. 

9* In the story of Tannhauser, a staff blooms with 
a meaning opposite to the one in "A Tragedy of Two Ambitions." 
The Pope tells him he is doomed forever. "Even as the 
staff I hold in my hand can never burst into bloom, so 
your soul can never be reborn, nor your sins redeemed." 
When Elizabeth Intervenes in heaven for him, the Pope's 
staff miraculously blossoms "with new green leaves — a 
token of God's forgiveness." Milton Gross, The New Milton 
Cross* Complete Stories of the Great Operas (Garden City, 
New York, 1955), 570, 571. 

10. In his preface to Wessex Tales. Hardy said that 
he had not related her dream accurately. "In reality it 
was while lying down on a hot afternoon that the incubus 
oppressed her and she flung it off. . . . To my mind the 
occurrence of such a vision In the day time is more impres¬ 
sive than if it had happened in a midnight dream." (vl). 

11. Albert Joseph Guerard, Thomas Hardy* the Novels 
and Stories (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1949), 93. 

12. Henry Woodd Nevinson says Hardy wrote the story 
for Leslie Stephen "who, however, Insisted on having a 
material explanation." Thomas Hardy (London, 1941), 13. 

13. Samuel Claggett Chew, Thomas Hardy. Poet and 
Novelist (New York, 1929), 52. 

14. Guerard, 93. 

15. Guerard, 98. 

16. J. 0. Bailey, "Hardy's Mephlstophelian Visitants," 
PMLA. LXI (1946), 1156. 

17. Oscar Wilde put it this way: "Late in life, 
Hardy discovered . . . that women have legs under their 
clothes, and it has nearly been his undoing." Frank Harris, 
"Thomas Hardy," in Latest Contemporary Portraits (New York, 
1927), 160. 

18. Donald Davidson says Hardy's women "have the 
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frantic impulse toward-love, or the cruel and unreasoning 
capacity to reject faithful love, which we find in balladry." 
"The Traditional Basis of Thomas Hardy*s Fiction," Southern 
Review. VI (Summer-, 1940)» 170. 

19. Guerard, 98. 

20. Ernest Brennecke, The Life of Thomas Hardy (New 
York, 1925), 169. 

21. J. C. Powys, Visions and Revisions (London, 1955), 
168. : 

22. "How could Cthis loveJ bring ulterior reward, 
a good beyond itself, when it-is of itself the final good? 
... if it really be won at last, then life had not re¬ 
fused to grant its loftiest blessing.” Bates would con¬ 
clude that this story reflects Hardy as an optimiBt. 
Ernest Sutherland Bates, "The Optimism of Thomas Hardy," 
International Journal of Ethics. XV (July, 1905), 484. 

25* Hardy*s representation of the power of fear is 
not far removed from Orwell*s description of the brain¬ 
washing method in 1984. 

24. T. S. Eliot, "Thomas Hardy,” in After Strange 
Gods (New York, 1934), 62. 

25* Powys, 162. 

26. Powys, 163. 

27. Robert Palfrey Utter, "The Work of Thomas Hardy," 
Sewanee Review. XXV (April, 1917), 130. 

28* Chew sees nothing in this story but a "melo- _ 
dramatic absurdity that is a cause of distress to LHardy*sJ 
Judicious admirers." 23. 

29. "What makes Hardy — with Shakespeare — the 
greatest of our pessimists is that his pessimism isn't 
a matter of personal nerves or personal misfortune but 
a matter of indignant sympathy with a suffering world; 
but it is significant ... that the kind of suffering 
in which he concentrates, is not, though the physical 
enters also, the misery of hardship and destitution so 
much as Hie emotional tragedies of the heart." J. C. 
Powys, Enjoyment of Literature (New York, 1933), 437. 

30* Guerard, 26. 

31. "On Ugliness in Fiction," Edinburgh Review. 
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COVXX (April, 1908), 450. 

32. Douglas Brown, Thomas Hardy (London, 1954), 111. 

33* Guerard, 4. 

34. John Holloway, ”Thomas Hardy,” in The Victorian 
Sage; Studies In Argument (London, 1953)» 245. 

35* Florence Emily Hardy, The Early Life of Thomas 
Hardy (London, 1928), 299. Jacques Barzun explains that 
"as a romanticist, CHardy3 does not feel the conflict be¬ 
tween poet and realist which we try to make him face.” 
“Truth and Poetry in Thomas Hardy,” Southern Review. VI 
(Summer, 1940), 191. 

36. Morton Zabel, “Hardy In Defense of his Art} the 
Aesthetic of Incongruity,” Southern Review* VI (Summer, 
1940), 148. 

37. Guerard, lx. 

38. Virginia Woolf, “The Novels of Thomas Hardy/ in 
Second Common Reader (New York, 1932), 279* 

39. Zabel, 132. 

40. Guerard, 8. 

41. Guerard, 13. 

42. Woolf, 276. 

43. Herbert J. Muller, “The Novels of Hardy Today,” 
Southern Review. VI (Summer, 1940), 221. 

44. Florence Emily Hardy, The Later Years of Thomas 
Hardv (New York, 1930), 15* 

IV. The Theme of Sin 

1. Albert Joseph Guerard, Thomas Hardy, the Novels 
and Stories (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 194-9), 19. 

2. M. C. Richards, “Thomas Hardy's Ironic Vision,” 
Nineteenth Century Fiction. Ill (March, 1949), 273. 

3« Thomas Hardy, Tess of the DfUrbervllles (London. 
1914), 181.   
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4. Guerard, 28. 

5. Guerard, 28. 

6. Guerard, 28. 

7. Guerard, 28. 

8. This temporal expansion is paralleled by a spatial 
expansion in descriptions of the isolated inn where the 
action begins, the cliffs on which the men climb, and the 
countryside through which James travels to return to his 
wife. "The Honourable Laura” is one of the relatively few 
short stories which employ nature, to this effect, though 
it is a common.technique in the novels. 

9. Guerard, 7. 

10. Hardy ‘'identified himself to a degree with his 
sexless and self-denying heroes and so could not withhold 
imaginative sympathy » • • Thus his ambiguities and moral 
hesitations are not unlike those of Henry James.” Guerard, 
119. 

11. Guerard, 129. 

12. Guerard, 131. Guerard also says "Hardy's hero¬ 
ines might be described academically as victims of psychic 
unemployment,” or "conspicuous waste,” 135. 

13. Ernest Sutherland Bates, "The Optimism of Thomas 
Hard^" in International Journal of Ethics (July, 1905), 482. 

14. In spirit, however, they may all be said to 
"resemble their maker . . .at heart every one of them is 
a Pagan • . . it is human passion, and not religion, that 
is the mainspring of their lives." W. L* Phelps, Essays 
on Modem Novelists (Chautauqua, New York, 1910), 487 

i 15. Clive Holland, Thomas Hardy. 0. M.% the Man. 
his Works, and the Land of Wessex (London. 1933)» 130. 

16. Samuel (^"laggett Chew, Thomas Hardy. Poet and 
Novelist (New York, 1929), 135. 

17. D. H. Lawrence, "Six Novels, of Thomas Hardy and 
the Real Tragedy," Book-Collector's Quarterly. Part 5 (1932), 
60. 

18. Lawrence, 61. 

19. "The great distinction to be made ... is perhaps 
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that the Greeks were ultimately on the side of the gods, 
but Thomas Hardy was against them. • , . The Greeks de¬ 
rived from the spectacle of human tragedy principles of 
right action; Hardy deplored that spectacle, not only for 
the vanity, but for the senseless cruelty of it." 
Richards, III, 271* 

20* W. D. Howells, “Mr. Thomas Hardy’s Heroines,” 
in Heroines of Fiction* II (New York, 1901), 179. 

21. In the opening line of “For Conscience’ Sake,” 
Hardy refers to the two kinds of morality: '‘Utilitarian” 
and ”Intuitive.” 27. 

22. Guerard, 23 (From The Later Years»of Thomas 
Hardy). 

23. Guerard suggests that, though sexual betrayal, 
infidelity, and concealment are "inevitably the stock in 
trade of a novelist who depends heavily on plot,” they 
may "also signify for the novelist concerned with larger 

+ human meanings, the very first human fact — that we all 
have something to conceal.” 42. 

24. Richards, III, 274. 

25. Ralll sees "in the grief of those who lose all 
that makes life sweet, or even life itself, . . . evidence 
that somewhere or other this happiness exists.” Augustus 
John Ralli, “The Heart of the Wessex Novels, North American. 
CCXVII (May, 1923), 696. He misses the irony, which is 
characteristic of Hardy, 

26. Richards, III, 274. 

27. Richards, III, 275- 

28. "Hardy certainly understood little of, or cared 
little, in a literary sense for, conscience, or of passion, 
and in his books grave wrongs are condoned with an amazing 
ease, and love is usually depicted as a placid type of 
emotion, or merely shallow philandering,” Holland, 265. 

The "On Ugliness” critic similarly says of Tess. "But 
why construct a story wholly and solely upon treachery, 
immorality, deceit, fatuousness, relapse, revenge, and 
murder, and then call it by way of a second title, and 
as a last challenge to our good sense, as well as to our 
moral and literary instincts, °The story of a pure woman'?” 
“On Ugliness in Fiction,” Edinburgh Review. CCVII (April, 
1908), 452. 
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29. Pierre d*Exldeull, The Human Pair in the Works 
of Thomas Hardy (London, 193077~208. 

30. It must "be pointed out that men may appear to 
bear a disproportionate amount of guilt in these stories 
because the subjects, and the objects of sympathy, are 
usually women. This iB one instance in which a reading 
of the novels would broaden the picture. 

31. Katherine A. Porter, "Notes on a Criticism of 
Thomas Hardy," Southern Review. VI Summer, 1940), 159. 

32. Chew, 61. 

33. Exldeull, 150. 

34. Exldeull, 36. 

35. Benjamin De Casseras, "Thomas Hardy's Women," 
Bookman (New York), XVI (October, 1902), 132. 

36. Lawrence, 59. Elsewhere he elaborates: "This 
is the tragedy, and only this; It is nothing more meta¬ 
physical than the division of a man against himself in 
such a way: first, that he is a member of the community, 
and must, upon his honour, in no way move to disintegrate 
the community, either in its moral or its practical form; 
second, that the convention of the community is a prison 
to his natural, individual desire, a desire that compels 
him, whether he feel Justified or not, to break the bounds 
of the community, and lands him outside the pale ..." 
47. 

37. Edward Wagenknecht, "Hardy and the Cosmic Drama," 
in Cavalcade of the English Novel (New York, 1954 ed.), 372. 

General Conclusion 

1. "By fate or destiny Hardy means the course of a 
man's life as determined by all the antecedent circum¬ 
stances in the chain of causality. There is nothing here 
of the Greek religious conception of fate, or of a destiny 
or nemesis having us individually in mind." Joseph Warren 
Beach, "Hardy," in The Concent of Nature in Nineteenth 
Century Poetry (New York, 1936), 511. 

2. Walter Allen, "The Later Victorians," in The 
English Novel (New York, 1957), 295. Barzun concurs: 
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"The truth is, we blame Hardy for failing to show adequate 
cause when the lack of adequate cause is what Hardy is 
trying to show." Jacques Barzun, "Truth and Poetry in 
Thomas Hardy, " Southern Review. VI (Summer# 1940), 183. 

3. Randall Williams, The Wessex Novels of Thomas 
Hardy (London, 1924), 133* 

4. Edmund Charles Blunden, Thomas Hardy (London, 
1941), 4. 

5. William R. Rutland, Thomas Hardy (London, 1938), 7. 

6. T. S. Eliot, "Thomas Hardy," in After Strange 
Gods (New York, 1934), 59. 

7. Grant Cochran Knight, The Novel in English (New 
York, 1931), 245. 

8. Jacob Salvlris, "A Reading of the Wessex Novels," 
Westminster Review. CLXXVIII (October, 1912), 404. 

9. Patrick Braybrooke, Thomas Hardy and his Philosophy 
(London, 1928), 159. 

10. Braybrooke, 90. 

11. Janetta Newton-Robinson, "A Study of Mr. Thomas 
Hardy," Westminster Review. CXXXVII (February, 1892), 157* 

12. E. G. Wagenknecht, "Pessimism In Hardy and Conrad," 
College English. Ill (1942), 554. 
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